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Executivesunnnary

As the population of Tanzania, and especially the population in Dar es Salaam, is growing at
reasonable speed, the need for sufficient and good shelter is increasing as wel I. A major part of the
demand for low-cost housing is met by smal I scale building contractors, many of them operating in
the informal sector. It is in this context that the National Construction Council is interested in ways to
upgrade the performance of the informal smal I scale contractors in Dar es Salaam.
In chapter 1 the research design is presented, which contains an explanation of the key concepts. In
this report it is the construction sector which is paid attention to. The construction sector can be
divided into three subsectors, namely building construction, civil works and the building materials
industry. This report will focus on the building construction sector. This sector can be divided into a
forma! part and an informal part. The informal part of the building construction sector is by far the
largest in terms of employment and number of residential building projects. It is estimated that 90 %
of all residential buildings are built within the informal building construction sector. This sector
though ha<; received very little attention up to now. Therefore this study concentrates on the informal
building construction sector and on one of its main operators: the informal small scale building
contractor. The main difference between an informal and a formal contractor is whether he has been
registered at the National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyars and Building Contractors
(NBAQSBC) or the Millistry of Works or not. The research problem canthen bedefinedas follows:
how could the performance of the inform.al small scale building contractors in Dar es Salaam
be upgraded? A survey, basedon a research instrument for the informal sector is used to gather more
data with respect to the informal building contractors in Dar es Salaam. Furthermore the usefulness of
the instrument is tested.
As many of the problems that occur in Tanzania are at least partly due to the fact that Tanzania is a
developing country, it is useful to make clear the country's position in the world. This is done in
chapter 2. A comparison is made between Tanzania, East Africa, Africa, Europe, the Netherlands and
the world with respect to four major institutions, namely the kinship institution, the economie
institution, the politica! institution and the religious institution.
In chapter 3 the building sector in Tanzania is presented. The economie performance of the sector is
discussed, which makes clear that the construction sector plays a dominant role in the production of
the fixed assets for capita! formation. However, it appears that the govemment used to pay very
limited attention to the construction sector, which was one of the reasoos for the rather poor
performance ofthe sector over the past decades. Therefore the National Construction Council was
established to coordinate all activities of the construction industry. Finally some typical aspectsof the
informal building sector in Tanzania are discussed. Both literature and the results of the survey reveal
that the informal building contractors have eertaio advantages, but also some serious restrictions.
Most people cannot afford to hire a forma! contractor. The informal contractor is cheaper and more
flexible. The informal contractors on the other hand have very limited access to capital, good
equipment and materials. Furthermore they lack entrepreneurial skilis and they and their fundis often
even lack technica! skills, which results in both a poor quality of the building and missing profits for
the contractor.
Chapter 4 presents the results of the survey in detail. First the social background characteristics of the
contractor are discussed. Furthermore attention is paid to the basic characteristics of the enterprise,
structural characteristics, direct extemal relations characteristics and some effectiveness
characteristics. Next the main fields of problems for the informal small scale contractors are
discussed, tagether with the preferred forms of assistance and the preferenee for a particular form of
training. Several problems are related to extemal factors, and hence difficult to solve directly via the
contractors themselves. Finally it is investigated to what extent relations occur between variables. It
appears that especially the area in which a contractor is operatingis correlated with several other
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aspects, for instanee the wages that are paid to the employees. However, because of the limited
number of interviews, these relations need to be interpreted with care.
In the following box the results of the survey are summarized.

intemal organizational characteristics
Tbc contractor is male, married and between 30 and 49 years old; primary education complete, learnt in a small scale
enterprise; works between 40 and 49 hours per week; has noother economie activities; bas an income between 40,000
and 49,999 Tshs permonthand plans to expand building activities.
The enterprise bas a sole/household mode; the equipment is partly owned by the enterprise, partly hired; the enterprise
bas no fixed workshop; the enterprise bas been operating between 6 and 20 years and 12 months out of 12 during the
last year; the enterprise consistsof a master (owner) +employees; on average 5.6 persons are working per enterprise,
including entrepreneur; initia! capita! between 5000 and 9999 Tshs, current working capita! between 40,000 and
59,999 Tshs; bought last year for between 0 and 999 Tshs; notroublein finding requested knowhow ; quality of
building matcrials is ok, availability is not; no use of high temperatures, but use of electricity; electricity and water is
availablc, roads are very poor.
The employees are informed before and after decisions are taken; they can give their opinion asked and unasked, e.g.
offer advice; written information is hardly used, but use of records of payments to workers; between 0 and 15 minutes
per week are spent on administrative activities.
The enterprise bas on average 2.7 skilled/permanent worker per day and 1.7 unskilled/casual worker per day; hardly
apprentices ; workers between 15 and 29 years old, male; they finished primary education and learnt in a smal\ scale
enterprise; skilled worker earns between 2000 and 2499 Tshs per day, unskilled worker earns between 1000 and 1499
tshs per day, no other earnings for both skilled and unskilled workers.

extemal organizational characteristics
The enterprise has on average 3.7 customers per year, which are households; 80% of the matcrials is bought at
informal sector organizations; 97 % of the capita! is provided by ad vaneed payments by the client; an increase in
demand is noticed; competition from other informal sector organizations is noticed.

effectiveness characteristics
The contractor comcs from a rural area.
Tbc contractor wants no othcr work, but wants to go to the forma! sector.

In chapter 5 the main problems that occur in the building construction sector in Tanzania are
discussed in more detail. These are:
the lack/unavailability of ad vaneed payments and the Jack of access to credit;
the unavailability of building materials;
the lack/unavailability of equipment and tools;
the bad quality of the materials as bought by the client;
the lack of both technica! and entrepreneurial skills.
The most important measures that should be taken are related to the availability of building materials
and tools, the alleviation of the lack of capital as experienced by the informal building contractors and
the access to credit facilities. It is among others proposed that:
the use of more traditional, locally available materials is promoted;
emphasis is put on a further development of local building materials industry, which will
probably take Jonger than ten years;
as long as the production capacity of the building materials industry in Tanzania is not
sufficient to meet the de mand, imports of basic building materials are stimulated on a
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temporary basis, for instaneefora period of five years, and for instanee by reducing the
import taxes;
a credit system for informal small scale contractors is developed, preferably linked with a
system to provide tools and social house building;
tax holidays are introduced to enable informal contractors to enter a licensing system without
having to pay unaffordable amounts of tax.
The lack of skills, both technica! and entrepreneurial, is an internal factor. Therefore it is decided to
focus on the training neects for fundis and building contractors. When evaluating the current education
and training system in Tanzania, it is evident that the opportunities for receiving education or training
with respect to skilis as required in the building construction sector are very limited. Besides, the
offered courses do often not provide the required level of skilis. To assure a reservoir of weli skilied
fundis and contractors in the future the current National Vocational Training (NVT) system neects to
be anal yzed and improved. One of the major issues should be the integration of entrepreneurial and
managerial skilis in the curricula.
The current generation of contractors however can not be sent "back to school". He nee it was tried to
determine which subjects should be included in a course for informal smali scale building contractors
and which practical restrictions have tobetaken into account. A few contractors were asked to give
their views on how training could be carried out best. The main subjects which should be included in
a course turned out to be:
budgeting and cost calculation;
the reading of drawings and maps;
planning of the building process;
materials management;
on site supervision.
These elements were used in a proposal for a course on elementary entrepreneurial and some technica!
skilis for informal smali scale building contractors.
Finaliy, chapter 6 gives a summary ofthe results, conclusions and recommendations ofthe research.
Furthermore the usefulness of the instrument for the informal sector is discussed. It appears that
especialiy the variables with respect to technology are not appropriate for the construction sector.
Therefore an adaptation of the instrument is proposed. Finaliy recommendations for further research
are formulated.
The structure of this report as presented in this summary is visualized in figure I. In this figure
linkages between chapters and appendices are shown.
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Preface

From January until June 1994 I visited Tanzania to performa survey on the informal small scale
building contractor and the informal building sector. This study was initiated by the request of the
National Construction Council to perform "a study fora programme to raise the skilis of Iabour in the
informal sector in building works in Tanzania". Part of this study was a questionnaire, which was held
among a group of about forty contractors in Dar es Salaam. In this report the final results of this study
can be found.
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Chapter I : Research design

1

Research design

In this chapter the research approach will be presented. Main subject of the first part of this chapter
will be the theoretica! issues of the research, resulting in the problem definition. The next part is
related to the empirica! issues of the research. In these paragraphs the research methods will be
introduced and explained.

1.1

Theoretica! issues of the research

In the following paragraphs all theoretica! aspects and backgrounds of the research will be paid
attention to. First, the relevanee of the study will be demonstrated. Second, the problem definition
will be presented. The objectives of the study will be further explained in the next paragraph. The first
part of the chapter will be concluded by a further etaboration of the problem definition, containing a
theoretica} framework, definitions of the key concepts and a description of the research instrument.

1.1.1

The relevanee of the study

In Tanzania, and more specifically, in Dar es Salaam, the need for low-cost shelter has been
increasing enormously over the past years and will continue growing in the future. A major part of the
demand for low-cost housing is met by smal I scale building contractors, many of them operating in
the informal sector. The number of these smal I scale building contractors seems to be encouraging,
but their capacity in rnanaging construction jobs and in producing better quality building works still
neects to be improved [MWAD, p.13, p.37, p.46]. The existing general strategy, which is outlined in
the "National Construction Industry Development Strategy (NCIDS)" is to imprave and sustain the
qualitative aspect of the available local capacity in building works. It is in this context that the
National Construction Council (NCC) in collaboration with the Centre for Housing Studies (CHS) is
interested in ways tomeet this objective of the NCIDS, as so far efforts to upgrade small scale
building contractors tend to forget real executors, especially the informal small scale building
contractors and their construction gangs.
The Tanzanian government itself has been paying more attention to the informal sector over the last
couple of years than ever before. This has resulted in a study on the entire informal sector in Tanzania.
As this study was held on a national level and had to take into consideration many aspects of the
informal sector, not much attention was paid toaspects which only rnight occur in a certain subsector.
A study into the role and problems of the informal small scale building contractor could contribute to
a further understanding of the role of the informal sector in the Tanzanian economy. Such a study
would assist the NCC in preparing a strategy for promoting and assisting local informal small scale
contractors in building works, resulting in an upgrading of the informal smal I scale contractors. This
strategy would be a bottorn up development strategy, as it would aim at the lowest grade of workers in
the construction industry. This would fit in Tanzania's growing need for grassroots development. As
this strategy would be need-oriented, the NCC estimates the chances for success quite high.
At the Eindhoven University of Technology the department of International Technological
Development Science is involved in a research programme on the industrialization processin
Tanzania. Many final year students are expected to contribute to an accumulation of knowledge on
this industrialization process. A study like this could contribute to this research programme, as the
construction sector is one of the industries which should be given priority in view of the depart-ment's
research theme for the period 1993- 1996. Objectives with respect to the construction sector as
formulated in the research programme are:
support optimal use of opportunities;
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support optimal solutions for problems and constraints for industrial and technological
development through technologkal capability building.
Within this research programme several instruments are developed to describe and compare
enterprises with an emphasis on industrial enterprises, both large scale and small scale, formal and
informal. This study could test the usefulness and validity of one of these research instruments and
eventually improve it.

1.1.2

The problem definition

Consictering the research proposal as formulated by the NCC, the research problem can be defined as
follows:

How could the performance of the informal small scale building contractors in Dar es
Salaam be upgraded?
Upgrading in this context means improving the quality of the output of the informal small scale
contractor and consequently his standard of living.
As not much is known yet about the activities and the characteristics of the informal small scale
contractors and about the Tanzanian informal building sector, several research questions need to be
answered in order to be able to address to this problem. These are:
1

How can the informal building sector be described ? What is the role of the informal smal I
scale contractor and the building gangs in the building process ? What exactly does the
building process look like ?

2

What are the main tielcts of problems that occur in the informal building sector ? What
strategies should be foliowed to solve the main problems?

3

What are the main governmental policies towards the building sector, especially towards the
small scale building sector ? How could these policies be improved?

4

Does the measuring instrument for the informal sector as it has been described by Mr.
GaiHard [GAC] need any adaptations or improvements?

1.1.3

The objectives of the study

This study is meant to reach several goals. These are:
to gain more insight in the activities that take place in (a part of) the informal sector in
Tanzania;
to determine whether the instrument for the informal sector as described by Mr. GaiBard is a
useful tooi for descrihing informal sector activities and whether it neects to be adapted and/or
improved.
However, the ultimate objective of the study will be to

formulate recommendations, which willlead to an upgrading of the performance of the
informal small scale building contractor in Dar es Salaam when they are implemented.
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1.1.4

A forther elaboration of the problem definition

As the problem definition is the base of the research, it will be further elaborated in the following
subparagraphs.

1.1.4.1 The theoretical framework
The relations between the first three research questions are presented in the following scheme. This
scheme can be regarded as the framework of the research.

I govemment I

'v
all economie activities:
--"' lL_
con st ruction

'v

infor mal
const ruction

'v

informal

informal
building
contractor

sector

sector
sector

formal + informal sector
national environment

figure 1.1:

the location of the informal building contractor in the Tanzanian environment

In this scheme the informal building contractor is placed in the centre, as he is major subject of this
study. By investigating the different aspects that all have their impact on the activities of the informal
building contractor it is tried to identify the main problems the informal building contractor has to
deal with.
As the work of the informal building contractor is on the one hand influenced by and on the other
hand aresult of national environmental factors, the Tanzanian national environment is paid attention
to in the first part of chapter 2. The informal building contractor is typically operatingin the informal
sector. Therefore the relevanee of the informal sector for economie development in general and more
specifically in Tanzania is the subject of the second part of chapter 2.
The informal building contractor is also operating in the construction sector. Problems that occur in
the construction sector will thus have their impact on his activities. Chapter 3 starts with an
introduetion to the construction sector in Tanzania. The activities of the informal building contractor,
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though not being registered, are influenced by the government through governmental policies and
measures as well. These are subject of the next part of chapter 3. Finally the typical aspects and
problems of the informal construction sector in Tanzania are described in this chapter, as the informal
construction sector forms the micro-level at which the informal building contractor operates.
When the environment in which the informal building contractor operates has been described, focus
can be put on the contractor himself. Main aspects that will be further studied are the characteristics of
the informal building contractor and his role in the building process. This is visualized in figure 1.2.

informal
building
contractor
role in the
building process

national environment

tigure 1.2:

focusing on the informal building contractor

In chapter 4 the characteristics of the informal building contractor and his role in the building process
are the major subjects. In this chapter the problems that are experienced by the contractors thernselves
are described in brief and compared with the problems as identified in an earlier stage of the study.
Chapter 5 contains extended descriptions and analyses ofthe major fields ofproblems for the informal
contractor, resulting in recommendations for improvement and upgrading of the informal building
contractor. These recommendations can be used as the basis of strategies to be formulated by the
government, e.g. the National Construction Council. A summary ofthe recommendations and
suggestions for further research are finally presented in chapter 6.
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1.1.4.2 Definition of the key concepts
In this paragraphall major concepts will be defined to makesure that there will be no rnisunderstanding about the contents of any of the used concepts.

informal sector
The following definition of the informal sector is extracted from the survey "Tanzania, the informal
sector 1991".
The informal sector is constituted ofurban and rural, non farm, small scale, self employed activities,
withor without hired Iabour. Typically they operate with low level organization, low capital, low
technology and oftenon temporary prernise. They usually are not supported by formal financing
institutions, and are usually not measured in official government statistics.
The definition is turned into a more practical one which can be applied in fieldwork [TIS, p.1.1]. The
major features of the definition applied are:

sector
The informal sector is restricted to the private sector. All government or parastatal
establishments and enterprises are excluded. Registered cooperatives are also excluded.
Business activities to be included can be conducted by an individual, a householdas a group
or by several individuals organized as a partnership or as an unregistered
cooperative.

si ze of employment
All enterprises with more than five paid full -time employees are excluded. The paid
employeescan be farnily memhers or not farnily members. All employees of the business are
to be included e.g. watchmen and cleaners but notprivate dornestic employees of the
household. Any number of unpaid workers is allowed. The number of paid casual workers can
vary. In casesomebody has hired many workers at very low wages because ofthe character of
the work and meets all other restrictions, it can still be considered as an informal economie
activity. This especially could count for the informal building sector, where sometimes very
labour-intensive jobs have to be completed in very few days.

location
All establishments operating at the locations below are to be taken as in the informal sector
provided they meet the restrictions as mentioned earlier:
at a market place;
in a temporary structure;
on a footpath, in the street or in an open place;
small fixed locations.

other qualitative restrictions
An attempt is also made to exclude some remaining establishments after the above restrictions
on the basis oftheir use of high technology, their professional type of activity ortheir
generally "formal" characteristics.

construction sector
The explanation of the concept "construction sector" will be rather extended, as it is often not clear
what exactly is meant by the construction sector. An attempt is made to make clear what is meant by
the construction sector and the building process in this report by means of several schemes.
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The construction sector consists of all enterprises, institutions and persons who are involved in the
building process.
The building process consistsof all activities necessary to produce a built object.
In figure 1.3 a scheme of the buildingprocessis given. In this scheme the different steps which lead
totheuse of built objects are represented. This categorization gives an answer to the question: which
activities take place in the construction sector?
Subprocess I consists of the transformation steps leading from the extraction of raw materials to the
composition of the built product. During each transformation step the input materials undergo further
processing.
Subprocess 11 consists of the organizational steps leading from the first need for a built product as feit
by the elient in the initiative phase totheuse of the built product during the building use phase. The
establishment of the building requirements is done by deliberation between architect and elient The
architect will then provide a design corresponding to the building requirements. A quantity surveyor
takes care of all the necessary calculations and estimates the costs and quantities of the materials in
the next phase, after which the composition of the built product can start. During this composition
phase the quantity surveyor controls the costs and quantities. The phases of subprocess 11 are based on
the phases of the building process as presented by Mr. Sikkel [SIK, p.133].
The step which will be paid attention to in this report, namely the composition of built products, has
been marked in the figure.

II

I

tigure 1.3:

the building process

According to the International Standard Industrial Classification of all Economie Activities (ISIC1968) the first step of subprocess I, the extraction of raw materials, belongs to major di vision 2:
mining and quarrying. The last step of subprocess I, the composition of built products, belongs to
major di vision 5: construction. Problems arise when categorizing step two, three and four of
subprocess I according to the ISIC. In most cases they will belong to major division 3: manufacturing.
Sometimes though these steps are integrated at the building site to such an extent, that manufacturing
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and construction can not be distinguished clearly any longer. As this study only focuses on the
composition step a further elaboration of this issue goes beyond the scope of this report.
The output of the composition step, which are built products, can be divided into different types. This
di vision is represented in tigure 1.4 [RIB A, p.30-31] and gives an answer to the question: what is
constructed? In this tigure a further restrietion towards which part of the building process will be
taken into consideration is made. In this report attention will be paid to residential building in general,
as according to literature main tasks of the informal small scale contractor are in the field of residential building [see MW AD, ILOP, KOM].

environment
civil works

+ - - - i land, planning, landscape in general

~--i civil engineering works, transport

transport, industrial buildings
administrative, commercial buildings
health and welfare buildings

buildings

refreshment,entertainment,recreation buildings
religious buildings
educational, cultural, scientific buildings

residential buildings in general
buildings, architecture, spaces in general
source:

Construction indexing manual; Royal Institute of British Architects; London 1968, p.30-31

tigure 1.4:

di vision of built products into different types

Finall y the construction sector can be categorized on the basis of the different actors. This
categorization gives an answer to the question: who is involved in the construction sector? The major
actors- those actors whoare directly involved in the building process -are:
consultants (architects, quantity surveyors, engineers etc.);
builders (contractors, general foremen etc.);
suppliers.
Indirect actors are:
the client;
the government;
financiers.
This categorization of the construction sector [based on SIK and ERVI] is represented in tigure 1.5.
The actor to which attention will be paid in this study is the builder, and even a particular one, namely
the informal small scale contractor. This is also visualized in the figure. A building contractor and an
informal small scale contractor will also be defined in this paragraph.
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"'/

consultants
govemment
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['- ····························l..............................................J

suppliers

tigure 1.5:

the categorization of the construction sector on the basis of actars

In this report the narnes "house building construction sector" or "house building sector" will be used
as well, which refer to residential buildings in generaL

informal construction sector
The informal construction sector consists of all persons and enterprises involved in the building
process and undertaking activities that meet the definition of the informal sector.

building contractor
A building contractor is an entrepreneur who undertakes building projects. He usually is responsible
for the acquisition of the required human resources and materials and the execution of the building
activities on site.

informal small scale building contractor
An informal small scale building contractor is a building contractor who, in comparison to a formal
building contractor, is not registered at the National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyars and
Building Contractors or the Mi nistry of Works, whose projects do not exceed jobs categorised for
class VI and class VII contractors, and whose activities meet the definition of the inforrnal sector.
The formal registration system and the categorization of building jobs are further explained in
appendix 1.

1.1.4.3 The research instrument
In order to campare the different enterprises within the informal sector with each other, a measuring
instrument has been developed by Mr. H. Gaillard, Eindhoven University ofTechnology, the
Netherlands [GAC]. This instrument is basedon a model for the international comparison of
organisations [BER, p.84-113]. In the studyin which this model is described, the following question
is asked: which factors determine the functioning of an organisation and consequently the result
(effectiveness) of this functioning?
In this model it is assumed that there are three major groups of variables. These are:
extemal organizational characteristics;
intemal organizational characteristics;
effectiveness characteristics.
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A schematic representation of this model is given in figure 1.6.

independent
variables:

development
level
f----;.

dependent
variables:

intennediate
varia bles:

external organizational
characteristics
history

'
'

f---?

size
(population)

internal organizational
characteristics

natura I
resources

development f----;.
model

source:

geography

~

effectiveness
characteristics

based on De modelbouw binnen de comparatieve management en organisatiekunde; Bertholet and Gaillard,
1978, p.84-113

tigure 1.6:

model for the international comparison of organisations

The relations between variables within one of these major groups are assumed to be stronger than
relations between the major groups or other subgroups of variables. All kind of relations between the
major groups are possible. This complex of variables is thus not a static complex, but it is changing
continuously in a dynamic way. Central issue is that these changes do not occur at random, but in a
certain pattern. In this way they can be explained and, to a certain extent, be predicted.
The complex of external organizational characteristics, internal organizational characteristics and
effectiveness characteristics is regardedas the dependent variable. This dependent variabie is
determined by two independent variables:
the level of development of the country in which the organization is situated;
the development model of the country in which the organization is situated.
Furthermore there are several aspects, which cannot completely be considered as contributing to the
level of development and the development model. These variables, the so-called intermediate
variables, are:
the history of a country;
size, particularly the population size;
availability of natural resources;
geographic aspects.
As the organisations to be compared in this research are all situated in the same country, namely
Tanzania, no comparison based on the level of development, the development model and the
intermediate variables is possible. Therefore only the complex of variables comprising the external
organizational characteristics, internal organizational characteristics and effectiveness characteristics is
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used to develop a questionnaire to gain insight in the characteristics, the operations and the problems
of the informal small scale building contractor in Dar es Salaarn. This complex of major groups of
variables, which will form a model for the comparison of enterprises in the informal sector, is
presented in tigure 1. 7.

extemal organizational
characteristics
'f'
1

internal organizational
characteristics

effectiveness
characteristics

source:

De modelbouw binnen de comparatieve management en organisatiekunde; Bertholet and Gaillard, 1978, p.l03

tigure 1. 7:

model for the comparison of enterprises in the informal sector

Extemal organizational characteristics of an enterprise describe some relevant aspects of the
environment in which the enterprise operates and the relations between the enterprise and its
environment.
Intemal organizational characteristics of an enterprise are characteristics of the enterprise itself, its
workers and its production process.
Effecti veness characteristics describe the relevanee of the entire sector for the socio-economie
development of the country.
Each of this major group of variables is divided intoasetof indicators. This di vision is presented in
tigure 1.8.
The effecti veness characteristics as presented in this model are taken from the previous research
instrument for informal sector enterprises. The instrument tries to give a rather complete description
of all characteristics of the enterprises, combined withits role in the national economy.
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national environmental characteristics

eliroet oxtemal rolations characteristics

country

relations with costomers

region

relations with suppliers

town

souree of capital
competition
infrastructure
government

basic characteristics

structural characteristics

social background characteristics of
entrepreneur I owncr

sector

centralisation

sexe

ownership

overall formalisation

a ge

location

specialisation

forma! education

age

configuration

souree of skilis

type of business

standardisation

werking hours per week

size

social background characteristics of employees

ether economie activities

charter

social background characteristics of apprentices

marital status

technology

future plans
monthly total informal sector iocome

macro socio--economie characteristics

micro socio-economie characteristics

employment

satisfaction

use of capita!

market share

gross value added

profitability

leaming effects
iocome distri bution
migration
re-investments
foreign dependenee
fulfilment of local basic needs

source:

Cbaracteristics of urban informal sector organisations; an attempt to formulate a frame of reference, H. Gaillard,
1992, p.2-3

tigure 1.8:

further elaboration of the model forenterprises in the informal sector

As has been explained in paragraph 1.1.3 one ofthe objectives ofthis study is todetermine whether
the instrument in its current form is a useful tool to describe enterprises in the informal sector and to
campare informal sector enterprises with each other. The use of a questionnaire based upon the
instrument will show whether eertaio variables may be redundant, lacking or whether other
adaptations are required. A complete enumeration of the variables and their operationalization can be
found in appendix 2.
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1.2

Empirica! issues of the research

This part of the chapter will deal with the empirical issues of the research. The study can be described
as a survey as it is described in literature [BAA, p.93-94]. Main reason for performing a survey is the
fact, that it offers the possibility to gather relatively much information, which can be used to check the
available data and to present additional information.
'

1.2.1

The popwation and the sample unit

The survey will take place in Dar es Salaarn. Any rural area or other urban area will be excluded
because of limited time. Any contractor whose features are in agreement with the definition as
presented in chapter 1 and who is operating in Dar es Salaam will be a sample unit and thus a member
of the research population. This means that the population can be defined as all building contractors,
whose features are in agreement with the definition of informal small scale contractors as presented in
chapter 1 and as far as they are working in Dar es Salaam. As it will be difficult to find the entire
population, it will be necessary to compose a population that resembles the real population as far as
possible.

building activities in the outskirts of Dar es Salaam
1.2.2

The sample

To ensure representativeness of estimates of population values the selected sample method has to be a
probability sample, which means that every unit has an equal (or ifunequal, known) chance ofbeing
selected. Problems arise, when the population cannot be completely identified. In that case probability
sampling is not possible, and judgement sampling will be the most appropriate method. In this
particular research it is impossible to identify the entire population of informal building contractors in
Dar es Salaarn, as most informal contractors have not been registered and thus no complete list of
informal building contractors can be composed. Therefore the sample will be a judgement sample.
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According to current cartography Dar es Salaarn has about 40 districts (see appendix 3). The districts
to be selected need to have several common characteristics:
they should be relatively easily accessible by means of public transport;
they must be known as common residential districts, which means that the town centre is
excluded, as building activities in the centre currently mostly camprise high-rise buildingor
other extended projects performed by registered highergrade contractors;
Taking into account these two requirements, about 30 areas remain to be selected. Based upon
literature and expert opinions it can be assumed that eventual differences between areas will be
noticed, if the number and the dispersal of selected areas is as large as possible. A map of Dar es
Salaarn is used to ensure this dispersal. The following areas meeting the above restrictions are
selected: Temeke, Mtoni, Tabata, Buguruni, Vingunguti, Mabibo, Ubungo, Kiwalani, Tandika,
Changombe, Temeke Mikoroshini, Mwana Nyamala, Mwengè and Sinza. Figure 1.9 shows the
location of these districts in Dar es Salaarn. The Kunduchi area was visited to perform the pretest, as a
farniliar Ardhi architect was able to arrange visits to the building projects in which he was
participating.

N
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tigure 1.9:

Kunduchi (only for
pretest)
Vingunguti
Buguruni
Mabibo
Tandika
Changombe
Tabata
Ubungo
Sinza
Kiwalani
Temeke
Mwenge
Mtoni
Mwana Nyamala
Temeke
Mikoroshini

Location of selected areas in Dar es Salaam

In order to minimize the chance of selecting an atypical case, three building sites are visited in each
selected area. These sites are again not selected by means of a probability sample, but by taking the
first three sites identified by walking around. In all cases only the main contractor is interviewed.
Thus the first question is used to check whether the main contractor is around and whether he is
registered or not. In case these two requirements are not met, other building sites will be identified,
until the number of three sites per area is reached. It is assumed that the informal small scale
contractors all tagether are a more or less homogenous group, with the same characteristics and the
same problems and needs. This assumption will be further explained in paragraph 3.3.
This sample method excludes several groups of informal building contractors. The first group
excluded are those whoare not involved in a building project during the period in which the visits
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take place. This implies that all unemployed contractors are not interviewed, including those who
have been without employment for quite some time. This group, however relevant, as they might
experience specitic problems resulting in continuous unemployment, cannot be identified within the
limited research period. The second group which is not interviewed includes informal building
contractors whohave been subcontracted by the main informal building contractor, as only the main
contractor is interviewed. It is however assumed that this does not have a significant impact on the
results, as most informal building contractors participate in projects both as main contractor and
subcontractor. This will be further explained in chapter 3. Finally, all informal building contractors,
who are performing a building project during the research period, but for whatever reason are not
working at the very day of the visits in the concerning area, are excluded. This group cannot be
identified as well within reasonable time.

1.2.3

The methods of data collection

During this research several methods of data coneetion will be used. These include:
literature study;
unstructured interviews with key persons;
structured personal interviews;
non-participant direct observations.
In appendix 4 it is explained what data are gathered by means of which method.
The literature study partly takes place in the Netherlands, partly in Tanzania. In Tanzania it is tried to
identify valuable sourees of written information, which is not available in the Netherlands.
The unstructured interviews with key persons are held to gather additional information that is not
available in written sources, to check written data and to gain more insight in the building processes in
Tanzania. These key persons include members of the National Construction Council, the Ardhi
Institute, the Centre for Housing Studies, the Planning Commission, the Office of the ILO in Dar es
Salaam and the Faculty of Engineering of the University of Dar es Salaam. Appendix 5 offers a short
introduetion on each key person. As all persons interviewed are English speakers, the use of an
interpreter is unnecessary.
The structured personal interviews are performed by means of a questionnaire, which is based upon
the research instrument as presented in paragraph 1.1.4.3. In appendix 6 the development of this
questionnaire can be found. An interpreter who is familiar with the building sector and its jargon is
used to ask the questions during the interviews, which are held during the visits paid to the building
sites. Structured personal interviews have several advantages:
a low non-response in comparison with a mail questionnaire;
no problems occur in case of illiteracy;
the possibility to ask more questions in comparison with a mail questionnaire;
the possibility to correct a wrong interpretation of the question by the respondent or to clarify
difficult questions.
The latter reason demands a clear instruction of the interpreter, as he is not allowed to guide the
respondent in answering the questions. To increase the validity and reliability of the data the
questionnaire is discussed with experts. Furthermore a pre-test is performed, which can result in final
adaptations of the questionnaire. The results of this pretest will be presented in appendix 7.
The non-participant direct observations take place during the visits of the building sites and during
excursions to relevant places.
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1.2.4

The method of data analysis

The test statistics to be calculated are the sample mode as central tendency measure and the sample
range as measure of dispersion because of the nominal and ordinal character of the data. The use of
the mode as a central tendency measure instead of the mean bas the advantage of minimizing the bias
caused by outliers. Interpretation of these test statistics neects to take place with extreme care. As the
sample as used in the study is not a probability sample, no generalisation of the results is allowed.
However, the mode and range will provide a serious indication for the characteristics of the informal
building contractor and the problems he bas to deal with, as the judgement sample and the methods of
data collection as described in the previous paragraphs ensure a substantial number of interviews held
providing relevant information.
Furthermore a multivariate analysis of selected variables could provide significant correlations
between variables. For this analysis the model for the international comparison of organisations as
described in paragraph 1.1.4.3 will be used. First any possible relations between variables will be
identified by means of a bivariate analysis. As the assumption of normality would have no basis,
Spearman's rho will be used instead of other indicators for correlation. In appendix 8 the performed
test will be discussed in more detail. It might be possible, that several characteristics are linked with
each other, or certain problems are linked with particular characteristics. Any possible linkages could
provide indications for relations between certain characteristics or problems. Because of the relatively
small number of interviews the chancesof an accidentally occurring correlation between two variables
can not be neglected. Therefore all possible relations need to be examined carefully. This will be done
by trying to identify clusters of variables, as the chance that multivariate relations are occurring is far
less than the risk of the occurrence of purely accidental bivariate correlations. When a number of
variables is mutually correlated (3 0.30), it may be considered as forrning a cluster. The variabie that
shows the highest correlations with the other variables within the cluster is selected to represent such a
cluster and is used in the further analysis.
The relations between variables within one of the major groups of the model for the international
comparison of organisations are assumed to be stronger than relations between the major groups or
other subgroups of variables. All kind of relations between the different groups are possible. Therefore
the following steps will be followed:
1
2
3

first clusters of variables will be identified within a subgroup; this will possibly result in
several clusters and a group of rest variables;
next relations between subgroups of variables but within a major group will be identified,
including relations between rest variables and clusters or other rest variables;
finally relations between the major groups of variables will be identified, again including
relations between rest variables and clusters or other rest variables.

As an extra dimension was added to the survey, namely the identification of problems, preferred
forms of training and preferred forms of assistance, relations between variables of the model for the
international comparison of organisations and the different problems, forms of training and forms of
assistance will be investigated as well. The variables related to the problems, preferred forms of
training and preferred forms of assistance are not assumed to have stronger correlations within a
subgroup than between subgroups, as these variables do not belong to a subgroup of variables; they
are all possible answers to the question concerning the respective subject. Finally multivariate
relations between all variables and the variabie area in which the current building activity takes place
will be identified.
The analysis of the characteristics, problems and possible linkages can result in recommendations for
the upgrading of the performance of the informal small scale building contractors in Dar es Salaam.
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2

Introduetion to Tanzania

In this chapter the background of the research as presented in chapter 1 will be further explained.
First, the position of Tanzania in the world will be illustrated in paragraph 1 by means of a model for
analysing societies. Next the relevanee of the informal sector for economie development is
demonstrated in paragraph 2, foliowed by an introduetion to the informal sector in Tanzania.

2.1

Tanzania, a short institutional analysis

As many of the problems that occur in Tanzania are at least partly due to the fact that Tanzania is a
so-called developing country, it is useful to make clear the country's position in the world. Looking at
the GNP per capita Tanzania is one of the world's poorest countries. However, GNP per capita is not
the only indicator forthelevel of development of a country. In fact it has some serious disadvantages
as an indicator for development, as it does not discriminate sufficiently between countries. A short
institutional analysis can provide more information on the level of development of a particular country, especially in comparison withother countries. Therefore a model for analysing societies will be
presented in the following paragraph.

2.1.1

A model for analysing societies

To be able to compare different societies which each other with respect to several characteristics and
aspects it is necessary to analyze each society by means of the same underlying model. If different
models for analysing a society are used a meaningful comparison will be difficult. An institutional
approach, which was developed by Mr. Bertholet, is used to describe societies. In this model, society
is defined as follows [LAPM, p.27]:

"Society is the fora specific group of interacting people most comprehensive, multifunctional
and multidimensional social system. Such a social system consists ofthe related body of
structural and cultural elements. The related body of these elements determines the social
behaviour- which consists ofthe preserved and standardized social relations- ofpeople in a
specific group."
The constituting elements of society are social structure, culture, institutional behaviour and their
relations and interrelations. Social structure is defined as [LAPM, p.28] :

"The relatively pelmanent system of social positions connected in a social space through a
networkof more or less standardized and collectively accepted interactions and communications."
Social culture is defined as [LAPM, p.30]:

"The relatively autonomous body of values, goals, norms, expectations, knowledge and know
how, including technology, which people collectively share and acknowledge as legitimate
within a specific society and which can be transferred to others."
The function ofthis body is to direct, specify, coordinate, preserve and standardize human behaviour.
An institution finally is defined as [LAPM, p.32]:

"The more or less stable, standardized, collectively accepted and formalized way in which a
specific tunetion in society is performed. It embraces the interrelated complex of
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structural and cultural elements that guide and provide the organizational framework within
which behaviour takes place."
Structurally it provides the sets of social positions and relations within which action takes place.
Culturally it delineates and legitimizes the specific goals to be achieved, provides the nonns,
expectations, knowhow, knowledge, science and technology, pertinent to the actions involved.
It is the coherency of structural and cultural elements of the social system which determines the social
behaviour. In order to be able to present cultural elements it would probably be necessary to holdan
extensi ve survey on this topic, which goes far beyond the scope of this study. The social behaviour is
the logical consequence of the cultural and structural elements. Therefore, as it is not the aim of this
study to give a full institutional analysis of Tanzanian society but to make clear the country's position
in the world, only structural elements will be presented.
Depending on the social functions that need to be fulfilled, the social behaviour can be specified per
institution. As this number of functions is rather extended, only a few important institutions will be
selected for further investigation. These institutions need to be illustrative forthelevel of development and the social system within a country. The four basic institutions, which are considered to fulfil
the major functions within a society and which meet this condition, are kinship institution, the economie institution, the political institution and the religious institution. Of course there are more
important institutions, for instanee the military institution, which can have a large impact on the social
system. It would however be beyond the scope of this study to present all institutions, as was
explained before. The major functions within a societycanthen be presented schematically as
follows:

kinship
institution

religieus
institution

politica I
institution

economie
institution

'

'

STRUCTURE
'

behaviour
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source:
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culture

Maatschappijontwikkeling deel 1: Man, technology, society and development; from the hunters and gatherers to
the aristocrats and peasants, P.E. Laperre, 1993, p.27

tigure 2.1:

schematic representation of the major functions within a society

In the following paragraph a comparison will be made between Tanzania, East Africa, Africa, Europe,
the Netherlands and, when it makes sense, the world, with respect to the four selected institutions. For
each institution several key variables will be presented, as these institutions all have their impact on
the long tenn development process.

2.1.2

Tanzanian society in global perspeelive

The fint institution to be analyzed is the economie institution. In table 2.1 several economie key
variables are presented. In this table no figures with respect to the entire world are shown, as these
figures are on the one hand very hard to obtain and on the other not very meaningful.
A short explanation about the difference between gross national product (GNP) and gross dornestic
product (GDP) might be useful. The difference between GNP and GDP is the actdition or subtraction
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of the value of return on foreign investment GDP equals GNP plus income earned in the country but
sent abroad, minus income earned abroad but sentinto the country. Thus GDP tencts to exceed GNP
in debtor countries and the reverseis true in creditor countries [KUR, p.xvi].

table 2.1:

key variables related to the economie institution

GDP in millions US$ (1989)

402,581

43,372

2818

225 ,895

6,058,171

GDP/capita in US$ (1989)

630

224

107

15,208

10,911

annual growth GDP (85-89)

2.2%

3.9 %

3.9%

2.3 %

3.3%

annual growth GDP/capita

-0.9 %'

-0.5 %'

1.3%

3.0 %

0.9%'

exports in millions US $ (FOB)

70,000

7228

275

107,877

1,332,000

imports in millions US $ (CIF)

76,000

9858

819

104,266

1,375,000

agricultural production as percentage of
GDP

17.8

32.8

51.0

4.0

4.0

total industrial production as percentage
ofGDP

26.9

18.9

9.0

25 .0

30.0

notes :

I

source:

World reference atlas , Dorling Kindersley, 1994
World statistics in brief, United Nations statistica! pocketbook, 1992, p.88-99

calculated via:
S [(growth GNP/capit") * populationJ IS populationi
with i= country of respective region

From this table it may be concluded that Tanzania is indeed one of the poorest countries in the world
with a world ranking in GDP per capita of 184th, out of 191 countries [DOR]. lts income per capita is
only half of East Africa's average income per capita. This figure is even an overestimation for most of
the population, as 5 % of Tanzanian population earns 33.5 % of the total national income [KUR,
volume lil, p.1719]. This however is the case in many countries, both developed and developing.
Another illustrative figure is the share of industrial production in total GDP. Agriculture, including
livestock and forestry, still is the key economie resource. The degree of industrialization is very low.
An interesting index for level of development is the human development index (HDI) which combines
indicators of national income, life expectancy and educational attainment to give a composite measure
of hu man progress [UNDP]. This index was introduced by the UNDP in the Human Development
Report 1990 to be used instead of GNP per capita, as this index is more discrirninating between
countries and thus providing more information on the level of development of a particular country. An
illustrative list of this HDI is presented in table 2.2.
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table 2.2:

Human development index (HDI) ranking for illustrative countries

0.982

Canada
Japan

2

0.981

United States of America

6

0.976

Netherlands

9

0.968

Uruguay

29

0.880

Buigaria

35

0.865

Surinam

56

0.749

Indones ia

98

0.491

Zambia

117

0.315

Tanzania

126

0.268

Bangladesh

135

0.185

Sierra Leone

159

0.062

source:

Human development report, UNDP, 1992, p.19-20

This list illustrates Tanzania's relative good position in relation to its
GDP per capita ranking, which is caused by relative good health and educational indicators.
The next institution to be analyzed is kinship. In table 2.3 key variables related to the kinship
institution are presented.

table 2.3:

key variables related to the kinship institution

population in millions (1994)

5.4* 10

annual population growth (%)

3

681.7

217

27.8

15 .2

692

1.7

3.0

3.2

3.3

0.6

0.2

birth rate/1000

27

45

49

50.5

13.2

13

life expectancy at birth
(male/fema1e)

62/66

50/54

47.7/50.9

51/53.5

73.5/80

71/78

urban population

45.2

33.9

19.1

20.8

88.6

73.4

source:

World reference atlas, Doding Kindersley, 1994
World statistics in brief, United Nations statistica! pocketbook, 1992, p.88-99

Tanzania tums out to be a country with a high population growth, due to a relatively high birth rate
and a life expectancy above average. Another interesting aspect is the ethnic composition. The ethnic
composition of Tanzania is a peculiar one. 99 %of its population consistsof about 120 Bantu groups,
while the remaining 1 % camprises Arab, Asian and European minorities. In neighbouring countries
Kenya, Burundi, Rwanda etc. only a few large ethnic groups camprise a very large part ofthe population, which regularly results in ethnic conflicts. The use of Kiswahili as a lingua franca has helped
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make ethnic rivalries almost non-existent. In comparison: in the Netherlands 96% ofthe population
are Dutch, while Turkish and Moroccan people each camprise 1 % of the population and 2 % consists
of other foreign minorities [DOR].
Table 2.4 presents the distri bution of religions, which is a key variabie with respect to the religious
institution.

table 2.4:

distri bution of religions

Hindu
Buddhist
animism and indigenous
beliefs

42

Orthodox (various)

3.2

2

16.8

other

notes:

source:

9.2
8.2

11.8

40.2

4

no further division (Roman Catholic, Protestant etc.) known; incl. other Christian beliefs
including Shinto, Jewish, syncretic, not religious etc.
De Grote Bosatlas (51th edition), 1995, p.l68
World reference atlas, Dorling Kindersley, 1994

This table presents Tanzania as a country with a relatively high percentage animismand indigenous
beliefs. This is mainly due to the fact that a significant number of people, especially tribal groups in
the more remote areas, follow their ancestral beliefs. Furthermore, it seems that even Muslims and
Christians integrate at least a part of traditional religion with their "major" religion.
Finally, in table 2.5 and 2.6 somerelevant variables related to the politica! institution are presented.
table 2.5:

%of countries with particular central govemment expenditure

central govemment
expenditure as % of
GNP (1992)

world

Africa

East Africa

< 20

19

14

25

3

Tanzania

Netherlands

Europe

20-30

23

33

25

6

30-40

27

33

25

35

40-50

14

8

8

31

> 50

10

4

8

unknown

7

8

8

source:

100

100

25
0

De Grote Bosatlas (5lth edition), 1995, p.l71
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table 2.6:

worldwide di vision between single party systems and other systems
world

Africa

East Africa

Tanzania

Netherlands

Europe

% of countries with a single
party system or no politica!
parties allowed

23

35

50

0

0

0

% of countries with another
system

77

65

50

100

100

100

source:

World reference atlas, Dorling Kindersley, 1994

Another major indicator is the current politica! system. In Tanzania the CCM is the ruling party, but
since 1992 other poli ti cal parties are allowed as aresult of the reforms introduced by the current
president Ali Hassan Mwinyi. The Netherlands is a constitutional monarchy, but legislative power is
vested in parliament. In table 2.6 the worldwide di vision between countries with a single party system
and countries with other systems is presented.

2.2

The informal sector in Tanzania

In the research as presented in chapter 1 the economie aspects of the impact of measures will be
focused on. Main reason for this is the relative ease of obtaining data coneerDing economie issues, and
thus having the possibility to campare the impact of different measures with each other. One of the
major characteristics of an economy in a developing country is the presence of an informal sector. As
this research aims at gaining more insight into one of the subsectors of the informal sector, e.g. the
informal building sector, it is useful to take a deeper glance at the relevanee of the informal sector in
developing countries in general and in Tanzania in particular.

Dar es Salaam: general overview
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2.2.1

Relevanee of the informal sector for economie development

The importance of the informal sector as being a significant factor in the development of a country has
been recognized by govemments as well as non govemmental and parastatal organizations. As aresult
of the rapid growth of many ei ties indeveloping countries, which is mainly caused by migration from
rural areas and the high population growth [GAI, p. 7, p.17 -18], the number of people who do not
succeed in finding a job in the formal wage sector increases as well.
The formal sector appears to be unable to absorb the surplus of Iabour that exists in most large cities
in developing countries. Therefore many people have tried and still try to create a job themsel ves to
earn a eertaio income. These jobs vary from single person activities like the selling of food or
repairing watches to small enterprises with several paid employees and the use of some low-level
technologies, like a car maintenance shop. In table 2. 7 the estimated share of the informal sector in
urban employment and urban iocome will be presented for some selected cities in developing
countries.

table 2. 7:

Estimated share of the informal sector in urban employment and urban income in
some selected cities in developing countries

AFRICA
Abidjan (Ivory Coast)
Kumasi (Ghana)
Nairobi (Kenya)
Dakar (Senegal)
Dar es Sa1aam (Tanzania)

1970
1974
1972
1980
1991

31
60170
44
65
56

Ahmedabad (India)
Jakarta (Indonesia)
Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Ahmedabad (India)

1971
1976
1971
1971

47
45
19
47

1976
1970
1976
1974
1970
1973

43
43
38
41
42
57

ASlA

LATIN AMERICA
Sao Paolo (Brasil)
Bogota (Colombia)
Cordoba (Argentina)
San Salvador (El Salvador)
Mexico D.F. , Guadalajua, Monterey
Asuncion (Paraguay)
source:

28

25
33

De urbane informele sector in ontwikkelingslanden in historisch en hedendaags perspectief, H.Gaillard, 1993,
p.23

Although these figures are estimations, they provide a good indication of the situation. Difficulties in
measuring informal sector output - what is informal sector output and what is not ? - prohibit more
accurate information. The figures can thus be considered to be lower limits. Real shares are probably
higher.
Many authors give characteristics of informal sector activities, for instanee Souza, Sethuraman, Moser
and Van Gelder e.a. The main characteristics that are used in this report have already been presented
in paragraph 1.1.4.2. Van Dijk [DIJK, p.35] presents a list of most commonly heard advantages and
disadvantages of a further development of the urban informal sector. Some of the major advantages
with respect to economie development are:
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informal economie activities are not very capital intensive, and thus more appropriate in a
situation of very limited financial resources;
the provision of essential goods and services at prices which are far more affordable for most
people than those produced in the formal sector;
the informal sector is Iabour intensive and thus contributes to an reduction ofunemployment;
as simple and traditional technologies are used, the level of requested formal education and
training is low.
The second advantage of informal sector activities is clearly demonstrated in the informal building
sector indeveloping countries . As the gap between the purchasing power of people and the increasing
building costs is widening [ERK, p.2] it becomes more and more difficult to have a shelter built by
enterprises operating in the formal building sector. The informal building sector is capable of
providing shelter at lower prices, which are more affordable for most people. In this context Erkelens
investigates the possibilities for improving self-help building productivity. In this report however selfhelp building is of minor significance, as the role of the informal building contractor in the building
process will be illustrated.
Some major disadvantages of a further development of the informal sector are:
informal sector activities unfairly compete with formal activities;
the efficiency in the informal sector is too low;
development of the informal sector prohibits further modernization of society;
to be able to compete at world level, only modern technologies should be used insteadof
improving traditional technologies.
Other disadvantages also concern the slow down of the industrialization process, when the informal
sector is further stimulated and developed. However, as many industrialization strategies have already
proved to fail, the strengthof these arguments has decreased.
A so far unmentioned advantage for the persons who are operating in the informal sector is the fact of
not being registered, which results in not paying any taxes. This means that the government is missing
certain income. If those informal operators however had to pay tax, which can be up to half of the
total income, this would probably mean that the entire activity would nottake place because of too
little profitability. Most people, including those whohave informal economie activities besides their
formal job, even earn more in the informal sector than intheir formal jobs, particularly the
entrepreneurs themselves. Table 2.8 presents index figures for the wage structure in Africa, Asia and
Latin America. The legal minimum wage in the formal sector is used as base wage.

table 2.8:

wage structure

payment apprentice

0.14

wage employee

0.71

0.33

0.50

income entrepreneur

2.14

1.33

1.50

!ega! minimum wage in forma! sector

1.00

1.00

1.00

source:

De urbane informele sector in ontwikkelingslanden in historisch en hedendaags perspectief, H.Gaillard, 1993,
p.88

This does not imply that in the informal sector giant wages are earned, it more implies that formal
salaries are often by far not sufficient to meet the most basic needs. At present though the urban
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informal sector does not only constitute an important souree of employment, but also serves to reduce
social tension in a situation of declining prospects for employment in the formal sector [ILOT, p.48].

2.2.2

Economie relevanee of the informal sector in Tanzania

In 1991 the Tanzanian govemment demanded detailed information on the size and activities ofthe
urban and rural informal sector in Tanzania, so as to define policies and strategies for the development
of the sector. Therefore a nation wide survey was conducted as a joint effort of the Planning
Commission and the Mi nistry of Labour and Youth Development. In this survey the definition as
presented in paragraph 1.1.4.2 was used. This means that taking into consideration the adaptations
made by myself the si ze of the informal sector rnight even be larger.
To illustrate the significanee of the Tanzanian informal sector nationwide, some important results of
this survey are presented in table 2.9. This implies that most data presented in this paragraphare
extracted from that particular survey.

table 2.9:

Some major results of the 1991 survey on the informal sector in Tanzania

number of peop1e emp1oyed (x 1000)

2,369

8,531'

10,900

% of total number of people employed

22

78

100

annual value added (million Tshs)

183,417

573,536

756,953

% of total value added

24

76

100

notes:

'

source:

Tanzania. the informal sector, 1991 , p.l.5 and 1.14

This number appears to be very high; included however are agricultural activities in the
rural areas. The 1990/91 Labour Force Survey showed that there were about 10,900,000
people who were employed in all sectors.

In figure 2.2 more detailed information is presented on the composition of the informal sector work
force.
It appears that the informal sector predorninantly provides employment opportunities for primary
school leavers or below. The number of male workers in the Tanzanian informal sector is 1,531
thousand against 838 thousand female workers. The sale of local beer is the leading business which
alone provides employment toabout 15% ofthe total work force in the informal sector. This
particularly accounts for rural areas, where agricultural activities are not regardedas informal sector
acti vities.
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No School

Prim.N/Compl

Prim.Compl

Form 2

Form4

Form6+

EDUCATION l.EVB..

source:

Tanzania, the informa1 sector, 1991 , p.l.ll

total infonnal sector employment by education level and sex

fig. 2.2:

As explained in the previous paragraph, one of the major actvantag es of the informal sector is the low
capita! intensity. For Tanzania this is demonstrated for each subsector in table 2.10.

Table 2.10:

Informal sector value added per unit of in vestment

agriculture and fishing

20,446,486

5,162,083

4.0

rnining and quarry

1,159,185

135,923

8.5

manufacturing

29,799,999

10,404,870

2.9

construction

10,863,981

1,316,091

8.3

trade/restaurants/hotels

104,726,664

25,395,473

4.1

transport

6,113,796

10,180,162

0.6

community and persona1 services

10,306,806

3,285 ,504

3.1

tot al

183,416,866

55,880,106

3.3

source:

Tanzania, the informa1 sector, 1991, p.l.19

The advantage of providing goods and services at more affordable prices for most of the people by the
informal sector cannot be illustrated by figures, as these are not available. However, one can easily
notice that most people dotheir daily shoppings at markets and street vendors, which is a sign of the
price differences between street vendors and regular shops.
This paragraph brieft y ill ustrates the role of the informal sector in general in Tanzanian economy.
Taking into consideration the current prices of houses (see table 2.11) and the public wages ranging
from 3000 to 15,000 Tshs per month (1989 figures) [.tER, p.162], it might be expected that the
informal part of the building sector is a very good example of an informal sector meeting the neects of
low income households. Therefore the informal building sector will be paid further attention to in
chapter 3 after presenting a briefdescription of the Tanzanian building sector.
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tab1e 2.11:

prices of houses (1989 figures)
average price in Tshs

average price in US$

low-cost building

100,000

513

medium-cost building

550,000

2821

high-cost building

4,200,000

21,538

source:

Rethinking industrialization - from a national to alocal perspective; a case study of the industrialization process
in Tanzania with particular emphasis on the construction industry, JErfe Anders, 1992, p.l61
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3

The building sector in Tanzania

In most reports the construction sector as a whole is discussed. This means that figures on the house
building sector are not available; these are included in figures on the construction sector. As the house
building sector in Tanzania is subject of this chapter, this should betaken into account when reading
the following paragraphs. Much of the information as presented in paragraph 3.3 is basedon the work
of Mrs. A. Mwaiselage; for further reading the reader is referred to Mwaiselage's "Development of
local construction capacity in building works through small scale contractors in Tanzania " [MW AD].

3.1

The economie performance of the Tanzanian building sector

In 1992 the Gross Dornestic Product (GDP) at factory costs at current prices was 30,433 rnillion
shillings for the construction sector (US $ 99.8 rnillion at official exchange rate) [BOT, p.52]. The
Gross Fixed Capital Formation in this sector was 34,989 rnillion shillings in the same year (US $
104.4 rnillion). GFCF as a percentage of GDP varies among countries as wellas over time within
individual countries [HABC, p.7]. Thus growth offixed capita! does not necessarily correspond with
growth ordecline of the overall economy as measured by GDP. It is however obvious that the
construction sector plays a dominant role in the production of the fixed assets for capital formation. In
table 3.1 the development of gross output of the construction sector over the previous years is further
demonstrated.

table 3.1:

Construction sector GDP at constant 1976 prices in mi11ions of Tshs and contri bution
of the construction sector to total GDP

GDP constr.

884

932

601

705

1052

1177

858

937

1403

1457

% of tota1 GDP

4.08

3.98

2.48

2.81

3.99

4.29

3.02

3.19

4.56

4.52

source:

Economie and operations report for the year ended 30th June, 1993, Bank of Tanzania, p.52-53

In figure 3.1 and 3.2 the development of the construction sector GDP and the contribution of the
construction sector to total GDP is further demonstrated.
The gross output of the construction sector as a percentage share of GDP is typically in the range of 38 %, although substantial differences occur among various countries [HABC. p.1]. For Tanzania this
share fluctuates between 2.5 and 4.6 %. For comparison: in India the share ofthe construction sector
to the GDP was 5.3% in 1988 [VERH, p.11]. The backward linkages of the construction industry to
other industries are quite strong and in fact represent a value which in most cases exceeds the value
added by the construction sector itself [HABC, p.1]. In 1972 Tanzania experienced a peak level of the
construction contribution to the GDP: 5.3 %. Since then a decreasein contribution was registered
almost every year until 1985, as the poor state of the economy inhibited the capacity and efficiency of
the industry. The construction industry was heavily affected by the import restrictions imposed as a
consequence of the severe crisis in the Tanzanian economy after 1978. The combination of increased
oil prices, bad harvests and the Ugandan war caused serious shortages offoreign exchange, and in the
early 1980s essential inputs to the construction industry were not available [JER, p.112].
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Table 3.1 shows the decline of real output in the construction sector during the late eighties as wel I.
Only after 1989 the output of the construction sector and its contribution tototal GDP seems to be
increasing. This growth can probably be attributed to the further liberalization of the economy after
1989. Komba [KOM, p.23] however is very critical towards public figures on the construction sector,
which he argues are far too small. People collecting data for the National Accounts Report have
access only to the data for govemment and parastatal activities. No data from the private sector are
taken into account, except from a handful of large-scale construction enterprises [IER, p.111]. This
results in the exclusion of data from small scale and informal sector construction acti vities. In 1981
the ILO estimated the share of all construction activities, including informal and rural selfconstruction, to be 11 % of total GDP.
The total number of employees in the construction sector has been declining from 48,650 in 1980 to
34,989 in 1984. More recent data on employment figures are not available. However, these figures like all official statistics - do not take into account the informal sector. Combining the formal and the
informal sector, it is expected that the total number of persons being employed in the construction
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sector will exceed the 200,000 landmark by the year 2000 [MW AT, p.4]. In table 3.2 the contri bution
of the construction sector to total employment is presented.

table 3.2:

Contri bution of the construction sector to total employment

construction ernployrnent as %
of total ernployrnent
source:

4.1

4.0

3.5

2.2

1.4

1.9

2.2

Economie Surveys 1970- 1985, Ministry of Planning and Economie Affairs

Available data for several countries suggest that the construction sectors in these countries account for
between 2 and 9 percent of total national employment, with a heavy clustering around 4-5 percent
[HABC, p.ll]. The contri bution of the construction sector to total employment in Tanzania appears
thus to be on the small size.
The Economie Recovery Programme, which was initiated in 1985 and which now is in its second
phase of implementation under the name Economie and Social Action Programme has so far resulted
in an eneauraging economie performance [MW AD, p.lO]. An average growth rate of 3.9% has been
registered during the period 1986-1989. The programme had quite a positive effect on the construction
industry, mainl y due to the improved availability of construction materials, the liberalisation of the
trade and the improved capacity utilisation of local material producing industries, particularly cement,
roofing sheets and steel.

growing demand tor residential buildings

When looking around now in the Dar es Salaam area it is striking how many building activities are
taking place, comprising bothei vil works like roads and bridges, and building construction works like
offices, hotels and houses. With the current growth of the population, the demand for residential
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buildings will be increasing every year. This means that the contri bution of the construction sector to
the economy could grow as well.

3.2

The government and the building sector

When formulating policies and strategies, the Tanzanian government mainly regards the construction
sector as a whole, like most organisations involved in the construction sector do intheir reports. Only
in the stage of designing plans to implement a strategy, a di vision into subsectors is made. Many
papers and reportshowever pay relatively much attention to civil works, especially road works.
It is the Ministry of Works which has responsibility for the construction sector. The main policies that
were formulated by this ministry during the previous years and their impact will briefly be discussed
in the next paragraph.

3.2.1

Policies towards the building sector

After the survey on the construction sector in Tanzania which was conducted in 1977, the attention of
the govemment to the construction sector was drawn. This survey indicated considerable shortfans in
the development performance ofthe sector. In the Five Year Planning ofUnion Development 1981/82
- 1985/86 the main purpose consequently was to increase the ability of the construction sector. In the
period 1986- 1988 there was some impravement in building activities, due to the improved
availability of building equipment and building materials. The next Five Year Plan added some new
objectives compared to the previous plan, namely the increase and wider spread oftechnology and the
increase of the production and availability of building materials and building equipment. In the period
1990 - 1993 an integral strategy for the entire construction sector was formulated. This strategy was
called the National Construction Industry Development Strategy and was meant to assure a consistent
way of policy making and implementation by all rninistries, parastatals and other institutions involved
in the construction sector. The strategy emphasizes the importance of the utilisation of local resources
and to rninimize the dependenee on foreign inputs. Most attention though was paid to civil works, and
more specifically to road works during this period.
Currently the Rolling Plan and Forward Budget for Tanzania 1993/94- 1995/96 is under
implementation. This plan contains no significant changes with respect to the construction sector in
comparison with previous plans. In table 3.4 the policies as described in this paragraphare
summarized in chronological order. In appendix 9 a more detailed description of the govemmental
policies can be found .
The requirements of most plans as described in this paragraph werenever met. This is partly due to
extemal factors, such as increasing costs for imported building materials and tools. On the other hand,
the poor performance of the construction industry is a direct result of the very limited attention which
was paid to the sector, especially before the eighties. Besides, many strategies were formulated in
such a vague form, that it became extremely difficult totranslate them into effective measures, thus
making the implementation of the strategies hardly possible. A representative example for this way of
formulating strategies is the objective of "increasing the level of technology" [FYP2]. It is not stated
what this technology should look like, which level would be appropriate and how to increase the
current level.
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table 3.4:

chronological summary ofpolicies with respect to the construction sector 1977-1996

1977 survey

- considerable shortfalls in performance
construction industry
- lack of coordination
- establishment of NCC

five year plan
1981/82-1985/86

increasing the ability of the construction
sector by:
- strengthening government and private
building organisations
- increasing the availability of building
equipment and materials
- increasing the level of technology

- requirements are 5000 milbon Tshs ,
ability is estimated to be 3000 milbon Tshs
- increase in number of class VI and
VII building contractors
- decrease in cement production
- increase in production costs
- lack of foreign exchange and
experienced persons

second five year plan
1986/87-1990/91

- increasing the ability of the nation in building activities
- increasing the production and availability
of building materials and equipment
- increase and wider spread of technology

- improved availability of building
materials and equipment due to an
increase in production, motivated by
governrnent support in
importing raw materials and equipment

national construction industry
development strategy

- fifteen objectives, emphasizing the
importance of the utilisation of loc al
resources and to minimize the dependenee
on foreign inputs
- used to assure a consistent way of policy
making and implementation by all
ministries, parastatals and other institutions involved in the construction sector

- most attention paid to ei vil
construction, especially road works
- no increase in construction
capacity
- number of registered contractors
decreases with 13%

rolling plan and forward
budget for Tanzania
1993/94-199 5/96

- development of a self-sustaining
construction industry
- transfer of the government administrative
seat from DSM to Dodoma
- plan indicates concrete actions to be taken!

source:

Local construction industry study ; general report, Ministry of Works, Tanzania 1977
National construction lndustry Development Strategy, Ministry of Works, Tanzania 1991
Economie Recovery Prograrnrne, Planning Commission, Tanzania 1986
Economie Recovery Programme 11, Planning Commission, Tanzania 1990
Second Five Year National Development Plan 1986/87- 1990/91 , Planning Commission, Tanzania 1986
The economie Survey 1991, Planning Commission, Tanzania 1992

According to interviews with key persons from the Ardhi institute and Mrs. Mwaiselage it can be
concluded that the blind adoption of western technology like new tools and materials is one of the
main reasons for the poor quality of so many buildings. In this way the govemment risks to support
the adoption of inappropriate technology.
It should be taken into account though that the financial resources of the govemment are rather
limited. This will be reflected in the measures that could be taken. However, with limited financial
resources it will be necessary to attach priorities to policies in a very careful way. In most previous
plans this was not done explicitly. Basedon reports on the impact ofthe govemment polides it can be
concluded that in previous years priority obviously was given to road works. As the problem of lack
of shelter is increasing to quite an alarming extent these days, it might be preferabie to shift more
attention to that part of the construction sector which produces built products, and especially to those
actors who are in vol ved in the processes of residential building.
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3.2.2

The role of the National Construction Council

One of the main outcomes of the 1977 survey on the construction sector was the lack of coordination
between the various subsectors and institutions within the sector, which hampered a successful
implementation of programmes. Hence the National Construction Council was established to
coordinate all activities of the construction industry. lts main activities consist of:
offering actvice to both the government and various institutions engaged in construction
activities;
to carry out research on various topics;
to plan and coordinate several activities related to the construction sector;
to develop regulations and guidelines on activities within the construction industry.
The consultancy branch of the NCC is quite well developed and offers consulting services on many
subjects. The NCC has organized several seminars and conferences in various issues related to the
construction industry. It is furthermore engaged in the auditing of projects.
At this moment the NCC is an important body for the further development of the construction sector
in Tanzania, especially in the light of the implementation of the National Construction Industry
Development Strategy. The attitude of institutions and enterprises within the construction sector
towards the council can bedescribed as positive, which enhances the opportunities to improve the
performance of the sector. In appendix 10 a more detailed description of the NCC and its activities
can be found.

3.3

Some typical aspects of the informal building sector in Tanzania

The total employment in the informal construction sector, which is one of theseven subsectors in
which the informal sector had been divided, was approximately 160,000 in 1991. This number can be
divided into 18,350 people in the house building sector, 123,000 in masonry and the rest in other
construction activities. Most of these people are men. Data on for instanee Ivory Coast reveal that
informal sector employment accounts for 50-60% oftotal construction employment [HABC, p.12].
As it is expected that the total number of persons being employed in the construction sector will
exceed the 200,000 landmark by the year 2000 [MWAT, p.4], it can be concluded that the major part
of this number will be employed in the informal construction sector.

table 3.5:

Some flgures with respect to the informal building sector in Tanzania

total ernployrnent in the inforrnal construction sector in 1991

160,000

house building sector

18,350

rnasonry

123,000

other construction acti vities

18,650

gross output inforrnal construction sector in rnillions of Tshs

14,577

gross output inforrnal construction sector as % of forma! construction sector GDP

60.5

total number of enterprises in the inforrnal construction sector

116,000

nurnber of enterprises in the informal construction sector as % of total number of enterprises in the
inforrnal sector

7

source:
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The gross output for the informal construction sector was 14,577 million Tshs, which is 60.5% ofthe
official GDP for the construction sector, and 3 % of the total gross output for the entire informal
sector. For comparison: in Kenya the informal construction sector provided 30 % of the total GDP of
construction from 1969 to 1978, and in Ivory Coast the informal construction sector accounted for 30
% ofthe value added by the total construction sector in 1971 [HABC, p.26]. The total number of
enterprises in the informal construction sector is 116,000, which is about 7 % of the total number of
enterprises in the informal sector. Table 3.5 presents a summary of the figures as mentioned in this
paragraph.
When samebody wants to build a house for his family, it is often possible to do a great deal himself.
In rural areas it is very common that houses are built with only relatives and other community
members. In many cases these houses are built in a rather traditional way by means of locally
available materials. This means that usually the skilis needed are easily available, because it is a way
of building with a long tradition. Only for eertaio specialized tasks such as roof making a erafisman
will be hired. This not only accounts for Tanzania, but for most developing countries [see for instanee
VERH, HABC and ERK].

traditional building in rural areas

In urban areas, especially in Dar es Salaarn, differences in the house building process appear. There
are several reasoos for this. First, many of the traditional relations are not as common in the urban
areas as they are in rural areas. Many people moved from a rural area to Dar es Salaam, leaving their
relatives and friends. This means that when a house has to be built, the networkof relatives and
friends who could help with the building process is far less extended than it used to be. Therefore one
needs to hire more or less specialized building workers. Another reason is the availability of new
building materials in the urban areas, like cement and iron roof sheets. As these materials were
introduced lately, the knowledge of how to use them is not so commonly spread as the knowledge of
using traditional materials, like mud and poles. This means that eertaio tasks can simply not be
performed by related persons, and specialized workers need to be hired.
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In figure 3.3 the organizational subprocessof the buildingprocessis combined with the different
actors. The differences between the formal building process and the informal building process are
visualized in this figure.
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A dotted line indicates that the activity does not necessarily take place, or that the actor does
not necessarily participate in this respective activity.
A straight line indicates that the activity takes place in any case.
note:

In Tanzania, the forma! building process follows the English model, which means that a
quantity surveyor is participating (see also paragraph 1.1.4.2)

source:

basedon Building in Tanzania; building techniques in practice, Bas Wouters, 1994, p.8

tigure 3.3:

the steps in the organizational subprocess and its actors of the tormal and the informal
building process

When financial resources are not too limited, samebody could decide to leave the entire job to a small
scale contractor. In many cases the future owner will explain what the house should look like. The
contractor then will build it, without detailed drawings but based on his experience. A elient who is
more well-to-do can even decide to hire an architect, whotakes care of the design of the house. This
architect can advise both the elient as the contractor on which matenals should be used, where to find
certain very specialized skilis when they are required etcetera. 1t is however no common practice that
architects are involved in the informal house building process, as most people cannot afford to hire
one. This is one of the major differences between the formal construction sector and the informal
construction sector.
In many cases, both in the case of a small dwelling or a rather big house, the elient will take care of
the purebase of the materials. This has several advantages: the elient is in full control of the money
that is spent on materials, and the contractor needs less capital in advance, as he does not have to buy
the materials. This system works well when the elient is knowledgeable and is planning to control the
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costof construction. He works closely with the small scale contractor, who reminds him when to
bring certain materials. It might even be possible that the elient partly hires the personnet To what
extent the elient will shift responsibilities towards the contractor will also largely depend on the
relationship between the elient and the contractor, and if the contractor is trusted by the elient or not.
The contractor however will be eager to make a name, as he hopes that his present employer will
introduce him to other clients.
The projects which are carried out by informal small scale contractors cover a wide range from a lowcost house to a high-cost construction project, costing up to more than 60 million Tshs (US $
125,000) [MWAD, p.36]. In this research however contractors who perform the second type of
projects on a regular basis are not considered as informal small scale building contractors. Differences
with his colleagues in the formal sector occur, when the contractor needs to be paid. Unlike a
registered contractor, the informal small scale contractor usually does not receive the sum of the
project plus indirect costs, but he onl y gets paid for parts of the work done. The contractor sets a
price, depending on the size and the complexity of the job and on the type of dient. This price is not
fixed but negotiable. In most cases he will charge formal institutions higher than individual, less wellto-do clients. The contractor sametimes recei ves half of the payment at the start of the job and the
other half on completion. In other cases he receives the entire sum at the start of the job, but this
contains more risk for the dient. On the other hand, the project might face less delay, as the contractor
continuously will be able to pay his workers. In the case that the contractor himself will take care of
the purebase of materials, more payments need to be made in advance, as the available cash working
capital of informal smal I scale contractors is very limited.
The informal small scale contractors in Tanzania operate in three different systems [MW AD, p.3236]. The rol es of the contractor in each of these systems are the following:

1

a contractor who moves with a gang

In this system the contractor is able to undertake a number of operations in a construction site like
block making, trench digging, masonry work etc. In these operations he can have one or more skilied
permanent labourers (fundis). These can each have their own helper (kibarua) orthese unskilled
labourers, most of the time on a casual basis, are hired by the contractor himself. The contractor with
his gang usually works on one site and mostly on one project at a time in this system. The entire
house can be completed by the contractor and his gang, and it is also very well possible that the
contractor takes care of the purebase of all needed materials.

2

a contractor, who is hired for a certain skill

In this system the contractor is contracted by the elient when a certain job for which the fundi is
skilied has to be performed. If the contractor needs help, for instanee with the thatching of a roof or a
skill in use for pol es for wall construction, he will hire another worker. The payment of this worker is
then the responsibility of the contractor. In urban areas clients ask the help of such a contractor
beneath the use of self-help, for instanee in squatter settlements or when resources are poor to hire
more than one fundi at a time.

3

a contractor for specialized jobs like concrete pouring

When contracted, the contractor collects his own gang of unskilled labourers, mostly from his own
neighbourhood, to do this job within one to three days. He is contracted by the entrepreneur or the
elient to provide the Iabour power which is required in large numbers during concrete mixing and
pouring. As it is rather expensive to hire the machines required forthese operations, it is necessary
that the work will be done as quickly as possible. This contractor often appears when a larger (formal)
contractor is going to subcontract certain tasks.
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In actual practice this di vision is not statie, but dynamic. This means that almost every informal small
scale contractor operates in each of the three systems, dependent on the acquired job. It is thus
assumed that the informal small scale contractors all together are a more or less homogeneaus group,
with the same characteristics and the same problems and needs. In most cases nowadays contractors in
the informal sector operate in the first system. In this system they actually act like a contractor and
enter an informal contract with the dient. An experienced contractor in this category may even
undertake jobs categorised for class VI-VII in the formal sector. Most lower graded small scale
contractors in the formal sector operate in this way, when they are not able to obtainjobs in the formal
market In that case, they are actually operatingin the informal building sector, while being registered.
The established informal contractor's network resembles and operates like that of aregistered
subcontractor in a split type of contract.
The informal small scale contractors are a good option for clients with limited financial resources.
They operate in a very flexible way, adapting the building process tothespending power of the elient

combination of traditional and modem building techniques

Talking about managerial and teehuical skilis in this construction system, most of the jobs are not so
sophisticated and the use of other equipment than simple tools is limited and mostly hired when
needed (e.g. concrete mixer, terrazzo grinder etc.). The planning ofthe project, monitoring and speed
of the construction depend on the clients resources. As long as the elient has capital for building and
the system allows him control of the resources the projects are not delayed. The traditional process of
undertaking, their labourintensive nature and flexibility in the informal agreements is in its own way
a managerial skili working quite well. However, especially in the case that a contractor has to take
care of more than just providing labour, the lack of formal managerial skilis like the ability to account
a reasonable cost prices or the ability to plan the building process in a optimal way might result in so
called opportunity costs: the contractor will miss part of the profit, he could have build the house in a
quicker andlor cheaper way. These opportunity costs become really important in the case that the
payments as made by the elient do not cover the costs any more, which means that either the elient or
the contractor, but in most cases both, willloose money. The result of such poor planning can be
noticed everywhere: many buildings remain unfinished for quite some time, or even forever.
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Qualitatively there is a lotto be desired. One can easily see discrepancies where construction details
are too actvaneed but executed by traditional methods [MW AD, p.37]. The use of modem materials,
producing components in home industries and assembling on site by hand explains the poor
workmanship of the construction process. The lack of tools and technica! know how on the use of
materials exposed to both formal and informal small scale contractors is alarming.
During the survey, it will be tried to identify more restrictions and problems that occur during the
building processes as performed by informal small scale contractors. This will be done by means of
structured personal interviews as explained in paragraph 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. In the next chapter the results
of these interviews will be presented.
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4

The small scale contractor's networkin the informal house building sector in
Tanzania

Having discussed the environment of the informal small scale building contractor in Tanzania - the
national environment, the formal and informal sector, the construction sector and the informal
building sector - the informal contractor himself needs to be paid attention to. As explained in
paragraph 1.2.2 and 1.2.3, 42 contractors were visited during the research period in Tanzania. During
these visits the contractors were asked questions about their characteristics, their work and the
problems they experience with respect tobuilding activities. In this chapter the results of these
interviews will be presented. First the intemal and extemal organizational characteristics will be
described. Next attention will be paid to problems, preferred forms of assistance and training. In
chapter 5 the main groups of problems will be discussed in more detail. Any possible relations
between variables as discovered by means of the bivariate analysis will be discussed in paragraph 4.3.
Finally the results will be compared with literature todetermine whether discrepancies are occurring
or not. In appendix 11 the results of the survey can be found in more detail.

4.1

Characteristics of the informal small scale contractor

The model as presented in paragraph 1.1.4.3 distinguishes three main groups of variables : intemal
organizational characteristics, extemal organizational characteristics and effectiveness characteristics.
A part of the extemal organizational and effectiveness characteristics, namely national environmental
characteristics, most macro socio-economie and several micro socio-economie effectiveness characteristics, have been discussed in previous chapters. As these are not related to a single case, but to a
sector as a whole, they will not be further explained in this chapter. Unless something elseis indicated
the x-axis value presents the number of cases in which the respective y-axis value was measured. The
total number of cases was 42, like explained in paragraph 1.2.2.

INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
social background characteristics of the contractor
The building construction sector is a rnan's business. All contractors questioned are males. Women
hardly occur at the building sites, let alone they would be building contractor themselves. In very few
cases they were hired as water carriers. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show the age structure and marital status
structure of the contractors.
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It is quite common to have finished primary school, likeis demonstrated in figure 4 .3. Two
contractors went to Muslim school. This implies that they do not have the same educationallevel as
the contractors who finished primary school, as the main concern in Muslim school is the reading of
the Koran. In most cases those pupils arenoteven able to write and read proper Kiswahili . This might
thus have its impact on the ability to read instructions, keep records etc.
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Like can be seen in figure 4.4, two contractors mention self taught as souree of skills. However, it is
difficult to draw a line between learning in an enterprise and self taught. In most cases boys start as a
kibarua (unskilled worker) and they learn just by doing. After quite some years they are regarded as
fundis (skilled craftsmen). In this process there havenotbeen reallessons; one could thus regard this
process as self taught.
Figure 4.5 demonstrates the number of working hours per week. The mean of 54 as an indicator for
the average number of working hours per week is caused by a smal! group working more than 60
hours per week. The mode thus provides a better indication for the average number of working hours
per week.
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In figure 4.6 other economie activities of the informal building contractors are shown. It was however
not properly asked if samebody had some cattie or livestock It is thus not clear to what extent
contractors do participate in agriculture and livestock keeping, as it is quite common to have at least a
eertaio number of chicken. Most contractors do not have other working jobs as a result of the large
number of working hours during daytime in the informal building sector.

tigure 4.6:

other economie activities

It is very difficult to give a good estimation of the total monthly iocome of the informal building
contractors as earned in the informal sector. Many contractors mention an amount which is left after
having paid rent, bills for electricity and water and food. It seemed quite impossible to distract their
total income, as they do nothave a good insight in the casts of living. They just know what is left for
"extra" things like clothing. Others on the other hand do mention their total income. With this in mind
figure 4.7 should be interpreted with care.
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Tsbs
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tigure 4.7:

total monthly income as eamed in the infonnal sector

Figure 4.8 presents the future plans of the contractors. lt might be clear that most contractors intend to
keep undertaking building activities .
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basic characteristics
Several of the basic characteristics of the enterprises that were visited were al most the same for every
case. These characteristics will therefore not be presented in figures, but be summarized in a table.

age
The average age of the enterprises is 13 years (mean), which is rather long. This means that once you
have been able tostart a company, chances are good to run the company for quite some time. This
will of course depend on the ability in finding jobs. Difficulties in finding new jobs will be discussed
in the paragraph about problems as experienced by informal building contractors. No enterprise had
been operating for less than a year. Figure 4.9 shows the age structure of the enterprises.
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Ownership
Ownership is one of those characteristics, in which no substantial differences occur among the
contractors. In the right column the number of cases in which the respective value occurred is
presented.
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ownership

table 4.1:

sole/household mode

32

partnership outside household

10

group ownership (unregistered coops)

0

owns equipment

4

partly owns equipment

0

hires equipment

0

other? specify: partly owns, partly hires

38

r===,.,."

own
partly own

0

bas hired

0

free use

0

other ? specify: none
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In tigure 4.10 the periodicity of operation is presented. Most contractors had worked 12 out of 12
months during the last year.
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Type of business
All interviewed contractors appeared to have at least one employee. No enterprises foliowed the
household mode. In table 4.2 the type of business structure is presented.

table 4.2:

type of business

master (owner) +employees

39

master (owner) + apprentices +employees

3

other

0
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Size
The average number of persons working per unit (inclusively the entrepreneur) that was found is 5.6
persons. The initial capital structure is presented in figure 4.11. The respective amounts are current
prices. This is however no serious problem, as most respondents mentioned the tools they started the
enterprise with. The answers are thus the current values of those tools, and may consequently be
compared with each other.
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The average current value of the working capital is 30,400 Tshs, which consist mainly of equipment
and tools. Only four contractors have some cash working capitalor other capital assets, added to the
equipment and tools. The current working capital structure is presented in figure 4.12. The average
value of equipment which was bought during the last 12 months is 3,300 Tshs. The structure of value
of equipment and tools purchased during the last 12 months is presented in figure 4.13 .
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Technology
As the operationalization of the variabie technology in the research instrument does not take into
account the specific characteristics of the building process, many adaptations have taken place with
respect to this variable. These can be found in appendix 6, where the development of the questionnaire
is explained. In this paragraph the results of the questions that seemed to be more appropriate will be
presented.
No contractor has any trouble in finding the knowhow he needs. There seem to be enough skilled
workers. Problems occur, when a fundi is less capable than he pretencts to be. In this case the
contractor just did not hire the right person, who will definitely be available somewhere.
The quality of the building matenals is regarded as ok by all contractors. Complaints about building
materials concern mainly the availability.
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block making without any tools at all

Few contractors sametimes use high temperatures in the form of welding, but only when the project
and the size of the project demands it. Electricity is used by more contractors, but only for certain
tasks like concrete mixing. High voltages are not used. The equipment which consumes the electricity
is in most cases hired equipment. Table 4.3 presents figures on the use of electricity and high
temperatures.

table 4.3:

technical rigidity (substitutability of capital by Labour)

is there any use of

yes

no

high temperatures (welding)

6

36

electricity I high voltage

30

12

All workers do manual work with rather simple tools. Only in the case of concrete mixing and
concrete pouring the contractor hires a machine, and during a couple of days some people are doing
manual work with machines in that particular case. Table 4.4 presents the availability of
infrastructure, which is closely related totheuse of electricity.
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table 4.4:

availability of infrastructure
yes

no

electricity

37

5

water

29

13

good roads

7

35

The availability of electricity
should be read as the wires
are rather close to the
building site. The roads are
poor. Only 7 building sites
are more or less well accessible. When the water
supply is ok, this means that
there is either running water
or a closely situated well.

use of simple machines: hand ram

structural characteristics
centralisation
With respect to centralisation all enterprises are more or less the same: in most cases problems are
discussed and decisions are taken when agreement on a particular issue has been reached. Table 4.5
shows the results of the questions concerning centralisation.
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issues related to centralisation

table 4.5:

are employees informed before decisions are taken

37

5

are employees informed after decisions have been taken

40

2

can employees give their opinion asked

41

can employees give their opinion unasked (offer ad vice)

41

overall formalisation
Most contractors hardly use any written information. Several contractors use written building
contracts, very few use working schedules or operating instructions. However, this last tigure will
probably be higher, as drawings were not always taken into account. Noother written information is
used. In tigure 4.14 the formalisation of role detinition and information passing is presented.
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Figure 4.15 shows tigures with respect to the formalisation of role performance. Payments to workers
are recorded by more than half of the contractors. Other aspects are recorded in less cases.
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configuration
The only aspect which was measured with respect to contiguration is bureaucratization. The time
spent on administrative activities is very low. The average time per week is 56 minutes. However,
figure 4.16 shows the bias caused by a few outliers. Part of the adminis 3rative activities consists of
discussion and negotiating with the elient
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social background characteristics of employees and apprentices
Like stated before, the building sector is rnan's business. All workers except one are male. Each
contractor has on average 2.7 skilied permanent workers and 1.7 casual worker per day. The average
number of apprentices is one apprentice per four contractors. Table 4.6 and 4. 7 present the sexe and
age structure of employees and apprentices.

sexe structure employees

table 4 6·

· ·~~~~·· ·: !,~~;,~ • • • •
I

number of permanent workers (total in 42 enterprises)
number of casual workers (average per day, total in 42 enterprises)
total number of workers
number of apprentices (total in 42 enterprises)

112

1

71

0

183

1

11

0

age structure employees (pennanent+casual)

table 4. 7:

0- 14

0

0

15- 29

132

30-49

48

0

0

50 +

3

0

0

0
11

The majority of employees is between 15 and 29 years old; employeesolder than 50 years hardly
occur. This can be explained by the life expectancy ofTanzanian men, which is 51 years (see also
paragraph 2.1.2).
No substantial differences occur among employees with respect to formal education and training.
Most workers (96%) completed primary education. Al most 90% learnt in a small scale enterprise, 8
persons attended vocational schooling and 12 persons mentioned that they had had no training at all.
All apprentices completed primary education.
In figure 4.17, 4.18 and 4.19 the daily cash and other earnings for both permanent/skilied workers and
casual/unskilled workers are presented. In case that a contractor provides other than cash earnings,
these are similar for permanent and casual workers.
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The average wage fora male skilled worker is 2100 Tshs a day. The average wage fora male casual
worker is 1035 Tshs a day. No contractor has determined wages for female workers, as they are not
hired. The female unskilled worker earned 500 Tshs a day, although she was employed on a
permanent basis. In this particular case no distinction was made between casual workers and unskilled
but permanent workers.

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

direct extemal relations characteristics
relations with customers
The average number of customers per contractor is 3.7 during the last year. In all cases except one
these are households. Only one contractor had a forma! sector organization as customer during the last
year.

relations with suppliers
Figure 4.20 presents the percentages of inputs coming from each type of supplier for all enterprises as
a whole. About half ofthe contractors state that they buy between 10 and 30% ofthe necessary
building materials at formal sector organizations (with local ownership). Especially iron roof sheets
are bought at these organizations. In 3 cases it was not known were the materials came from, as they
were bought by the elient without discussion with the contractor.

n.a. (7.00%)
importation (0.00%)
local fs organizations (13.00%)

is organizations (80.00%)

tigure 4.20:
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souree of capital
As 97 % of all capital comes from ad vaneed payments from the client, it might be clear that it
depends on the size and the regularity of these payments whether the building process will be delayed
or not. In figure 4.21 the percentage share of each souree of capitalis presented.

advanced payments by elient (97.00%)

% share of sourees of capital

tigure 4.21:

All contractors notice an increase in demand. This is an affirmation of the information as provided in
many reports, where it is stated that the demand for residential buildings will keep on increasing.
Many contractors notice competition from other informal sector organizations. A smaller group
notices competition from formal sector organizations. One contractor explains that "in case they don't
find jobs in the formal sector, they just try to get them in the informal sector". However, it is not
possible to gi ve figures on the si ze of the group of contractors who notice competition, as the question
was not asked properly in half of the cases.

EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS

macro socio-economie effectiveness characteristics
Like explained in the introduetion of this chapter, most macro socio-economie effectiveness
characteristics can be found in previous chapters. Here only the results of the question with respect to
migration will be presented.

migration
Figure 4.22 presents the place of origin of the informal building contractors. This figure reveals that
most contractors originally come from a rural area.

ruralarea
other urban area
DSM region

j
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0
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micro socio-economie effectiveness characteristics
satisfaction
Most of the contractors want to go to the formal sector. Main reason for this is the fact that they
expect to get more jobs in an easier way. The rest plans to stay unregistered. Table 4.7 presents the
willingness to go to the formal sector and the wish to have other work.

table 4. 7:

satisfaction with current job

:i@:::·=·:·:

do you want
to go to the forma! sector

39

3

other work

3

39

The results as presented in this paragraph are summarized in box 4.1. This box thus offers a
description of a "typi cal informal small scale building contractor in Dar es Salaam."

4.2

Main fields of problems for the informal small scale contractor

In this paragraphall problems as mentioned by the contractors will be presented briefly.ln the next
chapter they will be discussed in more detail and recommendations for improving the situation will be
formulated. Next attention will be paid to the forms of assistance and training which are preferred by
the contractors.

problems
Figure 4.23 presents a summary ofthe problems as mentioned by the contractors.
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number of entrepreneurs mentioning the respective problem

The mostoften mentioned problem is the lack of actvaneed payments; it is mentioned by 32
contractors. A lack of ad vaneed payments results in delay of the project. Furthermore fundis will quit
if they are not paid in time. As most contractors do not have any cash working capital or access to
credits, there is no way they can solve this problem themselves.
The main reason for the lack of equipment and tools, which is considered to be a problem by 28
contractors, is the high price of tools, whether you buy them or hire them. This lack of equipment is
one of the reasons of the poor quality of many buildings.
Mentioned by less contractors, but still by 9 persons, are problems related to the materials as bought
by the elient Sametimes the elient does not buy enough of the requested material, which will cause
delay. More often however the elient does not buy matenals with the quality as requested by the
contractor.
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box 4.1:

summary of the results of the survey

intemal organizational characteristics
social background characteristics of the con tractor:
- male, married
- between 30 and 49 years old
- primary education complete, learnt in a small scale enterprise
- works between 40 and 49 hours per week, has noother economie activities
- income between 40,000 and 49,999 Tshs per month
- plans to expand building acti vities
basic characteristics:
- sole/household mode
- equipment is partly owned by the enterprise, partly hired
- no fixed workshop
- enterprise has been operating between 6 and 20 years
- enterprise has been operating 12 months out of 12 during the last year
- enterprise consistsof a master (owner) +employees
-on average 5.6 persons are working per enterprise, including entrepreneur
- initial capital between 5000 and 9999 Tshs
- current working capital between 40,000 and 59,999 Tshs
- bought last year for between 0 and 999 Tshs
- no trouble in finding requested know how
- quality of building materials is ok, availability is not
- no use of high temperatures, but use of electricity
- electricity and water is available, roads are very poor
structural characteristics:
- employees are informed before and after decisions are taken
- employees can give their opinion asked and unasked, e.g. offer advice
- written information is hardly used
- use of records of payments to workers
- between 0 and 15 minutes per week spent on administrative activities
social background characteristics of the employees and apprentices:
-on average 2.7 skilled/permanent worker per day
- on average 1.7 unskilled/casual worker per day
- hardly apprentices
- workers between 15 and 29 years old, male
- workers finished primary education and learnt in a small scale enterprise
- skilled worker earns between 2000 and 2499 Tshs per day
- unskilled worker earns between 1000 and 1499 tshs per day
- no other earnings for both skilled and unskilled workers

extemal organizational characteristics
direct extemal relations characteristics:
- 3.7 customers per year, which are households
- 80 % of the materials is bought at informal sector organizations
- 97 % of the capital is provided by ad vaneed payments by the elient
- an increase in demand is noticed
- competition from other informal sector organizations is noticed

effectiveness characteristics
macro socio-economie effectiveness characteristics:
- contractor comes from a rural area
micro socio-economie effectiveness characteristics:
- contractor wants no other work
- contractor wants to go to the formal sector, e.g. enter registration
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The unavailability of building matenals is mentioned by 7. As there is one word in Kiswahili for both
matenals and tools ("vifaa") the proportion of contractors whohave problems with the availability of
matenals is probably even higher than as mentioned here, as they might have included this problem
with the problem of lack of equipment and tools (which is mentioned by contractors !).
Lack of knowledge with the fundis is mentioned by 5 contractors. This seems to be not too alarming.
However, according tothereport of B. Wouters and with own observations in mind, it is presumed
that there is more lack of knowledge, not only among the fundis, but also among the contractors
themselves. 4 contractors findit difficult to get new jobs. They think that, because they are not
registered and do oot have an own office, clients do oot know about them. This is actually one ofthe
reasoos that many contractors want to go to the formal sector. 3 contractors complain about the lack of
credit facilities. It is however difficult to say if the contractors realise the impact of getting a loan. It
will be necessary then to enter registration, which could result in having to pay taxes. Furthermore the
interest on loans is quite high, so the standard credits will not be very useful for most contractors.
6 contractors mention some other problems: tough government regulations, difficulties with transport,

no payment of debts and oot being able to go to school are all mentioned once, lack of water dunng
the building process is mentioned twice.

preterred assistance
In figure 4.24 a summary of the forms of assistance which are preferred by the contractors is
presented.
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The most wanted form of assistance is improving the availability of equipment and tools at affordable
prices, which is mentioned by 35 contractors.
The second preferred form of assistance is improving the availability of capital, mentioned by 31
contractors. In which form this capital should be provided (for instanee soft term loans) is oot clear
yet.
18 contractors mention training facilities. The preferenee for a particular form of training is presented
in figure 4.25.
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Forma! education of technica! skilis is preferred most, although the on-the-job training of technica!
skilis also gets high priority. Some contractors also mention vocational schooling, but most formal
education of technica! skilis will be vocational schooling, so these two categoties could actually be
regardedas one. Some 10 contractors is interested in managerial/commercial/financial training for
themselves, while two contractors explicitly state that they do nat want to receive any training at all,
either because of their age or the costs which are too high.
Assistance in getting new jobs is mentioned by 10 contractors, although only 4 contractors mentioned
to have difficulties in finding new jobs ! This however is more often the case: apparently it is easier to
ask for assistance in a certain way than to consicter sarnething as a problem. Improving the availability
of building matenals is mentioned by 7 contractors, 2 persons mention easing the government
regulations, while another 2 mention improving transport facilities.

4.3

Comparison of the results with literature

The information as provided by means of the survey partly forms an actdition to the current reports,
partl y can be used totest the data in the same reports.
The survey as performed during this research does not reveal a di vision into three types of contractors.
This was however to be expected, as in all cases the main contractor was interviewed. According to
the research of Bas Wouters, it is quite common that the timber work and the roof construction is
done by a subcontractor. As these subcontractor workunder the main contractor, he was not
interviewed. This means that the third type (see paragraph 3.3) is lacking . It is also possible that a
certain type mostly occurs in rural areas, or outside Dar es Salaam, dependent on which type of
housingis most common. This could very well be the case with the second type of contractor, who is
hired fora certain ski!!. However, as the di vision in three types of contractors is nota static one, the
missing of a particular type of contractor does not necessarily mean the missing of relevant
information.
The data concerning the social background characteristics of the contractor, hls employees and
apprentices are compared with the results of Tanzania, the informal sector [TIS, p.1.49 ff.]. This
report also reveals the very low participation of women in construction activities. The formal
education level is for both entrepreneurs and employees in most cases primary complete, which is in
agreement with the data of this research. The souree of skilis of both contractor and employees is not
fully in agreement with literature: according to [TIS, p.1.54, 1.66] many entrepreneurs are self taught,
while most employees did not receive any training at all . This can be explained by the different nature
of building activities and average informal sector activities, the latter in most cases requiring far less
skilis than building activities. The average number of working hours of the building contractor is less
than for informal sector entrepreneurs. This is understandable, as building activities in most cases
require very hard working. The age structure of both contractors and employees is al most exactly the
same as stated in [TIS, p.l.56, 1.64], tagether with the marital status of the entrepreneur. The monthly
income of the entrepreneur and the wages are difficult to campare with literature, as current wages and
income are much higher than only a couple of years ago because of high inflation rates. It is however
indicated in [TIS, p.1.57] that up to the age of 50 the monthly income is growing, which is in
accordance of the findings of this research. Both in [TIS , p.1 .59] and this research most entrepreneurs
want to expand their activities. [TIS, p.1 .62-1.63] also reveals the attendance of a substantial number
of apprentices in the construction sector. This is not underwritten by the author's data.
With respect to the basic characteristics of the organizations, both [TIS, p.1.21] and this research
demonstrate that the most common type of ownership is sole ownership, with a smaller group of
partnerships outside the household. [TIS, p.1.24] indicates that most building enterprises do nothave
a fixed working place, but work within a temporary structure. This underwrites the information
gathered during this research. The operating time structure and the number of months operated during
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the last 12 months arealso in accordance with [TIS, p.1.25] . lnitial capital and current working capital
are difficult to compare; [TIS, p.1.28] however indicates that only 35 % of entrepreneurs in the
construction sector bought equipment during the last year. This percentage is higher for this research:
at least 60 % did buy something. This could be an indication for a better financial position of the
informal building contractor since 1991.
Structural characteristics can be compared with information as presented by Mrs. Mwaiselage
[MW AD, MW AT] . She indicates that hardly any written information is used nor records are kept,
which is also an outcome of this study. Furthermore the description of types of activities in [MW AD,
p.31 ff.] reveals very little specialized tasks and very little timespent on adrninistrative activities; this
is in accordance with this respective study.

Next it is tried to make a comparison with respect to direct external relations characteristics. With
respect to sourees of capital [TIS, p.1.30] does nottake into account actvaneed payments by the dient,
thus making a reasanabie comparison impossible. [TIS, p.1.32] indicates that over 90 % of the
customers are private individuals, which is in full agreement with this study. With respect to suppliers
[TIS, p.l.32] does not make a distinction between informal and formal small scale enterprises, but
indicates that most inputs come from private individuals and small scale enterprises. Again this is in
accordance with this study.
The problems that are pointed out by the contractors are largel y the same as those presented in the
various reports dealing with the Tanzanian context [MW AD, TIS, IER, ILOP, KOM]. This survey
however puts more emphasis on the problems that occur within the system of actvaneed payments than
most reports do. This could maybe explained by the fact, that many reports tend to take into
consideration government policies towards the building construction sector. In these reports emphasis
is put on availability of materials, low quality of the buildings etc, but little attention is paid to the
financial arrangements an informal small scale contractor has to make to be able to perform his
building tasks. In the survey the contractors themselves are questioned, and thus able to put forward
those problems that they experience most. Verhagen [VERH, p.50] identifies the stealing of tools as
the most important problem as mentioned by the contractors. Key persons interviewed by him
however mention other problems: harsh competition, which is somewhat the same as the difficulties
some Tanzanian contractors experience in finding new jobs; delay in payments, which can be linked
with the lack of actvaneed payments by clients; bad craftsmanship, which is partly related to the lack
of knowledge among the fundis, but is more directed towards the contractors themselves; and cheating
by the contractors, which has to do with the relation between elient and contractor and which offers
problems in Tanzania as well .
An interesting discrepancy occurs between the mentioned problems and the preferred forms of
assistance. It rnight be expected, that a contractor will mention the form of assistance that is directly
related to the problem he experiences most. This is often though not the case. Many contractors tend
to prefer assistance that is not related to the problems they experience most. Like it is stated in the
second paragraphof this chapter, apparently it is easier to ask fora certain form of assistance than to
consicter sarnething as a problem - and this is typically Tanzanian culture, in which everybody "is
doing fine, very fine, but..." insteadof "not doing wellat all." Another discrepancy however occurs
between the reports and answers of the key persons on the one si de and the contractors on the other.
This difference is the emphasis that is put by the key persons on the lack of skilis among the
contractors, which is hardly mentioned by the contractors themselves. This is understandable. It is
very difficult to regard the quality of a building as insufficient, when one does nothave a point of
reference. Furthermore no person is eager to adrnit own lirnits and lack of skills. This was also noticed
by Verhagen [VERH, p.48-51]. Therefore in the next chapter a combination is made between
problems as mentioned by the contractors themselves and the problems that were identified by means
of literature study and interviews with key persons.
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4.4

An exploration of the relations between variables

The bivariate analysis as proposed in paragraph 1.2.4 reveals 65 absolute values of Speannan's rho of
at least 0.30 (a=0.05). In appendix 8 the results of this analysis can be found. The identification of
clusters of variables will be based on the model for the international comparison of organisations as
presented in paragraph 1.1.4.3 [BER, p.84-113]. To memorize: in this model it is assumed that there
are three major groups of variables. These are:
1
2
3

external organizational characteristics;
internal organizational characteristics;
effectiveness characteristics.

In each of these respective major groups of variables the following subgroups can be identified:
1
2
3

national environmental characteristics and direct external relations characteristics;
basic characteristics, structural characteristics and social background characteristics of the
entrepreneur I owner;
macro socio-economie characteristics and micro socio-economie characteristics.

Furthermore an extra dimension was added to the survey, namely the identification ofproblems,
preferred forms of training and preferred forms of assistance. The relations between all answer
categories of these three aspects and the variables of the model for the international comparison of
organisations were investigated as well. Finally multivariate relations between all kind of variables
and the variabie area will be investigated.
A first glance at the correlation matrix as presented in appendix 8 reveals that only very few clusters
could possibly be identified. Most bivariate relations do not reach the required level of significance,
and many of the occurring relations reaching the required level have an absolute value of Speannan's
rho of less than 0.5. This is probably due to the limited number of interviews. However, the relations
that do occur will be discussed by means of the steps as proposed in paragraph 1.2.4 and further
elaborated in appendix 8. In case a cluster occurs, the respective variables will be summarized in a
table and Spearman's rho will be presented.

step 1: identification of clusters within the subgroups
social background characteristics of the contractor:
In this subgroup only two bivariate relations occur. No cluster of variables can be identified.

basic characteristics:
In this subgroup the following cluster of variables occurs:

table 4.8:

cluster of variables within the subgroup basic characteristics
availability of water

availability of water
availability of electricity

availability of electricity

use of electricity

.47

.38
.47

use of electricity
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The availability of electricity is linked with the availability of water and the use of electricity. This
seems to be reasonable for two reasons. The first reasen is that electricity can only be used in case it is
available. Second, areasin Dar es Salaam will only be provided with electricity when they can be
inhabited, which means that water must be available. The relations between the availability of water
and the availability of electricity and the availability of electricity and the use of electricity are equally
streng. This cluster will therefore be called use of available infrastructure.

structural characteristics:
In this subgroup the following cluster of variables occurs:

table 4.9:

cluster of variables within the subgroup basic characteristics
use of written
building contracts

use of written building contracts
records total performance per day

records total
performance
per day

records payments
to workers

.40

.37

.61

records payments to workers

records
materials used

.38

.41

records materia1s used

The use of written contracts goes tagether with the keeping of records of payments to workers,
keeping records of performance per day and keeping records of materials used. This means that if
samebody is keeping records or using written building contracts, he will be using several types of
written information and records. The following reason could provide and explanation: when
samebody realises the usefulness of recordkeeping, he will keep records of all main aspects, which are
indeed related to cash flows and the use of materials. The strongest relation exists between records of
the total performance per day and records of payments to workers. This cluster will consequently be
called recordkeeping.
The cash earnings for skilied workers and the cash earnings for unskilled workers are relatively
strongly related with each other; Spearman's rho is 0.53. Purthermare the cash earnings for unskilled
workers and the other earnings are related with a Spearman's rho of 0.45; the higher the cash earnings
for unskilled workers, the higher the other earnings, which could perhaps be explained by the fact that
a contractor who can afford to offer better wages to his casual workers is also able to provide other
earnings. No relation however occurs between cash earnings for skilied workers and other earnings,
thus preventing the identification of a cluster earnings. The occurrence of such a cluster would have
seemed reasonable, as it will depend on the earnings for skilied workers what an unskilled worker will
get, as he is usually paid less than skilied or permanent workers. The explanation for the nonoccurrence of this cluster could again be the limited number of interviews. The somehow unclear
relation between cash earnings for unskilled workers and other earnings could be another reason.

step 2: identification of relations between the clusters and restvariables of a subgroup with
those of other subgroups within a major group
social background characteristics of the contractor I basic characteristics:
Same bivariate relations between variables of the subgroup social background characteristics of the
contractor and basic characteristics occur, in particular relations between the age of the entrepreneur,
the current working capital and the operating time of the enterprise. No multivariate relations however
can be identified.
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basic characteristics I structural characteristics:
Even the number ofbivariate relations between variables ofthe subgroup basic characteristics and
structural characteristics is very limited. Consequently no multivariate relations can be identified.

social background characteristics of the contractor I structural characteristics:
No multivariate relations between clusters or restvariables of the respective subgroups can be
identified.

step 3: identi:fication of relations between the clusters and restvariables of a subgroup with
problems, preferred forms of training and preferred forms of assistance
social background characteristics of the contractor I problems:
A multivariate relation occurs between the training received by the entrepreneur, the number of
working hours per week and difficulties in finding new jobs. This is summarized in table 4.10.

table 4.10:

relations between variables of the subgroup social background characteristics of the
contractor and problems
training received
by entrepreneur

training received by entrepreneur

working hours
per week

difficulties in
finding new jobs

-.34

.31

working hours per week

-.30

difficulties in finding new jobs

A contractor tends to work less hours per week when he attended vocational schooling instead of
receiving on-the-job training. This could perhaps explain the regular mentioning of difficulties in
finding new jobs: jobs might easier be acquired when somebody works more hours per week.
Assistance in getting new jobs was not substantially mentioned by contractors who work more hours
per week than average. It should however be emphasized that all occurring bivariate relations are not
particularly strong.
Between social background characteristics of the contractor and preferred forms of both training and
assistance no multivariate relations occur.

basic characteristics I problems, preferred forms of training, preferred forms of assistance:
No multivariate relations occur between basic characteristics and problems, preferred forms of
training or preferred forms of assistance.

structural characteristics I problems:
Between structural characteristics and problems no multivariate relations occur.

structural characteristics I preferred forms of training:
An interesting relation occurs between the cluster record keeping and a preferenee for managerial
training. lt is possible that contractors who already use some written information and keep some
records are interested in improving their ability in record keeping. To a eertaio extent they are aware
of the usefulness of such methods for running their business. In table 4.12 this relation is further
presented.
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table4.11:

relations between variables of the subgroup structural characteristics and preterred
forms of training
use of
written
building
contracts

use of written building contracts

records
total performanee
per day

records
payments
to workers

.40

.37
.61

records total performance per day
records payments to workers

records
materials
used

preferred
form of
training:
managerial

.38

.52

.41

.32

records materials used
preferred form of training:
managerial

This relation is particularly interesting, as the managerial skilis of the contractor is specifically paid
attention to in this report (see paragraph 5.4).

structural characteristics I preferred forms of assistance:
The final multivariate relation that can be identified is arelation between the cash earnings for
unskilled workers, other earnings and a preferenee for easing the govemment regulations. In table
4.12 this relation is presented.

table 4.12:

relations between variables of the subgroup structural characteristics and preterred
forms of assistance
cash earnings
unskilled workers

cash earnings unskilled
workers
other earnings

other eamings

preferenee for easing the
government regulations

.45

.38

.44

preferenee for easing
the government regulati ons

An explanation for this relation could be related to the type of regulations a contractor would Iike to
be eased by the govemment. Most contractors would like to be registered, but are not able or willing
to pay tax, as they cannot afford to miss half of their income. Most contractors who mention this type
of assistance are interested in being registered, but are not able to fulfil the corresponding obligations.
It is possible that a contractor who is already able to pay better wages to his unskilled I casual workers
and even to provide other earnings is seriously thinking of entering registration, and thus very much
interested in softer govemment regulations.

step 4: identification of relations between variables and the variabie area
In table 4.13 a summary is presentedof the bivariate relations between area and other variables,
resulting in clusters of variables. As the relations with the variabie area are the strongest, this will be
the name of the cluster.
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table 4.13:

relations between variables and the variabie area in which the current building activity
takes place
working
hours per
week

monthly
in co me
entrepreneur

value of equipment
purchased during
the last 12 months

woricing hours per week
monthly income entrepreneur
value of equipment purchased during the last 12 months
use of electricity

use of
electricity

area

-.43

-.53

.32

.45
-.33

-.32

.60

area

This cluster of relations seems interesting. Apparently several aspects depend on in which area a
contractor is operating. The link with income, wages and value of equipment purchased during the last
12 months was already obvious during the visits. It seems that in areas where the wages are higher,
the value of bought equipment is lower. Forsome reasans the income and wages largely depend on
which area one is working in. This might have to do with poorer and richer areas in Dar es Salaarn,
resulting in lower resp. higher daily earnings and profits for the contractor. Interviews with key
persons even indicated that every contractor and fundi knows the wages for each respective area. It is
interesting that samebody is working for a wage which is substantially lower than the wages paid in a
neighbouring area. The question is, why samebody still is working in a lower paying area. One reason
could have to do with the fact, that less skilied contractors and fundis operate in poorer areas, and that
they are not able to find jobs in richer areas. However, such a relation did not occur during the
bivariate analysis. Therefore another explanation neects to be found. A hypothesis is posed: a
contractor will find most jobs in the area he is farniliar with, because there he will have the most
extended networkof relatives and friends who might offer him a job. To find jobs in other areas,
where wages are higher, might cause insurmountable problems. The fact that most jobs originate from
this personal networkis underwritten by JErfe in [JER]. The only possibility to get employed in more
valuable projects, which are usually concentrated in richer areas, is to know architects wholook for
contractors to participate intheir own projects ... and these architects will probably originate from
richer areas, where they have their own personal network ... This vicious circle makes it extremely
difficult fora contractor to ex pand his activities towards better paying jobs.
The use of electricity, part of the cluster use of available infrastructure, is related with area, which is
to be expected. The number of working hours per week is negatively related with area, while earnings
and income are positively related. This could mean that contractors in a certain area who work a
number of hours per week far above average do this because otherwise they would not have a
suftleient income.
The relations between area and other variables are considered worth further in-depth research, as these
relations could be of importance in formulating policies for specific target groups. Furthermore they
could provide more insight in the processes within the informal building sector.
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5

An elaboration of the main fields of problems for the informal small scale
contractor

In this chapter the most important problems that occur during the building process will be described in
more detail. Furthermore some measurements will be proposed, which could improve the situation or
even partly solve the problem.

5.1

The lack I unavailability of capital

The lack of actvaneed payments occurs as the most urgent problem for contractors during the building
process. Related to this problem is the lack of access to credit. Therefore this problem is the fi.rst one
to be discussed in this chapter.

5.1.1

Description of the problem

Both actvaneed payments and credit are necessary for running an informal small scale building
construction firm, as no contractor has enough cash working capita! to be able to do all the necessary
payments (for materials, Iabour etc.) by means of own finances . Most contractors decide toenter the
construction business with very limited capita!. As banks require a certain ability to pay back a loan,
informal small scale contractors have no access tothese services, as they especially in the first years
of operation still have to show their worth and are not guaranteed a certain level of income. It is even
quite common, that contractors insteadof receiving credit from their suppliers have to pay in advance
for the purebase of materials. This means that the contractor also has to carry the risk of never
receiving the bought materials.
As the main souree for capita! consists of the ad vaneed payments by the elient, the contractor is fully
dependent on the elient with relation to the progress of the building project. In most cases delay will
mean loss of profit, as most contractors determine their prices based on the time they think they need
for the project without taking into account any delay. It happens that a contractor and his employees
have to wait a couple of hours before the elient brings in the requested materials. If this happens on a
regular basis, it will result in ever deelining profits for the contractor. If the contractor had access to
other financial resources, he would have been able to avoid these delays. In that case a contract could
be useful to assure being paid for his services by the elient
The poor financial situation hampers a balanced investment scheme. Many contractors tend to buy
tools as soon as they have a little money, even if the usefulness of that particular tooi is doubtful
[MWAT, p.11]. As the contractor will neverknowin advance when his financial situation will allow
him again to invest in equipment, he will grasp any opportunity with both hands. However, receiving
credit from any institution could mean the loss of the advantages of not being registered, eg not
having to pay tax for the informal - unregistered - small scale contractor. In that case the other system
of licensing (see appendix 12) could be more appropriate. Disadvantages related to being registered
need to be taken into account when designing a credit system for informal small scale contractors.

5.1.2

Earlier attempts to improve the financial situation

Since 1980 loans were provided tobuilding contractors, especially to small scale contractors, via the
National Bank of Commerce [ILOP]. This bank wasthebest facility, as it has by far the largest
branch network. Furthermore it was the only institution with previous experience in lending to small
scale enterprises. It was not surprising that this system did not improve the situation very much, as
only 1 %of the total credit of the main financial institutions went to the building sector, and then
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specifically to the larger contractors, while the building sector contributed 4 % to the GDP. Smaller
contractors appeared to receive three and a half times less credit than larger contractors, and only in
the form of short term loans. Contractors outside Dar es Salaam on their turn received only half as
much as the contractors in Dar es Salaam. As the interest rates were still quite high, the loans became
extremely expensive for most contractors in case of delays in the building process. Soon the
govemment decided that the system had to be revised. So far nothing has been done yet.

5.1.3

Recommendations for impravement

It is impossible to provide credit to just any informal small scale contractor. As financial resources of
the government are limited, it cannot take the risk of providing too many loans which probably never
might be paid back. On the other hand, if nothing happens to improve the financial situation of the
informal small scale contractors, the housing situation in especially Dar es Salaam, which is strongly
related to the informal building sector, might further deteriorate.
Literature [MW AT, p.ll ff.] and the results of the survey reveal that most contractors would use a
large part of the credit to buy tools. Therefore it might be useful to provide financial assistance partly
in the form of a system of subsidized tools and equipment. Financial assistance from outside the
country would be necessary to be able to create such a system, tagether with an extended system of
financing the small scale contractors, both formaland informal. The govemment could link a system
of providing tools and small loans for working capital with a system of social house building. It could
employ informal small scale contractors in the different areas in Dar es Salaam in projects to provide
simple but good quality shelter, for instanee under the umbrella of the National Housing Cooperation.
This would allow the contractor to eam his loan and tools, and assure the govemment for a campensati on. In box 5.1 the proposed system will be elaborated in more detail.

box 5.1:

elaboration of a system combining social house building and the provision of tools

Any system to offer financial assistance to the informal building contractors could best start with a pilot project,
during which the proposed measures will be tested. In this case this means that a pilot project with respect to
combining social house building and the provision of tools bas to be developed. The NCC in cooperation with the
NHC should select a number of informal building contractors by means of a field survey to participate in this pilot
project. The NHC should develop a plan with respect to the construction of a number of simple but qualitatively good
houses which meet the current demands for shelter by the urban population. The overall supervision on the
construction of these houses could be allocated to a reliable, capable registered building con tractor. All tasks however
sbould be directed to the small scale informal building contractors. It will probably be useful to have more
supervisors . The informal building contractors could be paid in the following way:
a part of the earned iocome should consist of tools; what tools are provided to a particular contractor should
depend on the situation of that con tractor;
a part of the iocome should be paid in cash, as the contractor will need cash money for bis and bis family's
living;
a part of the iocome could be provided as a loan; this means that the total cash iocome must be higher than
in case no loan is provided ; the highness of the loan could increase in case a contractor is performing better
and thus increasing bis solvency.
When this pilot project meets its targets, more projects could be set up, resulting in a permanent participation of
informal building contractors in social house building projects. It should be tried to have informal building contractors
in supervising roles as wel!. The credit system should meet the conditions as described in the rest of this paragraph.

Any loan which would be provided neects to have soft terms. Especially the interest rate should not be
outrageous. This would make outside financial assistance necessary too. Furthermore the govemment
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could encourage the provision of suppliers credit. This could be done by providing tax holidays for
suppliers who are willing to provide credit to informal small scale contractors.
Another option is a system of tax holidays for the contractors when they enter the licensing system for
small scale entrepreneurs. Providing tax holidays has the advantage, that the gaverrunent does not
have to provide the necessary capital, because it is no amount of money that a contractor is going to
receive, but an amount of money a contractor never has to pay. A tax holiday of three years seems
reasonable. This period can also be used to test the contractor whether he is able to run his business in
a profitable way or not, which could be translated in whether he might be able to pay back a loan after
that period or not. The current system of having to pay tax even in advance, based on a theoretica!
production, is a major constraint to enter the licensing system and should be abandoned as quickly as
possible.
Finally the government could stimulate the formation of associations of informal small scale
contractors. 1t appears that such associations work better when providing credit to small scale
enterprises. Risks could be spread. Furthermore transaction costs could be reduced when borrowers
are well organised [ILOT, p.144].

5.2

The lack I unavailability of materials, tools and equipment

The second most important problem which is mentioned by the informal small scale contractors is
lack of "vifaa" : lack of materials and equipment. The lack of tools and equipment was mentioned in
67 % of the cases, according to the previous chapter, and the unavailability of building materials in 17
% of the cases. As explained in the same paragraph, these percentages should more or less be
combined, as there is only one word for both materials and tools.

5.2.1

Description of the problem

Research made clear that materials alone constitute 60% of the total construction costs [NCCS, p.l].
It is thus not surprising that problems with respect to material supply have a large negative influence
on the performance of a contractor duringa building project. The gap betweendemand and supply in
several main construction materials is widening. In the following tables supply and demand of some
few selected building materials are shown.

table 5.1:

local demand and supply of cement

1980

306,087

812,250

506,163

1985

384,539

1,100,000

715,461

1986

437,351

1,200,000

762,649

1987

492,211

1,284,000

791 ,789

1988

594,248

1,383,800

789,552

1989

594,791

1,470,052

875,261

1990

633,000

1,470,000

837,000

source:

Seminar proceedings "Research and development issues in the construction industry in Tanzania", NCC, 1992,
p.7
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table 5.2:

demand and supply of Gei-sheets

1980

30,000

17,369

12,631

1985

42,000

21,672

20,328

1986

44,000

8,857

35,143

1987

46,000

16,502

29,498

1988

48,000

15,713

32,283

1989

50,000

20,293

29,707

1990

50,000

21,563

28,437

source:

Seminar proceedings "Research and development issues in the construction industry in Tanzania", National
Construction Council, 1992, p.8

Cement is one of the major sourees of problems (see table 5.1). The cement industry in Tanzania is
limited to a couple of factories situated in Dar es Salaam, Tanga and Mbeya. These factories have,
like many factories in the building materials industry, problems in obtaining all the required raw
materials. This is reflected in the distri bution of cement. Many delays in building projects are caused
directly by lack of cement. If Wazo Hili in Dar es Salaam has a break down in production, this will
directly result in less activity on the building sites.

delayed building activities due to Jack of cement
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The lack of tools is mainly caused by the lack of financial resources of the contractors and the high
prices of equipment and tools. It is one of the reasens of the poor quality of so many buildings: think
what will happen when even basic tools to assure correct angles and surfaces are not available !
According toB. Wouters [WOU, p.28 ff.] prices of somebasic tools are even higher in Tanzania than
in the Netherlands, although the Tanzanian price level usually is far below the Dutch price level. The
lack of financial resources has been discussed in the previous paragraph. The high prices are partly
due to the small availability of tools and the need to import them, as the provision of tools by local
producers is by far not sufficient. The same goes for the provision of building materials. Apparently
the current capacity in the building matenals industry is not sufficient to meet the current demand.
The reasens for this can summarily considered under three main groups [NCCS, p.6] :
local plants for production of construction matenals are far from satisfying the construction
materials market due to high dependenee on machinery and parts importation as well as
rampant operational breakdowns;
the production eentres are centralized, hence creating distribution problems due to
transportation snags;
the demand of construction matenals will continue to increase due to high urbanization rates
and generallevel in the country's industrial actvancement scheme infrastructural facilities, and
all other accelerated development programmes; such advancements are not moving in line
with the production industrialization for construction materials.
Fortunately the problems related to lack and unavailability of construction matenals have the utmost
attention of the N ational Construction Council.
In previous years problems were also caused by the distribution system of the matenals and tools. A
few parastatals were responsible for the distribution, and they closely controlled allocations to
contractors with priority to weB-advaneed and major govemment projects [MWAD, p.41-42] . Only
for foreign based contractors and within the bounds of foreign-financed projects there was access to
the imperts of building matenals and equipment. The liberalization of the trade in 1991 eased the
situation to a certain extent, but informal small scale contractors still have no access to foreign
currency to arrange own imports.

5.2.2

Recommendations for improvement

As stated in the previous paragraph, the current capacity for producing building matenals locally is
apparently not sufficient. To attribute to a further economical development an own industry for
building materials is desirable, especially on the long term, as Tanzania is aiming at an society which
is self sufficient to the highest possible ex tent. This means that the development of the building
matenals industry neects sufficient attention. The objective to promotethese industriescan be found in
almost every current policy paper. What is required now are more detailed steps to be taken to
enhance this situation.
Another direction in which solutions could be found is a further promotion of more traditional, locally
available materials. In the rural areas it is still quite common to build in the traditional way. In Dar es
Salaam one is out of fashion when building with traditional materials [WOU, NCCS]. A more
extended use of traditional matenals however would also partly solve the problems that are related to
lack of skills, which are caused by the introduetion of new, unknown materials. Furthermore there are
"new" matenals with a better local availability, such as gypsum, pozzuolana, industrial and
agricultural wastes eg sawdust, fly ash etc. The use of bamboo seems promising as well. Extended
projects in Costa Rica have shown the utility of bamboo as a building material. Bamboo houses in
Costa-Rica are even 25 % cheaper than the standard type of social housing and withstood the April
1991 earthquake [DANK, p.1] . Bamboo resources in Tanzania seem to be sufficient for employing
them in the building construction sector; it furthermore has substantial advantages to use bamboo as a
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building material in Tanzania [DANK, p.l]. The average house in Dar es Salaam nowadays is built
with sand cement stones and iron roof sheets. As it has been stated before, cement is one of the major
sourees of delays in building projects. The use of matenals as elay and lime would diminish the
dependenee on cement. Furthermore it would suit in a policy of self sufficiency. The Building
Research Unit has performed much research in the field of the use of local matenals. The doeurneuts
however in which the results are stated are not widely spread. Most contractors have no idea what
souree of information the BRU could mean to them. The BRU could be the institution, in cooperation
with the NCC, to promote a further use of local materials by means of the distri bution of pamphlets,
in which the actvantages of local matenals in the sense of lower costs and better availability are
explained.
In case that a promotion of locally available matenals and a further development of the local building
materials industry is not sufficient to meet the demand for building materials on the very short term,
other measures will be necessary. The supply of building materials and tools neects to be extended.
This could temporarily be done by stimulating the import of building materials, for instanee fora
period of five years. Within five years it win not be possible to upgrade the entire building matenals
industry. It could though be possible to stimulate the use oflocally available matenals within such a
period. In this case it would however be necessary to make sure that no luxury building materials are
imported, but only basic building matenals. The reduction of the import taxes on these basic materials
could be a major incentive. The system of obtaining foreign currency, necessary for those imports,
neects to be streamlined as wen. The limited amount of foreign exchange in the country win probably
not allow complete free access to it for any entrepreneur. Moreover it win not be efficient to have
many people importing very limited amounts of materials. Therefore a system of extending imports of
building materials and tools neects to be institutionalized. The govemment could direct a more
appropriate amount of foreign currency to an organisation, which should take care of systemized
imports of building materials. This organisation on its turn could take care of a proper distri bution
system, in which small scale contractors, both informal and formal, are favoured above larger contractors. Related to this problem are the poor infrastructural facilities which hamper and efficient
distribution all over the country. Here the interdependence of many problems, which occurs so often
in developing countries, is visualized once more. This means that the current infrastructural system
neects improvements as wen. The problem of enormous delays in the harbour is an aspect of this
problem. Government should ease the regulations which now result in an extremely slow handling of
goods in the harbour. However, this would also mean to ban the corruption. It goes beyond the scope
of this study to cope with this problem, but to ban corruption will definitely not be a matter of some
easily taken measures. The importation of building materials however must beregardedas a
temporary measure to improve the availability of building materials on the short term. As such
measures do notfit in a policy of self sufficiency, they can never be a structural salution to the
problem of lack of building materials.

5.3

Problems caused by the elient

The major problem which is caused by the elient is providing not sufficient actvaneed payments or not
providing enough matenals, which both results in delays in the building process. What consequences
this has for the contractor has been discussed in the previous paragraph. Some other problems that are
caused by the elient win be dealt with in the fonowing paragraph.

5.3.1

Description of the problems

When a elient is not able or willing to fulfil his obligations any more, the law provides for remedies
eg the termination of the - oral - contract or starting an arbitration case. Most contractors however
consicter arbitration as expensive and time wasting [MWAD, p.44]. They furthermore are reluctant to
terminate the contract because they would not like to jeopardize their chances of getting further
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contracts from the elient As many elients face financial difficulties, informal smalt scale contractors
seem to have accepted delays in payments as a rule instead of a breach of contract.
Another problem which is caused by the elient is the purchase of bad matenals. Many elients, who
take care ofthe purchase ofthe matenals themselves, have not enough knowledge ofthe building
process to be able to judge the quality of matenals. The contractor in most cases has to build with the
qualitatively poor matenals, which affects the total quality of the building. The financial position of
most elients will not allow for buying new matenals with the requested quality and simply not use the
poor quality material. 1t is not stated here that the appropnate quality level is not available. It is the
economy or the lack of knowledge of the elient which makes him buy those poor materials, probably
tosave money, while materials with a better quality are available in most cases.

5.3.2

Recommendations for impravement

One of the first possible solutions to deal with problems that are caused by the elient is the use of
simpte contract documents. These contracts should contain what is currently arranged by means of
oral arrangements. Contractors though need to be convineed of the usefulness of such documents,
especially in the case of delayed payments. The NBAQSBC has been involved in trainings with
respect totheuse of contract documents. Furthermore this organisation is occupied with the
development of procedures with respect to the building process. The NBAQSBC could thus be an
appropriate partner in developing and spreading the use of contract documents. Tagether with the
development of such contracts, an appropriate arbitration system neects to be developed. 1t should
however be tried to reflect the flexibility of the informal small scale contractors in payments in any
contract.

1t could also be useful to promate larger participation of the contractors themselves in the purchase of
materials. This is aften a matter of trust between elient and contractor. In this case as well a contract
could help to make explicit what is demanded of both parties. It is difficult though how trust between
elient and contractor could be strengthened. An overall impravement of the position of the informal
small scale contractor, tagether with a nse in the level of skills, would probably enhance the relations
between elients and contractors.

5.4

The lack of skilis

The lack of skilis can be divided in two parts: the lack of technical skilis with the fundis and the lack
of entrepreneurial skilis with the contractor. The problems related tothese two types of lack of skilis
are discussed in this paragraph. Next attention will be paid to training opportunities for small scale
contractors. First it will be tried to explain the relevanee of education and training for further
development of the informal smalt scale contractor. Next a description of the current education and
training will be given, as far as its relevancy for the building sector goes, and an evaluation of the
output of the vocational training. Finally it is tried to provide some recommendations on how training
for informal smal I scale contractors could be carried out best, basedon both literature and views of the
future participants themselves, resulting in a proposal fora training course.

5.4.1

Description of the problem

The lack of skilis with the fundis has several reasons. One of the major causes has been, like
explained before, the introduetion of relatively new materialsas cement. In the rural areas skilis
related tobuilding have developed at a very steady pace. The skilis are widely spread, as most
dweliings were not permanent, butfora couple of years . There is continuously building work to be
done in a community, and many people therefore participate in the building process. Skilis are taught
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from father to son. As might be clear from the building process as explained in paragraph 3.3 this
system does not work any longer in the current situation in Dar es Salaarn. As new matenals and
technologies have been adopted in a high speed because of the fact that many people re gard western
technology as superior to indigenous technology, skills did notkeep up with the rapid changes in the
building process. The result of this processis visible now. Insome cases contractor and fundis lack
the equipment to use thematenals in the way they should be used, or sametimes they lack the knowledge how to reach optimum strength with the used materials.
Another reason for the lack of skills are the very limited formal opportunities to get skilled. This will
be explained in more detail in the next paragraph. SkiBed workers will flirthermore always look for
better pays and better prospects [MW AD, p.40]. This limits the reservoir of skiBed workers for the
informal small scale contractor, as he has no financial means to compete with larger contractors in
obtaining the best workers.
Problems with the entrepreneurial skills with the contractors themselves start when they are entering
the construction business without realising that they will only make money if they produce better
[MW AD, p.46]. Most starting contractors are just more or less experienced fundis who decide to start
for themselves. Others have even no experience in the building sector, but are enteringit because they
have a little money to start any type of business, in this case a small construction firm. Most of the
contractors have no experience at all in estimating, planning and rnanaging building jobs, in
understanding contract documents, in obtaining sufficiently new jobs etc. This last problem was even
explicitly mentioned by 10% of the contractors during the survey. This lack of managerial skills
results once more in needless delays in the building projects and thus in decreasing profits for the
contractors. The lack of the ability to calculate the price of a project in advance precisely also
influences the profits. Contractors tend to neglect possible delays, the possibility of suddenly
increasing prices of matenals and other unexpected events which influence the final costs.
Furthermore they do not have insight in what might cause increasing costs, as they keep very limited
records.

5.4.2

The relevanee of training for informal small scale contractors

In the study as proposed by the NCC emphasis is put on a further elaboration of the training neects of
informal small scale contractors. This is not too surprising. In [MW AT, p.12-13] Mrs. Mwaiselage
already pointed out that training is one of the major investments to be done for further development.
Training though should not be regarded as a kind of magie drug for any kind of problem [VERH,
p.20]. 1t can never come in isolation, but should always be combined withefforts to improve external
factors which affect the position of the contractor as well, for instanee the availability of building
materials and building equipment and tools. Sametimes it is stated, that training can only be carried
out well, when the economie environment is appropriate for providing the necessary educational
materials and facilities. One cannot afford to wait until the economy of a country has reached that
particular level, as the lack of knowledge and skilis will then become even more acute. Furthermore, a
rise inthelevel of knowledge and skills can even be an incentive for economie growth, as it can result
in a rise of productivity, effectiveness and efficiency.
In the case of the informal small scale contractors the lack of knowledge and skills, both technica! and
managerial, directly affects the performance within the informal building sector. As stated before, the
quality of most buildings is rather poor, projects face enormous delays, costs are much higher than
estimated, all resulting in meagre profits for the contractors and poor living conditions for those who
are the owners of the houses built by the same contractors. Therefore better education and training
facilities could improve both the life situation of the informal small scale contractors as well as the
housing conditions for the people.
In the next paragraph the current education and training system in Tanzania, as far as it concerns
knowledge and skills related to the building sector, will be described.
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5.4.3

The current education and training facilities

After primary school pupils can go to two types of further education: theoretica! education, which is
provided at secondary school, and which prepares for higher education or university; and technical
education and vocational training, which aims at providing practical skills.
There are several Ministries and institutions which deal with technical education and vocational
training [MLY, p.22 ff.] . These can be found in appendix 13. The existing vocational training system
in Tanzania includes the following categones of institutions [LANG]:
company and sector specific institutions;
private commercial training institutions;
vocational training centres;
on-the-job training.
This results insome 600 technical education and vocational training institutions all over the country.
The major training institutions can be found in appendix 14.
In the following tigure the annual output per type of training is presented, related to the annual output
of primary school and the annual Iabour de mand.

BASIC EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL TRAINING

LIFEOFWORK

informal sector: an
unknown number of
primarily selfemployed people
training by industry:
apprenticeship training by industry
(in-forma! on-the-job training) :
app. 15,000 trainees
training in parastatals: app. 250 trainees
annual output
app. 400,000
(primary school)
institutionalized training:
forma! sector: app.
2,500 enterprises with
about 160,000
employees and no
vacantjobs
NGO's: app. 700 trainees
simple craftschools: app. 9000 trainees
NVT system: app. 2,500 trainees
TOTALLY app. 27,500 trainees

source:

Policy framework development regarding vocational training in Tanzania in preparation of a strategie plan of
action 1992- 2002; a draft policy paper; NVTD, Ministry of Labour and Youth, 1992

tigure 5.1:

annual output per type of training
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All these types of training however are related to craftsmanship and technica! skills. No curriculum or
course pays any attention to managerial skills, such as project planning, budgeting and cost
calculation, matenals management, contracting and tendering.
When one looks at the elivision of the different skilis that are providedat the different centres, there
were approximately only 35 private institutions with one or more trades directed to the building sector
in 1991. Eighteen out ofthe nineteen NVTC's provide also trades which are related to the building
sector. This means that the available capacity to train fundis is very lirnited. Together with the
problem of lack of attention to entrepreneurial skills, the education and training opportunities for
people who want to become a fundi or a contractor are very lirnited.
The quality of a training can bedescribed by means of two concepts. The first one is effectiveness of
training, which is used to denote to what ex tent outputs of the training efforts correspond to training
objectives. It concerns questions as: how well does the training prepare for the accupation concemed?
Does it really improve the productivity of persons whohave been trained ? The second one is
efficiency of training, which denotes the relationship between outputs and inputs. In the following text
mainly the effectiveness of training will be discussed.
The first criticism on the present system concerns the selection of persons who can start the courses.
Some people have unfair higher chances to attend vocational training because of the parental
background and geographic factors. Besides, the system in which the best pupils from primary school
can go to secondary school and the second choice to national vocational training does by far not
assure that the most motivated and best students are in the courses. The overriding concern should be
to reeruit persons with some strength of interest and aptitude for the trade concemed, instead of some
English language proficiency. This could highly influence the effectiveness ofthe training, as
motivated people tend to learn easier and more than unmotivated pupils.
On paper most training has as its objective to provide useful skills. In practise however most
institutions, including the NVTD follow social rather than productivity objectives. These social
objectives include the following components [LANG]:
preparation for community participation;
employment generation;
equity objectives.
Whether these subjects are useful to assure a high level of skills among the graduates is doubtful. It is
a heritage from the time of Ujamaa, during which it was more important to participate in the
community system than to reach the highest level of skills as possible. Instead of following these
objectives the institutions should not only design more appropriate objectives, but also bring them
into practice by testing to what extent the curriculum will contribute to reach them.
Training is mainly geared to the acquisition of knowledge and skills. It neglects the development of
desired work attitudes, like care of property and maintenance culture. There is also no balance
between skills for the modem industrial sector and skills for the traditional sector. The latter, which
largely includes the building sector, tend to be neglected.
The training at the NVTC's is not oriented towards self-employment, because of the earlier mentioned
lack of attention paid to entrepreneurial skills. Graduates in building skilis will only be able to
become employed by a contractor, and not be able tostart a business on their own. This is really a
pity, as especially the informal sector neects entrepreneurs whoabsorb the laboursurplus by
employing them in their small scale enterprises.
The curriculum itself at the NVTC's has certain weaknesses. There is a certain lack of dynarnism:
industry is not involved indeveloping and evaluating the curricula, while there should be a continuous
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processof camparing the taught skilis and the neects in that same industry, and curricula are not tried
out before they are approved. The specialisations as provided are ofien very narrow, which is quite
wasteful, as research shows loose connections between the trade pursued during basic training and a
trainee's later work. Furthermore there is no such thing as market orientation. The demand for certain
skilis is not reflected in the offer of the trades.
The curriculum does not put emphasis on the need to use simple, appropriate technologies instead of
blindly copying western based technology. This results in higher costs, as most of these technologies
are not produced locally, but need to be imported. Besides many technologies are not used properly
because even the teachers might not have the knowledge how to use them, let alone to teach their
pupils.
The current mode of training neects certain improvements as weli. Especially the on-the-job
apprenticeship does not work. Tasks are ofien outside the trade, some trainees are rejected in the
enterprise after a short while and others never show up. Employers who are willing to take an
apprentice are officially not allowed to play a part intheir selection, which diseaurages many
employers. Trainees do nothave any rights, and may thus find themselves at the mercy of the
employer in work that does not suite the education the trainee has foliowed. Placements are
sametimes far from home, so the trainee has to spend a lot on transport, food and accommodation, out
of their minimum wage.
Related to the on-the-job apprenticeship serious problems occur within the system of the evening
classes. Here only theory is offered without any links to reality. The Jack of teaching materialsis
prominent. Employers sametimes are reluctant to release the apprentices to attend the evening classes.
In the evening both instructors and apprentices tend to be tired, while the classes can take place far
from home or work. Finally the very different educational background of the trainees results in a low
efficiency of teaching.
In a 1982 survey a comparison between formal training via the vocational training system and
informal on-the-job training was made [NAI]. This made clear that both formally trained ason-the-job
trained erafismen have their advantages and disadvantages. In many fields like quality of work
delivered, rejections, initiative taking and attendance NVTC trained erafismen are considered to do
better than company trained crafismen. The differences however sametimes are remarkably small.
Some real advantages of formally trained personnel could be the fact, that they are easy to instruct.
Advantages of on-the-job trained personnel could be, that they need less supervision and that they can
handle jobs of different nature. Both categories of erafismen though are not able to start working
independently just after finishing their training.
The training which is offered by companies is normally conducted on-the-job by experienced workers
sitting with new workers while undertaking a certain task. Most companies who do this have no
special training officers, and if there are any, they are only engaged in the coordination of the training
within and outside the company, and are not involved in the actual conducting ofthe training. Most
companies encourage their trainees to attend formal training after two or three years experience in the
company. These persons however have ofien problems in passing the higher grades at first attempt
because of their Jack of theoretica] background.
When regarding the output of building fundis specifically, the most importantcriticismis related to
the quality of the work as performed by persons whofoliowed - successfuliy - the entire programmes.
As it is one of the main objectives to provide useful skilis, this means that the effectiveness of the
current training is limited. According to the survey I performed in Dar es Salaam the skilis of the
fundis who had attended vocational training were not that bad at all in comparison with those of
others. Still they are not sufficient. Many fundis use certain building techniques, but they do not know
why it has to be done in that particular way (see B. Wouters). This means that in case of lack of funds
and materials, all things that do not seem to be necessary will be concealed. According to key persons
in the building sector the main problem is that contractors, fundis and clients are afraid to demolish
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bad pieces of work to do them all over again. This is on the one hand not so surprising, as building
materials are expensive and difficult to get. On the other hand, a bad quality of a building will definitely mean that its lifetime will be shortened toa large extent, which means even more increasing
costs. This is evidently an attitude, which has to be learnt.
Since quite some years both
international organisations
and the Tanzanian government are becoming more
aware of the weaknesses of
the current education and
training system. Therefore
the NVTD created a project
group which should first
evaluate the current system
and next develop a proposal
for improvements. This
group now has made a
proposal to restmeture the
NVT system. It is still
working on the curricula.
One of the main objectives is
to become more market
oriented and to create closer
links between curriculum
and actual work situation. It
is to be expected, that many
of the problems as mentioned in the previous
paragraphs will at least
receive attention, and
whenever possible will be
improved.

difficulties with proper roof attachement

5.4.4

The development of a training course

Although training opportunities for fundis have been described as well, eg technica! skills, no
proposal for a course or improvements concerning those skills will be developed, as the teehoical
background of the author does not allow to decide what a course on building skills should look like.
The proposal will be related to entrepreneurial skills and to a smaller extent to some more technical
skills which are the main responsibility for the contractor. It will be based upon the remarks stated in
the previous paragraphs. The NCC will be the organisation which directs the course, in cooperation
for instanee with CHS, the NIP or SIDO/SICATA, which are all involved in training issues either
within the building sector or towards small scale enterprises. The choice between such institutions
will depend on a number of factors, including the willingness and capacity of the institutions and the
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availability of funds. The NIP even once already made a proposal on which subjects should be part of
a course.

5.4.4.1

Earlier attempts to formulate building courses

In the eighties several courses on construction management of sites and management of projects were
conducted by the Centre for Housing Studies. These were attended by engineers, quantity surveyars
and architects whoworkin government or parastatal organisations and rarely from private firms (one
participant in 1985), let alone persons operatingin the informal small scale building sector. Therefore
in the early runeties a course was developed, aimed at small scale contractors and their employees
dealing with management of construction projects [CHST]. This course would have the form of a
workshop, and its main objectives were:
to develop skilis in rnanaging small scale construction projects;
to achieve an understanding on appropriate and cost effective mobilisation of limited
resources.
Participants could chose one out of three modules, each consisting of several different subjects. The
three modules were:
1

2

the pre-contract stage, which was covered by obligations of the contractors in construction
contracts; tendering and bidding strategies; types of contracts; project planning techniques
with limited resources; and cost planning of construction activities;
the post-contract stage, which was further divided into two parts:
site management, which was covered by construction project management-general;
site management, supervision and productivity on construction sites; safety and
welfare on construction sites; plant performance and operations; financial and cost
accounting and control at construction sites; and construction claim;
trade skili, which was covered by concreting; masonry; carpentry and joinery;
plumbing; and painting and decorating.

Participants were invited tobring documents, drawings etcetera as used by themselves intheir own
companies to the course to discuss them. The course would be held in English, so a fair command of
the English language was necessary. Participants had to pay a fee, dependent on which module they
preferred. The course would be held at the Centre for Housing Studies in Dar es Salaarn.
This course was no success. As the file on it is closed yet, it was not possible to gather quantitative
data on its results. However, it became clear that the target group of small scale contractors did not
realiy show up. Only registered small scale contractors (Class V, VI and VII), were invited in writing,
thus missing all the unregistered small scale contractors. The course was in English, which will have
discouraged quite a lot of persons who do not have proper knowledge of the English language. The
subjects which were included in the course covered to a large extent the neects within the sector. The
fees which were charged were though quite high, and the course would take two or three weeks fuli
time. This resulted in small scale Indian contractors, who could afford to send some employees, but
did not because they did not want to miss them for such a period, and in small scale contractors, who
were willing to participate themselves, but could not afford to do so. These experiences should be
taken into consideration when developing a new course.

5.4.4.2

The objective of the course

The objective of any course will be to equip the informal small scale contractor or his employee in a
relatively short period with a set of entrepreneurial skilis as cost budgeting and planning of work,
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combined with some more technica! aspects, which enables him to run his enterprise in a more
effective, efficient and thus more profitable way.

5.4.4.3

Some prior conditions on future courses for informal small scale contractors

In this paragraph it is tried to take into consideration some aspects related to the execution of a
training course. This will be done by means of literature and by means of the ideas of some informal
small scale contractors, who were interviewed on these subjects. The questions that were asked to
these contractorscan be found in appendix 15.
Although it is the author's opinion that any structural salution to the problem of lack of knowledge
and skilis with fundis and contractors should be implemented within the existing framework of
vocational schooling, preferably the NVT system, it is out of the question that the current generation
of fundis and contractors, who have already been working for quite some time in the building sector,
should be send back to school. As it was already stated in paragraph 5.4.1, lack of theoretica!
background, tagether with the growing away from school will make it extremely difficult to
participate successfully at a NVTC . Therefore the current generation of informal small scale
contractors and fundis should receive training via specially developed courses.

language
The language in which such a course should be given must be Kiswahili, as mostactorsin the
informal building sector only completed primary school (see paragraph 4.1), which does notprovide a
proper knowledge of the English language. Experiences from previous courses learn that English only
means a constraint for the participation of as many contractors as possible.
fee
Financial resources of the contractors are very limited. Furthermore every hour which is spent on
training means missed income for the contractor. This should be taken into account when deciding on
the fees for such a course. One of the interviewed contractors proposed that one should pay a fee
according to his financial resources. lt is however expected that the main part of the informal smal I
scale contractors, which would be the target group, will have very limited financial resources. Fees
should thus be as low as possible. The two other contractors mentioned, that they could afford to pay
between 2000 and 3000 Tshs a week without having serious financial problems. One even expected to
be able to follow a three months fulltime course without receiving income from building activities.
One contractor preferred a full time course during a short period, the two others a part time course
during a longer period. They thought that one or two sessions a week would be most appropriate. It
will thus depend on the fee that is charged and on what else is affered during a course (skills and
material) wether a course should be full time or part time.
Future participants must be convineed of the usefulness of such a course, otherwise they will not be
willing to spend time and eventually money on any form of training. Therefore one should try to
create incentives to participate in a course.
Some questions were asked to the contractors to see how they regard the usefulness of certain
managerial skills. Record keeping is regarded as useful to assure the elient how much of the materials
has been used and to know how much is spent on Iabour to determine the total costs of a project.
Finding new jobs is not always easy and goes mainly by oral advertisements by previous clients. No
contractor would know a method to get more jobs. Finally investments are made without much
consideration. Most tools are bought at the very moment they are needed, but on the other hand
sametimes a contractor buys a tooi which he might need in the future, just because he has the money
available at that particular moment. It is stated though that it is very difficult to save money for future
investments.
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subjects
When it is asked which subjects should be present in a course, the most important one is to train the
ability to read drawings and maps. This is partly a teehoical skill, but it is a skill which is particularly
important for a contractor to be able to perform a project. As it is also mentioned by all three
interviewed contractors, it is probably worth thinking of actdingit toa course. The second most
important subject is budgeting, cost estimation and cost calculation. All contractors seem to take into
account several aspects to calculate the price fora project and to estimate the profit, but apparently
they are not quite satisfied with the results. This is fully according to several reports, which state that
the usual calculations do not cover the real costs. Maybe the most neglected aspect is the effect of
time (delays during the project) on the final profit rate, especially in a situation in which the shilling is
worth less every day. The estimate of the quantities of needed materials seems togorather well, all
three contractors even take into account some waste of material and some broken stones by actding 10
% extra to their calculations. Other important subjects to be integrated in a course are materials
management, on site supervision and the planning of construction work. However, two contractors
stated, that no permanent supervision is needed, when the fundis are good. This is not always the case,
and thus on site supervision is regarded as useful. All three contractors suppress again, that teehoical
skilis need improvement to a large extent, but on the other hand they do not think that the quality of
the buildings as made by their company could be improved ! The use of contract documents is not
mentioned as an important subject during a course, although all contractors find them useful,
especially to avoid confusion about when and which payments the elient should make to the
contractor. Quality control and the formation of a construction firm are also not regarded as ha ving
priority to add toa course.
It would bemost ideal to di vide the course in a rather theoretical partand a more practical part. This
practical part then should take place on building sites. One contractor said, that it would be very
useful when the contractors are shown the things that are explained. That means that a tooi which is
discussed should be present for demonstration, and that a eertaio method, for instanee for calculating
prices, should be demonstrated by means of examples.

5.4.4.4

The target group

As stated before, the target group will consist of the informal small scale building contractors and
their employees who perform the same managerial tasks within the enterprise as the contractor in Dar
es Salaam. This proposal is limited to the contractors in Dar es Salaam, as this was the area which was
investigated. To reach the contractors in other areas different strategies will be necessary. It goes
beyond the scope of this report to determine such strategies.

How to reach the target group
A problem arises when trying to reach the contractors. As was the case in this research, there is no
such thing as a list of unregistered contractors in Dar es Salaam. Hence it will be impossible to reach
them by mail. Therefore personal visits will have to be part of the way of announcing the course. This
is labour intensive, but will probably increase the chancesof persuading as many contractors as
possible to attend the course. All different areas in Dar should be visited. In these areas one neects to
look for the building sites. It will probably not be necessary to identify all the sides, as visited
contractors could be stimulated to announce the course to some of their colleagues. lt might also be
useful to visit some smalt shops for building equipment and building materials. The course can be
explained to the owner, some information leaflets could be left in the shop and then the owner could
be asked to announce the course to contractors who come there to buy materials. The NCC could hire
a group of university or Ardhi students who could visit the sites. When a group of tenstudentsis
hired, a lot of sites could be visited within one or two weeks. These students should be equipped with
leaflets, in which the objectives and the contentsas well as the practical aspectsof the course are
explained. Furthermore a sort of form should be added which could be retumed to the NCC by the
contractor in case he is willing to attend the course.
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Depending on the number of contractors who are willing to attend the course, the course cycle could
be repeated several times. A final proposal for such a course can be found in the next paragraph.

5.4.4.5

The framework of the course

The period in which the course will be carried out is seven weeks. Each Friday and Saturday will be
course days. Friday will take place "in the classroom" to deal with the theoretica! part of the subjects.
Saturday will be used to visit a building site to link the theoretica! part with reality and will take half a
day.

use of case studies
The theory could be explained by means of case studies, as this enhances an acti ve participation of the
participants. It will be tried to translate the problems and systems to reduce these problems to a
situation in which the contractor recognizes his own enterprise and his own building projects. This
could be done by first telling a story on a building contractor who faces a certain problem. Next the
contractorscan be invited to discuss the problem in groups of four persons and to decide how they
would solve it. After the discussionsin the groups, every group can present its salution to the others.
In the next stage the training staffis going to introduce a system which can reduce and rninirnize this
type of problems. First it will be told what the contractor in the case actually did himself to solve the
problem. Then the system (for instanee the cost budgeting system, or a planning system) can be
explained. Finally the contractors are invited to have a look at the problem again, but to try to solve it
by means of the introduced system, again in groups of four persons. After these group discussions a
final discussion will be used to compare the situation in which the contractor was just handling ad hoc
and the situation in which the contractor used the system to avoid and to rninirnize his problems. In
this discussion the advantages of using the offered method should be emphasized.
As this method of offering theory is probably quite unusual in Tanzania, it will be necessary to spend
quite some time, let's say half a day, to create an atmosphere in which the participants feel free to
participate in the discussions. A sense of trust between the participants and the training staff and
among the participants themselves is necessary fora successful training. This can be reached by
inviting every participant to introduce himself to the others at the begin of the course and to give a
short oral presentation co vering the activities of their firm and their expectations from the course. The
training staff will give short presentations to introduce themselves as well. Forthermore all
participantscan be invited tobring any written information and record they use intheir firm to
compare it during the course with the offered systems.
A part of each theoretica! day can forthermore be used to introduce some more technica! subjects. The
introduetion of this subject could bethelast item of each theoretica! day. This canthen bethestarting
point for the next day, which will take place on site. It is not necessary that the contractor learns how
to perform each skill - this would be the objective fora course for fundis-but he can be trained in
recognizing whether a fundi has performed wellor badly. Here the practical aspect, which can be
carried out on the site, should play a major role. In this part of the training the information of the BRU
can be introduced. The working papers - which for this purpose need to be translated into Kiswahili can form the basis of the information which is presented to the participants. These papers will after the
course be a very useful souree of information on building techniques for the contractors. Some of the
subjects which could be included are masonry, joinery, how to take into account environmental
aspects when designing a house etc.
As rnight be clear there is need of a building site to demonstrate the several technica! aspects. It will
probably bemost effective to create a special course building site: a building project in which several
stages of the building process are visible, a building which on the one hand has some major failures
and on the other hand shows a proper adaptation of building techniques. It will depend on which
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technica! subjects are offered how this building should look like. It will though be necessary for the
proposed course to integrate the use of more traditional, locally available materials on the site.

The subjects in the course
According to literature and to the contractors themselves the subjects that deserve highest priority to
be included in a course are the following:
reading of drawings;
budgeting, cost estimation and cost calculation;
site management and on site supervision;
planning of construction work and materials management;
forma! regulations and the use of contracts;
the acquisition of new jobs, tendering and bidding;
book and record keeping.
It is thought that it might be useful to spread the skill of reading of drawings over the entire course, as
this is regarded as one of the major skilis to be leamed. Every day an exercise on map reading could
be carried out, combined with a eertaio teehoical aspect.
A propos al for a time schedule is offered in box 5. 2.

Some practical aspects
A size of between 16 and 20 persons per training group seems reasonable. Each day could start at 9.00
AM to enable everybody to reach the training centre. A break could be held from 12.30 to 13.30 h on
Fridays, and then the course could be continueduntil 17.00 PM. On Saturdays the course will only be
half a day, and thus end at 12.30 h.
The training staff neects to be instructed on how to carry out the training in advance by an institute
which is experienced in performing training courses, for instanee SIDO/SICATA in cooperation with
the NCC. Training staff memhers could for instanee be hired from the NVTD or even from SICATA
itself.
lt should be tried to acquire external funds to support the training to minimize the course fee for the

participants. Bouwberaad and the Institute for Housing Studies in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, could
be an option to participate, both in financial support as in the outline for the definite course.
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box 5.2:

elaboration of a training course

week 1
Friday:
• introduction:
explanation of the course by the training staff
introduetion of the participants to each other
• forma! regulations and the use of contracts:
case study on the subject
comparison of theory and documents used by the contractors themselves
• reading of drawings:
introduetion on the irnportance of using drawings and on how the training on this subject will take place
first exercise
• technica! subject:
some theory on the subject
introduetion to the next day on site.
Saturday:
• on site:
explanation of the technica! subject by means of the presented building
exercise on determining the quality of the de livered work
exercise on the reading of drawings.

week2
Friday:
• budgeting, cost estirnation and cost calculation:
casestudy
calculation exercise
comparison of theory with budgeting and cost calculations of the contractors themselves
• technica[ subject:
some theory on the subject
introduetion to the next day on site.
Saturday:
• on site:
explanation of the technica! subject by means of the presented building
exercise on determining the quality of the delivered work
exercise on budgeting and cost calculation, based on the presented building.

week3
Friday:
• the acquisition of new jobs, tendering and bidding:
casestudy
comparison of theory with methods used by the contractors themselves
• the reading of drawings:
exercise
• technica! subject:
some theory on the subject
introduetion to the next day on site.
Saturday:
• on site:
explanation of the technica! subject by means of the presented building
exercise on determining the quality of the delivered work
exercise on the reading of drawings.
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week4
Friday:
• planning of construction work:
case study on planning
comparison of offered planning systems with the planning documents of the contractors themselves
• matcrials management:
some theory on problems related to the matcrials supply in Tanzania
case study on matcrials management
comparison of theory with the systems used by the contractors themselves
• technica! subject:
introduetion on the use of other matcrials to avoid problems related to the lack of matcrials
introduetion to the next day on site.
Saturday:
•on site:
demonstration of the use of alternative matcrials
exercise on determining the quality of the work with the alternative materials.

week5
Friday:
• site management and on site supervision:
case study; this will also include subjects as safety and welfare on construction sites
Saturday:
• at the building site:
exercises on on site supervision: within small groups each contractor will have to perform the taskof
supervisor for some time; bis performance will then be evaluated
exercise on the reading of drawings

week6
Friday:
• book and record keeping:
casestudy
comparison theory with records as used by the contractors themselves
rehearsal budgeting and cost calculation systems
linking book keeping with budgeting
exercise on book keeping and budgeting
• technica! subject:
some theory on the subject
introduetion to the next day on site.
Saturday:
• on site:
explanation of the technica! subject by means of the presented building
exercise on determining the quality of the delivered work

week7
Friday:
• case:
in one extended case all aspects which have been explained during the course will be integrated; in
groups of four persons the contractors will solve the case by means of the learned principles
by discussing the outcomes of the different groups it is tried to demonstrate once more the usefulness of
the learned principles
• ending of the course:
comparison of the expectations of the participants with the acquired skills.
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6

Conclusions and recommendations

In this chapter the conclusions and recommendations which were formulated in the previous chapters
will be summarized. Furthermore the use of the research instrument will be evaluated and additions
and improvements will be proposed. Finally suggestions for further research will be formulated.

6.1

Summary of the conclusions and recommendations

The informal building sector in Dar es Salaarn has a large potential for providing shelter at relatively
low prices, which are affordable for most people. It provides employment for a substantial number of
persons because of the Iabour intensive building methods. The informal building enterprises are less
capital intensive than the large registered building companies, but cannot undertake very extended
projects. The gross output for the informal construction is about 60 % of the gross output for the
formal construction sector, namely 14,600 million Tshs and thus substantial. Therefore the informal
building sector should receive as much attention of the government as possible for a further
development of the sector.
The results of the structured interviews are to a large ex tent in accordance with literature, but provide
also additional insights in the characteristics of the informal building contractor and his enterprise. A
number of interesting relations between variables occurred, in particular the relations between the area
in which the contractor currently is operating and eight other variables. This cluster of relationships
could be of interest when formulating strategies aiming at specific target groups.
It appears that the contractors have to deal with the same problems as they are described in literature,
but that they indicate other problems than is done in literature to be the most serious ones.
Furthermore they are not very much aware of their lack of (entrepreneurial) skills, or not willing to
admit this lack, which is understandable.

With respect to improving the financial situation it is proposed to develop a system of subsidized
tools and equipment. The government could link a system of providing tools and smal I loans for
working capital with a system of social house building by employing informal smal I scale contractors
in the different areas in Dar es Salaam in projects to provide simple shelter. In this way the contractor
can earn his loan and tools, and assure the government for a compensation. Other measures could
involve the promotion of the formation of associations of informal smal I scale contractors. These
associations could be provided with credit facilities, thus spreading risks and reducing transaction
costs.
Improving the availability of building materials needs several measures. As the current capacity for
producing building materials is not sufficient, emphasis must be put on promoting a further
development of the construction materials industry by the government. Furthermore the use of more
traditional, locally available materials should be promoted. This would have the advantage of saving
foreign exchange which now is spent on the importation of building materials. lt would also suit in a
policy of self sufficiency. The Building Research Unit has performed much research in the field of the
use of local materials . This institution, in cooperation with the NCC, could promote a further use of
local materials by means of the distri bution of pamphlets, in which the advantages of local materials
in the sense of lower costs and better availability are explained.
A possible salution to deal with problems that are caused by the elient is the use of simple contract
documents. These contracts should contain what is currently arranged by means of oral arrangements,
but also reflect the flexibility of the informal smal I scale contractors in payments.
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Training is one of the major investments to be done for nuther development, and forms the major
salution to the current lack of skilis among the contractors and their employees. This lack of skilis
concerns both technical and entrepreneurlal skills. Structural solutions to this problem should be
implemented within the existing frameworkof vocational schooling, preferably the NVT system. The
current generation of informal smal! scale contractors and fundis, who have already been working for
quite some time in the building sector, should however receive training via specially developed courses. These courses will have to be in accordance with several conditions on both practical aspects and
the contents of a course. Much attention though will have to be paid to training aimed at entrepreneuria! skills, as these have been systematically neglected over the past years.
The measures as proposed in chapter 5 and summarized in this paragraph can ultimately result in a
higher income for the informal small scale contractors in Dar es Salaam. A higher income on its turn
can result in a better standard of living for the contractors and their families, assurning that the income
is properly spent. Improving the skilis of the contractors can result in a better quality of their
buildings and consequently in better shelterfora major part of the population.

6.2

The usefulness of the research instrument

In tlus paragraph the use of the research instrument as proposed by Mr. GaiHard (see appendix 2) will
be evaluated. Next adaptations and possible improvements with respect to the use of the instrument
for evaluating building enterprises in the informal sector will be formulated, tagether with a
condusion on the usefulness of the instrument.

6.2.1

Evaluation of the use of the research instrument

In this particular research the usefulness of the research instrument depends on two aspects:
1
2

the specitïc Tanzanian situation;
the specific characteristics of building acti vities in comparison with production acti vities.

With respect to specitïc aspects of the Tanzanian situation simple adaptations need to be made
concerning answer categories with respect to for instanee educational system or earnings. These
adaptations can be found in appendix 2.
The specific characteristics of the building process impose more difficulties. These are mainly related
to the following (groups of) variables:

• basic characteristics:
charter;
technology;

• structural characteristics:
specialisation;
configuration;
standardisation.
Difficulties related to structural characteristics are related to the fact, that in hardly any case any of the
proposed values ofthe respective variabie occurs. This means that the answer categoriesneed to be
adapted, or questions can be removed completely. As these adaptations are relatively simple, they will
not be discussed in this paragraph, but can be found in appendix 2.
With respect to the variables charter and technology the research instrument seems to be written with
typical production processes in mind. The operationalization of these variables does not fit at all with
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building processeso It seems more approptiate to de vel op a specific operationalization of these
variables to be used in evaluating building enterptisesoWith respect to charter the variables will have
to describe the products and tasks of a building contractor. Therefore the following questions are
proposed:

number of products made during the last year per type of product:
type of product
new house:

1

> oo m
< m1
00

-

changes I extension of building
shop I office
lean-to I storehouse I sanitary facilities
repair I maintenance of building
single task (such as timber, roof construction)

Who perfarms one or more of the following tasks:

type of task
concrete pouring
roof
timber work
painting
electrician
plumbing
other

Questions with respect to product variation, mode of production and policy on product mix can be
removed completely, as they are not determined by a particular construction enterptise, but by the
characteristics of the building processo
For the desctiption of technology as applied in building processes several of the proposed questions
can be usedo These are questions with respect to:
the technological characteristics of the output;
degree of automation;
technical tigidity;
technical flexibility of equipment.
However, the answer categoties need to be exarnined, as several answers are not relevant with respect
building processes, and other relevant answer categoties might be lackingo The other questions with
respect to technology can be removedo It goes beyond the scope of the author's technical knowledge to
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determine whether other questions with respect to technology as applied in building processes might
be useful. Any further operationalization of the variabie technology could probably better be
perforrned by a building engineer.

6.2.2

Condusion with respect to the usefulness of the research instrument

The research instrument is a powertul instrument for the study and evaluation of inforrnal sector
organizations. The comparison of the results with literature in paragraph 4.4 made clear that it indeed
provides a rather complete and correct description of all characteristics of the enterprise, combined
withits role in the national economy. The answering categoties might need some adaptations,
depending on which country the organization is situated in. Most difficulties can be expected with
respect to the variables charter and technology, not only when applying the instrument for
construction enterprises, but also for organizations providing services. In case an organization does
not have a typical production process, new operationalizations for these variables need to be
developed.
The results of the multivariate analysis as described in paragraph 4.4 do notprovide substantial
evidence for the assumptions with respect to the relations occurring between variables. The number of
bivariate relations is limited, the number of multivariate relations is even more limited and most
occurring relations are not very strong. The relations within a subgroup were not stronger than those
between the subgroups or between subgroups and problems, preferred farms of training and preferred
farms of assistance. The strongest relations occurred between the variabie area and several other
variables. This relatively poor result however is probably due to the limited number of interviews,
which was stated before. A number of 300 interviews would perhaps provide stronger evidence for the
assumptions with respect to the relations occurring between variables.

6.3

Suggestions for further research

Anticipating further research, two types of surveys would be appropriate:
1
2

in-depth surveys with respect to particular characteristics or a particular problem of inforrnal
small scale contractors;
a camparabie survey as the one perforrned during this study, but perforrned on a larger scale,
e.g. in other and more areas.

With respect to the lack of skilis this research has put emphasis on lack of entrepreneurial skilis
because of the technica! background of the author. It has been tried to evaluate the organizational
aspects of the building process. Not much attention has been paid to the quality of the buildings
themselves. A study into the technical problems related to the house building process would be
appropriate. Such a study could contribute to knowledge with respect to what subjects need to be
embodied in the curricula of technical construction courses.
The relation between the variabie area and several other variables needs further investigation. The
relations occurring in this research were basedon a limited number of interviews. In order to
determine whether these relations do really exist the number of observations needs to be much larger.
Insight in the lack of opportunities for a contractor to "upgrade himself' as aresult of the limited area
in which the contractor is operating would be most useful to develop strategies to enhance this
situation. Therefore it is proposed toperfarm an in-depth survey on a much larger scale than the
survey as performed during this research, which pays specifically attention to the relation between
operating in a particular area and the opportunities for the contractor and his firm.
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Appendices

Appendix 1:

The formal registration system

Since 1972 the National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyors and Building Contractors is the
official board which registers architects, quantity surveyors and building contractors, together with the
Ministry of Works. The Architects, Quantity Surveyors and Building Contractors (Registration) Act
of 1972 describes the functioning of the board and the registration procedures. In part lil, section 12 it
is stated that "subject to the provisions of this act, a personshall be eligible, on making an application
to the Registrar in the prescribed manner and payment to the board of the prescribed fee, to be
registered under this act as a building contractor if he satisfies the board
that he is experienced in works in volving construction of buildings or other constructions; and
that he is a man of upright character:
provided that the board may refuse to register any person as a building contractor if in its opinion it
will be against the national interest to do so."
The formal building process is very much like the British, with the same participants and actors. For
the building contractors the board has a system of seven different classes. From class VII up to class I
the building contractor has to meet ever increasing requirements to be registered in the concerning
class. Those requirements include the presence of certain professions and skilis within the enterprise
as well as the possession of certain tools and capital equipment. To become registered one also has to
pay an annual fee to the board. The minimum requirements for each class are presented in the
following table.
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table Al.l:

criteria for registration of building contractors - technica] personnel and equipment to
be owned fora single project

n

I

staff (all with proven experience)

-l••••r\;•• u lv • • • ul·•·•iwn• • ·• • · l~•• • • • • •

rnanaging director I general manager

1

1

1

1

financial controller I chief accountant

1

1

1

1

clerical staff (accounts, store, re gistry)

several

several

several

few

structurall ei vil engineers (min. dip. eng. or
equiv. 5 years experience)

3

2

1

1

chief engineers (10 years experience; min. dip.
eng. or equiv.

1

1

mechanica! engineering teehoidans

2

2

ei vil engineering technicians

20

15

10

5

electrical engineering technicians

2

2

1

1

general foremen

4

3

2

foremen

10

8

artisans

40

20

tower (building) crane

1

1

concrete mixers

3

concrete vibrators

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

1

cas.
staff

5

3

2

1

1

10

7

3

2

1

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

blockmaking machines

3

2

1

1

steel bending machines (set)

1 set

1 set

1 set

water pumps

2

1

1

concrete dumpers

2

2

heavy duty motor vehicles

3

2

compactors

2

1

compressors

1

1

few

plant I equipment (with comp. operators)

note:

the * requirements shown are only minimum items which were omitted in the approved
criteria for class I

source: NBAQSBC
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According to which class a contractor belongs he is allowed to undertake jobs to a certain upper limit.
In the following table this categorization of building jobs is presented.

categorization of building jobs

table A1.2:

I

unlirnited

II

240,000,000

III

150,000,000

IV

80,000,000

V

50,000,000

VI

20,000,000

VII

10,000,000

note:

1 US$= 240 Tshs. 1991 rates)

source: NBAQSBC

In the following table the di vision of building contractors over the different classes in 1990 is
presented.
table A1.3:

di vision of building contractors over the different classes in 1990

4

2

2

8

12

5

2

3

24

15

34

42

74

70

295

1

3

10

14

78

74

352

parastatal

1

foreign

18

Tanz. Asian orig
ind. African

Source: List of Registered Contractors, National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyors and Building Contractors
National Construction Council Report on the Construction Industry, Barker and Burton

As rnight be clear there is a gap between the higher graded contractors and the lower graded
contractors. Most ofthe contractors in class 1-3 are foreign firms and Tanzanians of Asian origin. The
African Tanzanian owned firms dorninate the two lowest classes. The group of unregistered contractors is far bigger than these previous groups. However, extended projects are mostly carried out by the
higher grade contractors, who thus dominate a relevant part of the construction works to be
performed. The taskof the small scale unregistered contractors is largely concemed with the building
of houses, small business units etc.
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Appendix 2:

The research instrument

In this appendix the research instrument as it is developed by Mr. GaiHard of Eindhoven University of
Technology is presented as it has been formulated so far.

I

INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS

1

Basic characteristics

1.1

(Sub)Sector (ISIC code)

I

I

1.2

Ownership

1..
21

type o f owners hitP
solelhousehold mode
partnership outside household
group ownership (unregistered coops)
other? specify:

122
..

owners hi1p w.r.t. eqmpment
owns equipment
partly owns equipment
hires equipment
other? specify:

1..
23

owners hiIP w.r.t. works h OPIWOrkroornlworkplace
I
own
partly own
has hired
free use
other? specify:
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1.3

Location

1..
31

type of 1ocat.ton
variabie locations (change regularly place)
fixed location (stay always at the same place)
ofwhich:

with temporary structure

with permanent structure

1.4

Age

1..
41

number of years operating

< 1 year
1-3 years
3-5 years
5-10 years
10-20 years
20 + years

142
..

. di ctty
. of operat.to
· n (number of months operatingin last 12 months)
peno
0-3 months

4-6 months
7-9 months
10-11 months
12 months

1.4.3

technological development in the past

a)
b)
c)
d)

Which technological changes have occurred in the past (since foundation) ?
When did these technological changes occur? (in chronological order)
Why did these technological changes occur ?
What were the results of each of the technological changes in terms of technological capacity
and profits ?
What were the effects of each of the technological changes on the inputside (backward
linkages) and outputside (forward linkages) ?

e)
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1.5

Type of business

one man business
household mode
master (owner) + apprentices
master (owner) +employees
master (owner) + apprentices +employees

1.6

Size

1.6.1

number of persons woricing per unit (inclusively the entrepreneur)

I

I

1.6 .2

. . "al
llliti

. I (T Shs .)
captta

0-999
1000- 4999
5000-9999
10,000- 19,999
20,000- 49,999
50,000 - 99,999

> 100,000

1.6.3

current capital (working capital)
(estimated) current value (T.Shs)

equipment I machinery I tools
building (excl. own living area)
furniture
vehicle
location I space for business
semi-manufactured products
raw materials
[ total
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1.6.4

capita! formation: value of capita! equipment purchased inthelast 12 months (new fixed
capita!)
(estimated) value (T.Shs)

equipment I machinery I tools
building (excl. own living area)
furniture
vehicle
location I space for business
semi -manufactured products
raw matenals

I total
1.6.5

total value of fixed capita! purchased in the last 12 months I current total value of fixed capita!

I

I

1. 7

Charter ( characteristics of output)

171
..

kid
n s of products

kinds of products

quantity made
this yr

(estimation) last
year

1

2
3
4

5
6

7

1.7.2

product development rate

a) number of new kinds of products this year

I

I

b) total number of kinds of products this year

I

I
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c) ratio a!b

1..
73

· (mu It1pl1Cl
· r "ty of outputs): number of different kinds of output
product rrux
1

2-3

4-5
>5

174
..

por1cy on product rrux
contracting the range of outputs
maintaining the range of outputs
expanding the range of outputs
no policy

1.7 .5

product variatien ("customer orientation")
% oftotal

output
standard outputs
standard outputs with standard modifications
standard outputs with modifications to customer specification
output to customer specificatien

1.7 .6

policy on product variation
more
yes

standard outputs
standard outputs with standard
modifications
standard outputs with modification to
customer specificatien
output to customer specification
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177
..

mo de of production
only on stock
largelyonstock
largelyonorder
only on order

178
..

porlCY

Wl

reg ard to mo de of production

only on stock
largely on stock
largelyonorder
only on order

1.8

Technology

1. 8.1

product charactenstics per product

A technological characteristics (requirements) such as:
durability/quality of materials needed (strength, flexibility, weather proofness)
local availability of materials and know-how needed
availability of infrastructure needed (water, electricity, roads, lubricants, petrol, dieseloil,
gas)
B socio-economie characteristics (requirements) such as:
acceptable price for target group
manageability/transportability
training/instruction needed for use by target group
replaceability of parts
availability of parts
exchangeability of parts
local availability of know-how for maintenance
frequency of maintenance
costs of maintenance
installation costs
market size target group (actual, potential)
C product characteristics of alternative products
-A
technologkal characteristics (requirements)
-B
socio-economie characteristics (requirements)
D comparison product withalternative productsin order to arrive at

productiDlproveDlent
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182
0

0

prod uction process ch aractenstics per product

A

technology description (production steps)

B

energy use for production step

c

description of alternative production processes, including
alternative energy saving possibilities

D

comparison of A and C in order to arrive at production process improvement, especially
with regard to energy saving

183
0

0

degree o f automation (re1ation work er to machi nery,)
0

numberof
people doing:
1 manual work without tools
2 manual work with simple tools
3 manual work with machines
4 operating with machines
5 control of machinery

I total
1.8.4

automation mode (modal class: 1-5)

1.805

automation range (h-1)

1.8 06

technica! rigidity (substitutability of capital by labour)
yes

1 use of high temperatures
2 presence of liquids and gasses
3 necessity of high speeds
4 necessity of small tolerances
5 application of electtic energy and high voltages
6 use of indivisible voluminous heavy matenals
7 use of fluid pressure on materials during the production
process
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1..
87

workflow rigidity (flexibility of the production process)
yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

1 in the event of breakdown, all workflow stops
irnmediately
2 no waiting time possible
3 no bufferstocks and no delays possible
4 single souree input
5 single purpose equipment
6 no rerouting of work possible
7 in the event of breakdown, some workflow stops
irnmediately

1.8.8

interdependence of workflow segments

1 segments duplicated in different locations, all having the
same final output
2 segments having different final output, which are not
inputs of other segments
3 segments having outputs which become inputs of other
segments

1.8.9

teehoical complexity (controllability of the production process)

1 production of simple units to customers orders
2 production of technically complex units
3 fabrication of large equipment in stages
4 production of smal I batches
5 production of componentsin large batches subsequently
assembied diversely
6 production of large batches; assembly line type
7 mass production
8 process production combined with the preparation of a
product for sale by large batch or mass production
methods
9 process production of chemieals in batches
10 continuous flow production of liquids, gasses and solid
shapes
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1.8.10 type of lay-out

I

I

rrty o f eqwpment
1.8.11 teehni"cal fl eXl"bT
% of equipment

single purpose
multiple purpose

1..
8 12 variation in tasks of direct Iabour
% oftasks

% of direct Iabour
involved

short cyclic
long cyclic

2

Structural characteristics

21

Centralisation
n.a.

never

sometimes

always

1 are employees informed before
decisions are taken ?
2 are employees heard before decisions are taken (meaning their
apinion is asked) ?
3 can employees give actvice before
decisions are taken (meaning they
can give their apinion unasked) ?
4 are employees informed after
decisions have been taken ?

2.2

Overall form.alisation

2..
21

formalisation of role definition

Does the organization have
- written contracts of employment ?
- an employee handbook or rule book ?

106

yes

no

n.a.
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2.2.2

formalisation of information passing

Does the organization have

yes

no

n.a.

yes

no

n.a.

- written operating instructions ?
- written job descriptions ?
- written production schedules or programs ?
- other written information ? specify:

2..
23

formalisation of role performance

Does the organization have
- a record of maintenance performed on workflow equipment ?
- a record of direct worker's work ?
- a record of direct worker's time spending ?
- other records ? specify:

2.3

Specialisation

2.3.1

How many people in the organization perform each of the following specialisations during
how much of their total working time ?
number
of
persons

% oftotal
working
time

1 public relations
2 sales (dispose of and distribute output)
3 service (service the output)
4 transport intern (carry materials from place to place inside the
organization)
5 transport extern
6 personnel affairs:
a)
employment (acquire and allocate human
resources)
b)

training (develop and transform human resources)

c)

welfare (social provisions for employees)

7 purchase (obtain materials and equipment)
8 stock control (control materials and equipment)
9 maintenance and repair
10 accounts (record and control financial resources)
11 production control (control workers)
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12 production (actual production)
13 inspeetion (control quality of matenals and output)
14 administration (carry out administrative procedures)
15 market research (acquire information on market)
16 work preparatien (device work instructions for the production
workers)
17 statistics (collecting, analysing and reporting)
18 planning and progress checking (the making of
plans and checking their progress)

2.3.2

overall specialisation (number of specialisations performed I number of specialisations)

2.3.3

specialisation mix (relative importance of each specialisation): % of total working-time of the
persons in the organization occupied with:

2.4

Configuration

2.4.1

direct I indirect labour :
total production working time I total non-production working time =

2.4.2

bureaucratization :
total administration working time I total working time =

2.5

Standardisation: does the organization have standard procedures w.r.t:
yes

1 purchase
2 sales
3 quality control
4 stock control
5 work preparation
6 maintenance
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2. 7

Social background characteristics of employees I apprentices

2..
71

sexe structure
apprentices

employees
male
female
2..
72

age structure
apprentices

employees
female

male

male

female

0-9 years
10- 14 years
15- 29 years
30-49 years
50 + years

2..
73

formal education structure
employees
male

apprentices
female

male

female

no school
primary not complete
primary complete
secondary +

2.7 .4

training received
employees
male

female

none
apprentice small scale enterprise
apprentice large scale enterprise
other on job (specify)
vocational schooling
other formal (specify)
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275
..

wage structure ( monthlly earrungs )
monthly pay in cash

Tshs

male

monthly pay in kind (value)
female

male

female

< 1000

1000-2000
2000-3000
3000-4000
4000-5000
5000-6000
6000-7000
7000- 8000
8000-9000
9000 +

3

SOCIAL BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF ENTREPRENEURIOWNER

3.1

sexe

I mille
female

3.2

age

I
3.3

formal education

no school
primary not complete
primary complete
secondary +
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3.4

souree of skilis

selftaught
learnt in small scale enterprise
learnt in large scale enterprise
vocational schooling
other formal (specify)

35

working h ours per week

1-9
10- 19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

36

other economie actlvities

none
work job government
work job private company
agriculture including livestock keeping
other informal sector activity (specify)

3.7

marltal status

married
single
widow I di vorced

3.8

I

monthly total net informal sector income (estimate)

I
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39

1
future plans

reduce production
maintain production
expand production
start new business
other (specify)

II

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL
CEUUtACTERISTICS

1

National environmental
characteristics

1.1

country

1.1.1

level of development (GNP/capita)

I

I

1.1.2

I

average annual growth GNP per capita oflast 5 years

I

113

moe
dl 0 fd eve opment

liberal
mixed
c.p.e.

1.1.4

I
1.1.5

I

112

size (number of inhabitants)

I
average annual poruiatien grow1h oflast 5 years

-
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1.1. 6

degree of industrialization

share of industry (ISIC 3) in GNP

I

I

share of industry (ISIC 3) in total employment

I
1.1. 7

I
industrial growth

average annual growth of industrial output of last 5 years

I

I

average annual growth of industrial employment of last 5 years

I

I

1.1.8

natura! resources

1.2

region

1.2.2

population densitj (number of inhabitants per km')

I
1.3

town
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1.3 .1

type

capi tal
regional centre
port
rnining centre
n.a.

1.3.2

size (number of inhabitants)

I

I

1.3.3

population growth (annual average growth of last 5 years)

I

I

2

Direct extemal relations
characteristics

2.1

relations with customers

2..
11

type o f customer

householcts
forma! sector organizations
informal sector organizations
public organization

2.1.2

number of customers (type of outputmarket)

2.1.3

closeness of link with customers

2.2

relations with suppliers

2.2.1

type of supplier
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2.2.2

closeness of link with supplier

average percentage of"mputs commg fr om
informal sector organizations
formal sector organizations with local ownership
formal sector organizations with foreign ownership
importation
n.a. (e.g. bought by dient)

2.3

souree of capita!

percentage of cap1t

commg fr om

own savings
private money Ienders
family and friends
advanced payments by elient
banks
government
payments from apprentices

changes in demand
do you notice
a decrease in demand
a constant demand
an increase indemand

competition
do you notice competition from
yes

no

informal sector organizations
formal sector organizations
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Appendix 3:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Dar es Salaam and its districts

Buguruni
Changombe
Ilala
Kariakoo
Kawe
Keko
Kichangachui
Kigamboni
Kigogo
Kijitonyama
Kimasa
Kinondoni
Kisutu
Kivukoni
Kiwalani
Kunduchi
Kurasini
Mabibo
Magomeni
Mbagala
Mbezi
Mburahati
Mchafukoge
Mgulani
Mikocheni
Msasani
Mtoni
Mwana Nyamala
Mwenge
Oyster Bay
Peninsula
Shimo la Udungo
Sinza
Tabata
Tandika
Temeke
Temeke Mikoroshini
Ubungo
U pang a
Vingunguti
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Appendix 4:

Methods of data coneetion per type of information

The following methods of data collection were used:
literature study;
unstructured interviews with key persons;
structured personal interviews;
non-participant direct observations.

chapter 1
literature study (several sources)
chapter 2
literature study (several sources)
chapter 3
interviews with key persons (a.o. Mrs. Mwaiselage)
literature study (several sources, but in particular [MW AD])
non-participant direct observations
chapter 4
structured personal interviews
literature study (paragraph 4.4)
chapter 5
literature study (several sources)
structured personal interviews (choice of problems)
interviews with keypersons (e.g. Mrs. Ngowi with respect to issues related to vocational
training)
chapter 6
literature study
appendix 1: formal re gistration system
literature study
source: NBAQSBC
appendix 2: research instrument
literature study
source: H. Gaillard
appendix 3: Dar es Salaarn areas
source: Felix Tillie
appendix 4: methods of data collection
appendix 5: list of key persons
appendix 6: development of the questionnaire
appendix 7: results of the pretest
structured interviews
appendix 8: bivariate analysis
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appendix 9: gaverrunent policies towards the construction sector
literature study
unstructured interviews with key persons
source: Planning Commission, NCC, ILO, Ministry of Works
appendix 10: role ofthe NCC
literature study
source: NCC
appendix 11: results of the interviews:
structured interviews
appendix 12: registration system IS-enterprises
literature study
source: ILO
appendix 13: institutions involved in training
literature study
source: NVTD
appendix 14: training possibilities
literature study
source: NVTD
appendix 15: interview training neects
appendix 16: proposal fora training course
appendix 17: adaptations to the research instrument

note:
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When no methad or souree is mentioned, the contents of the respective paragraph or appendix
is fully created by the author. However, the contentsof other paragraphs and chapters is partly
created by the author as well.
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Appendix 5:

Introduetion to key persons who were interviewed during the research

In this appendix every key person, who was interviewed during the research in Tanzania, will be
briefly introduced.

Mr. Lekule
Head of the Department of Architecture of the Ardhi Institute, Dar es Salaarn

Mr. Moshi
B. Arch. (Nairobi, 1977)
Registered Architect
Managing Director Ezekiel Z.M. Architect & Associates
Senior Lecturer at the Department of Architecture of the Ardhi Institute, Dar es Salaarn

Mr. Mhando
Studied at the Department of Civil Engineering, Faculty of Engineering, at the University of
Dar es Salaarn
Lecturer at the Department of Architecture of the Ardhi Institute, Dar es Salaarn

Mr. Byabato
Lecturer at the Department of Architecture of the Ardhi Institute, Dar es Salaam

Mrs. Mwaiselage
Researcher at the Centre for Housing studies, Ardhi Institute, Dar es Salaarn
Architect
Foliowed the Special Programme for an Ad vaneed Diploma in Housing Planning and
Building

Mr. Mamiro
Staff member National Construction Council

Mr. Likumbo
Staff member National Construction Council

Mr. Oushoodada
Staff member of the National Board of Architects, Quantity Surveyars and Building
Contractors

Mrs. Ngowi
Staff member of the National Vocational Training Di vision
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Appendix 6:

Development of the questionnaire

The building sector is a rather peculiar one. In fact it is different from other industries because of its
project wise nature [VERH]. This will for instanee highly influence the production process. Therefore,
in order to develop a useful questionnaire based on the original instrument, several adaptations were
made during the screening process. They are discussed in this appendix. Questions that are not
discussed remained unchanged. Furthermore, the original instrument is very extended. As each
interview will be held during working hours it can even be regarded as too extended. It is assumed
that a respondent will give morevalid answers when he considers the time needed for the interview
reasonable. When an interview takes too long, the chance that the final answers are less valid
increases. To avoid the occurrence of impatience with the respondent, the questionnaire should be as
limited as possible. The screenings were therefore also used to determine the relevanee of the
questions. By means of literature and the knowledge of construction experts all questions and answer
categories which are not relevant are adapted or removed.
The question as formulated directly after the number ofthe question was directly diverted from the
original instrument. Any adaptations are explained after the question. An arrow indicates a new
tormulation of the question. In case that a question is removed or combined with other questions this
is marked.

INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

A basic characteristics
1

Who owns the enterprise?

~type

of ownership

a) sole/household mode
b) partnership outside household
c) group ownership (unregistered coops)
d) other, namely .....
2

Does the firm own its equipment ? ~ ownership of equipment
a) owns equipment
b) partly owns equipment
c) hires equipment
d) other, narnel y .....

3

Does the firm use a workshop, workroom or workplace ?
a) yes
b) no

4

If yes, who owns the workplace ?
a) own
b) partly own
c) has hired
d) free use
e) other, namely .....
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3+4

5

~

ownership of fixed working place:
a) none
b) own
c) partly own
d) has hired
e) free use
t) other, namely:
At what type of location do the activities take place ?
a) variabie location (change regularly place)
b) fixed location (stay always at the same place)
with temporary structure
with permanent structure

In the original instrument three types of location are distinguished: variabie location; fixed location
with temporary structure; fixed location with permanent structure. In the building practice the work
place will be dependent on the place where the building has to be built. This can be regarded as a
variabie location (as the location will change as many times as new projects are set up) or as a fixed
location with a temporary structure (as the location will be the same during one project, and only
change when a new project is set up. In my opinion the second type of location, eg a fixed location
with a temporary structure fits best with the actual building practice, as a variabie location would
mean that you can choose where you start your actlvities any moment. This is not the case in building
projects. As this type of location is the same for each building contractor, no questions about this
variabie will be asked.
5 ~removed
6

How long has the enterprise already been operating? ~ operating time of enterprise (age):
a)< 1 year
b) 1 - 3 years
c) 3- 5 years
d) 5 - 10 years
e) 10- 20 years
t) > 20 years

In the original instrument questions are asked about technological development in the past. It seems
not totally correct to insert these questions with the variabie age. Inserting them with the variabie
technology rnight be more correct. However, according to literature one of the characteristics of the
informal construction sector is the use of traditional tools and the fact that technological development
hardly occurred in the informal construction sector. The only technological development that took
place is the adoption of some relatively new matenals during the past decades. According to
[MW AD] problems arise because of the fact that these matenals are used while using traditional tools;
no technological development with respect to the tools has occurred. Therefore the entire set of
variables is removed; even in the first version of the questionnaire no questions about technological
development in the past are asked.
7

How many months has the enterprise been operating during the last 12 months?
time during the last 12 months:

~

operating

a) 0 - 3 months
b) 4-6 months
c) 7- 9 months
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d) 10- 11 months
e) 12 months
How has the enterprise been organized ? ~ type of organization:

8

a) one man business
b) househeld mode
c) master (owner) + apprentices
d) master (owner) +employees
e) master (owner) + apprentices +employees
9

What is the number of persons working in the firm ?
a) number of full time employees:
b) number of part time employees (on average):
c) number ofunpaid workers:
number of persons working in the firm:
a) permanent (incl. entrepreneur):
b) fulltime during this project:
c) average number of casual workers per day:

10

How many persons are working per project on average?
a) number of persons:

10 ~ removed
11

What was the initial capital in Tshs ?
a) 0- 999
b) 1000- 4999
c) 5000 - 9999
d) 10,000 -19,999
e) 20,000- 49,999
f) 50,000- 99,999
g) > 100,000

~

initial capital in Tshs:

12

What is the (estimated) current working capital in Tshs, divided over the following categoties
?
a) equipment/machinery/tools:
b) building (exl. own living area):
c) furni ture:
d) vehicle:
e) locatienispace for business:
f) serni-manufactured products:
g) raw materials:
h) finished building materials:
total:
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current working capita!, divided over the following categoties in Tshs:
a) equipment and tools:
b) buildings (excl. living area):
c) vehicle:
d) raw matetials:
e) building elements:
f) furniture:
Difficulties occur when asking to di vide working capita! over different categories. In most cases a
contractor will only have equipment and tools. Therefore the answer categoties are turned into: a)
equipment and tools and b) other (specify).
13

What is the value of the capita! equipment which was purchased in the last 12 months ? ~
value of equipment purchased inthelast 12 months:
a) value:

14

Besides building projects, do you make any related products (building matetials) in your
enterprise ?
a) yes
b) no

15

If yes, what kinds of products and what quantities duting last year and duting this year until
now?

16

How many new kinds of products did you make last year?
a) number:

17

How many different kinds of output (buildings) do you make ?
a) 1
b) 2- 3
c) 4- 5

d) > 5

18

What is your policy towards different kinds of outputs?
a) contracting the range of outputs
b) maintaining the range of outputs
c) expanding the range of outputs
d) no policy

19

What is your policy towards different kinds of products ?
a) contracting the range of outputs
b) maintaining the range of outputs
c) ex panding the range of outputs
d) no policy
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20

About your customer orientation: how are the outputs divided over the following categoties
(percentages) ?
a) standard outputs:
b) standard outputs with standard modifications:
c) standard outputs with modifications to customer specification:
d) output to customer specification:

21

Do you want to change this division?
a) yes
b) no

22

If yes, how ?
20 a) more, less, same
20 b) more, less, same
20 c) more, less, same
20 d) more, less, same

23

What is your mode of production of building materials ?
a) only on stock
b) largelyonstock
c) largelyonorder
d) only on order

24

What is your policy with regard to this mode of production ?
a) only on stock
b) largelyonstock
c) largelyonorder
d) only on order

14- 24:
To describe the total output of a building enterprise a distinction between buildings and building
matenals is made, as it is possible that an informal building contractor (partly) makes his own
building matenals (such as sand- cement stones etc). Therefore buildings are referred to as output and
building materials as products in the questions about charter.
The production of building materials is part of the entire building process, as explained in paragraph
1.1.4.2. It does though not belong to the part of the construction sector which is taken into
consideration in this study, namely the composition step. The production of building materialsis
probably in most cases not the main taskof a contractor. The output of the composition step can
hardly bedescribed by means of the variables as presented in the instrument. Therefore all questions
with respect to charter have been removed.
14- 24--+ removed
25

How is the quality and durability of the building materials needed with relation to:
a) strength:
b) flexibility:
c) weather proofness:
the quality of building materials is good with relation to:
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a) strength
b) flexibility
c) weather proofness
d) local availability
1t seems very difficult to get information on the strength, flexibility and weather proofness of building
materials. Contractors are not able to subdivide quality into these different aspects. The question is
therefore tumed into:
~

what can you say about the quality of the building matenals ?

26

Are the materials locally available ?
a) mostly locally available
b) partly locally available, partly not
c) not locally available

26
27

~

removed
Is the know-how needed locally available ?
a) mostly locally available
b) partly locally available, partly not
c) not locally available
is the know how locally available:
a) yes
b) no

28

Is the infrastructure needed available ?
a) water: yes/no
b) electricity: yes/no
c) roads: yes/no
d) lubricants: yes/no
e) petrol, dieseloil, gas : yes/no
what infrastructure is available:
a) water
b) electricity
c) roads
d) lubricants
e) petrol, dieseloil, gas:

With respect to the question on the infrastructure the answer categoties lubricants and petrol, dieseloil
and gas are removed, as no problems occur with respecttotheir availability.
~

what of the following infrastructure is available:
a) water
b) electricity
c) (good) roads

29

What tools are used ?
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29

~

30

removed
About the degree of automation: how many persons are doing:
a) manual work without tools:
b) manual work with simple tools:
c) manual work with machines:
d) operating with machines:

From the question on the degree of automation the answer "operating with machines" is removed, as
this will not occur in the building practice of the informal construction sector.
~

what is the number of people doing:
a) manual work:
b) manual work with tools:
c) manual work with machines:

31

About the technica! rigidity, is there any
a) use of high temperatures: yes/no
b) presence of liquids and gasses: yes/no
c) necessity of high speeds: yes/no
d) application of electricity and high voltages: yes/no
e) use of fluid pressure on materials: yes/no (cinva-ram)

From the question on teehuical rigidity some answer categories are removed as this will not occur in
the building practice of the informal construction sector.
~

is there any use of:
a) high temperature
b) liquids/gasses
c) electricity/high voltages
d) fluid pressure on materials
is there any use of:
a) high temperature
b) electricitylhigh voltage

32

What is the energy use during the building process ?

The question about the energy use is removed, as it was explained by
building experts that nobody would have any insight in it.
32 ~ removed
33

What percentage of the equipment is for single purpose, what for multiple purpose ?
a) single purpose:
b) multiple purpose:

The questions about the purposes of equipment and tools, as information on which tools and machines
are commonly used and whether they are for single or for multiple purpose can be derived from
literature.
33 ~ removed
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B structural characteristics
34

Are employees informed before decisions are taken ?
a) not applicable
b) never
c) sometimes
d) always

35

Is the opinion of employees asked before a decision is taken ?
a) not applicable
b) never
c) sometimes
d) always

36

Can employees give actvice before decisions are taken?
a) not applicable
b) never
c) sometimes
d) always

37

Are employees informed after decisions have been taken ?
a) not applicable
b) never
c) sometimes
d) always

34- 37:
The answer categories of the questions on centralisation are reduced to "yes" and "no" instead of
"never", "sometimes", "always" and "not applicable", as it is expected to get morevalid answers with
more limited answer possibilities.
~
are employees informed:
a) before decisions are taken
b) after decisions have been taken
can employees give their opinion:
a) asked
b) unasked (offer advice)

38

Does the organization have written contracts of employment ?
a) yes
b) no

39

c) not applicable
Does the organization have an employee handhook or rule book ?
a) yes
b) no

c) not applicable
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40

Does the organization have:
a) wntten operating instructions: yes/no/n.a.
b) written job descnptions: yes/no/n.a.
c) written working schedules or programs: yes/no/n.a.
d) other wntten information: specify .....

38-40:
~

does the organization have:
a) written building contracts
b) written employment contracts
c) an employee handhook or rule book
d) written operating instructions
e) wntten job descriptions
f) wntten working schedules
g) other written information, namely:

41

Does the organization have:
a) a record of direct worker's work: yes/no/n.a.
b) a record of direct worker's time spending: yes/no/n.a.
c) other records: specify .....
are there any records of:
a) working hours per employee
b) time spending per employee
c) other, namely:

The answer categories ofthe question on records are changed according to the answers as given
during the pretest The following categones are introduced: total performance per day; payments to
workers; performance per worker per day; and matenals used. The original categories are removed.
~

are there any records of:
a) total performance per day
b) payments to workers
c) performance per worker per day
d) matenals used
e) other, narnel y:

42

How many people in the organization perform each of the following specializations during
how much of their working time ?
a) public relations:
b) transport intern:
c) personnel affairs/employment:
d) personnel affairs/training:
e) personnel affairs/social welfare:
f) purebase of materials and equipment:
g) stock control:
h) production control:
i) actual production:
j) quality control of matenals and output:
k) administration:
I) market research:
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m) preparation of work instructions:
n) statistics:
o) planning and progress checking :
p) maintenance and repair:
In the original instrument some twenty specialisations are distinguished. Only those specialisations
which might be relevant in a building enterprise were adopted. The selection was based upon
knowledge derived from literature and building experts.
Many of the specialised tasks do nottake place and in many cases the remaining part of them are done
by the small scale contractor himself, whodoes not really split those tasks. Therefore the question on
specialisation with its large number of answer categories is replaced by a question without answer
categories.
~

what kind of specialised tasks do exist within the enterprise:

The pretest showed that the informal small scale contractor appears to take care of all specialised tasks
and managerial tasks. Therefore this question is removed completely.
42 ~ removed
43

What is the total production working time during 1 building project on average ?

44

What is the total non-production working time during 1
building project on average ?

45

What is the total administration working time during 1 building project on average ?

43-45 :
At first the term" average project" was replaced by "the project in which the contractor is involved at
the moment of the interview", because it is very difficult to speak about an average project, as the
circumstances in which they take place and which affect them change rapidly. Next question 43 , 44
and 45 were combined into one. The terms "production working time", "non-production working
time" and "administration working time" were replaced by timespent on "direct building activities",
"administrative activities" and "other activities" . Direct building activities in this case are all those
activities which directly result in a further composition of the built product, for instanee masonry.
~

46

how much time is during this project spent on:
a) direct building activities:
b) administrative activities :
c) other activities, namely ........ :
Does the organization have standard procedures w.r.t.
a) purchase: yes/no
b) sales: yes/no
c) quality control: yes/no
d) stock control: yes/no
e) work preparation: yes/no
f) maintenance: yes/no
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In most cases the elient is responsible for the purchase of matetials and the stock controL Therefore no
standard procedures with respect to purchase and stock control exist. Sales and maintenance do not
occur, and if there is any quality control it is not done according to any standard procedures. Therefore
the entire question is removed.
46 --+ removed
47

How many male employees are workingin the organization divided over the following age
categoties ? --+ number of male workers in each of the following categoties:
a) 0- 9 years
b) 10- 14 years
c) 15 - 29 years
d) 30 - 49 years
e) > 50 years

During the pretest no workers were younger than 15 years, so the answer category 0-9 years is
removed, as it might be regarded as insuiting to assume the attendance of very young children at the
building site.
48

How many male apprentices are working in the organization divided over the following age
categoties ? --+ number of apprentices in each of the following categories:
a) 0 - 9 years
b) 10- 14 years
c) 15 - 29 years
d) 30 - 49 years
e) > 50 years

--+

if there are any apprentices, what are their ages:

49

How many female employees are workingin the organization divided over the following age
categories ? --+ number of female workers in each of the following categories:
a) 0- 9 years
b) 10- 14 years
c) 15 - 29 years
d) 30 - 49 years
e) > 50 years

--+

if there are any female workers, what are their ages:

50

How many female apprentices are workingin the organization divided over the following age
categoties ?
a) 0 - 9 years
b) 10- 14 years
c) 15 - 29 years
d) 30 - 49 years
e) > 50 years

50 --+ removed
51
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What is the formal education of any of the workers ? --+ number of workers who received the
following formal education:
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a) no school:
b) primary not complete:
c) primary complete:
d) secondary +:
52

What is the training received by any ofthe workers, divided over male and female?
number of workers who received the foliowing training:

~

a) none:
b) apprentice small scale enterprise:
c) apprentice large scale enterprise:
d) other on job, namely ..... :
e) vocational schooling:
t) other formal, namely ..... :
53

What is the number of male workers receiving the foliowing cash earnings in Tshs per month?
a)< 1000
b) 1000- 5000
c) 5000- 10,000
d) 10,000- 15,000
e) 15,000- 20,000
t) > 20,000

g) unpaid
With respect to the question on the wage structure a di vision between skilied/permanent workers and
unskilied/casual workers is made, as all contractors make this division while determining wages.
Furthermore the wages are presented per day, as this is most common.
~

cash earnings skilied workers per day in Tshs:
cash earnings unskilled workers per day in Tshs:

54

What is the number of female workers receiving the following cash earnings in Tshs per
month?
a)< 1000
b) 1000- 5000
c) 5000- 10,000
d) 10,000- 15,000
e) 15,000- 20,000
t) > 20,000

g) unpaid
cash earnings female skilied workers per day in Tshs:
cash earnings female unskilied workers per day in Tshs:
55

What is the number of male workers receiving the following value of other earnings in Tshs
per month?
a)< 1000
b) 1000- 3000
c) 3000- 5000
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b) 1000- 3000
c) 3000 - 5000
d) 5000 - 8000
e) 8000- 10,000
t) > 10,000
56

What is the number of female workers receiving the following value of other earnings in Tshs
per month?

a)< 1000
b) 1000- 3000
c) 3000 - 5000

d) 5000 - 8000
e) 8000- 10,000
t) > 10,000

55- 56:
~

other earnings for workers per day (value in Tshs):

C social background characteristics of the entrepreneur/ownee

57

What is the age of the entrepreneur ?

58

What is the sexe of the entrepreneur ?
a) male
b) female

59

What is the formal education received by the entrepreneur?
a) no school
b) primary not completed
c) primary completed
d) secondary +

60

How did the entrepreneur get skilled ?

61

a) self taught
b) learnt in small scale enterprise
c) learnt in large scale enterprise
d) vocational schooling
e) other formal, namely .....
How many hours does the entrepreneur work per week ? ~ working hours/week:
a) 1 - 9 hours
b) 10- 19 hours
c) 20- 29 hours
d) 30 - 39 hours
e) 40- 49 hours
t) 50 - 59 hours
g) > 60 hours
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62

Does the entrepreneur have other economie activities?-; other economie activities:
a) none
b) workjob govemment
c) work job private company
d) agriculture including livestock keeping
e) other informal sector activity, namely .....

63

What is the marital status of the entrepreneur ? -; marital status:
a) married
b) single
c) widow/divorced

64

Where does the entrepreneur come from ?
a) from another country
b) from another urban area
c) from a rural area
d) from DSM region

65

What is his monthly total net income, eamed in the informal sector?

Some questions on the costs of the project are added to be able to calculate the monthly total net
informal sector income of the informal smal! scale contractor in case he is not willing to answer the
direct question on his income.
-;

what is the price you ask for this project:
how much do you spend on materials:
how much do you spend on your employees:
what other costs do you make:

During the pretest nobody bothered to teil his monthly income. The contractors were on the contrary
very reluctant to say sarnething about the price the elient paid to the contractor. Therefore the
questions on the project costs are removed, while the question on the monthly total net informal sector
income is reintroduced.
-;

monthly income eamed in informal sector by entrepreneur:
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66

What are the future plans of the entrepreneur ?
a) reduce building activities
b) maintain building activities
c) expand building activities
d) start new business
e) other, namely .....

EXTERN AL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

A direct extemal relations characteristics
67

How many customers do you have in each of the following categoties per year ? ~ number of
customers in each of the following categories during last year:
a) households :
b) informal sector enterprises:
c) forma! sector enterprises:
d) public organizations:

68

Which percentages of your inputs do you get from the following organizations ? ~
percentage of inputs coming from:
a) informal sector organizations:
b) forma! sector organization with local ownership:
c) forma! sector organization with foreign ownership:
d) importation:

69

What are your main sourees of capita! in percentages of the total capita! ?
a) own savings:
b) private money lenders:
c) personnel networks (friends, relatives etc.):
d) daily revenue from sales:
e) payment in advance by customers:
f) banks:
g) government:
h) credit from suppliers:
i) payment from apprentices:
j) other, namely ..... :
percentage of capita! coming from:
a) own savings:
b) private money lenders:
c) relatives, friends and family:
d) payments in advance by customers:
e) banks:
f) government:
g) payment from apprentices:
h) other, namely ...... .... :
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70

Do you expenence much competition from:

~

do you experience any competition from:

a) informal sector organizations: yes/no
b) formal sector organizations: yes/no
71

Do you notice:
a) a decrease in demand: yes/no
b) a constant demand: yes/no
c) an increase in demand: yes/no

72

Do you want:
a) other work: yes/no
b) to go to the formal sector: yes/no

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS

73

What are the 3 most important problems during day-to-day operation ?
a) unavailability of credits
b) unavailability of raw materials
c) non-payment of debts
d) unavailability of capital equipment
e) other, namely .....

The proposed answer categones do notcover the most important problems as derived from literature.
Therefore according to the answers as given during the pretest the onginal answer categones are
replaced by more relevant ones.
~

3 most important problems during operation:
a) unavailability of actvaneed payments
b) bad quality of materials bought by elient
c) unavailability of credits
d) unavailability of capital equipment
e) other, namely:

74

Which 3 forms of assistance would you need most?
a) loans
b) training possibilities
c) availability of modem technology
d) easing the govemment regulations
e) availability of raw materials
f) other, narnel y .....

As nobody is concemed about modem equipment but just the availability of equipment and tools the
respective answer category is changed in the same way.
~

3 forms of assistance most wanted:
a) loans
b) training facilities
c) availability of equipment
d) easing the govemment regulations
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e) availability of building materials
t) other, namely:
75

If you mentioned training, what kind of training would you prefer ?
a) formal technical skilis
b) on the job technical skilis
c) managerial training
d) commercial/financial
e) literacy
t) other, narnel y .....

Vocational schooling is an existing form of education in Tanzania. Therefore this category is added.
~

3 forms of training most wanted:
a) formal education technical skilis
b) on the job training technica} skilis
c) vocational schooling
d) managerial training
e) commercial/financial training
t) literacy
g) other, namely:

The final questionnaire
For the final questionnaire the sequence of the questions has been changed in such a way, that the
sequence will be more or less logical to the respondent. This means that the first series of questions
wili concern the social background characteristics of the entrepreneur.
name:
age :
sexe:
marital status:
comes from:
a) Dar es Salaam region
b) other urban area
c) rural area
d) other country
formal education:
a) no school
b) primary not complete
c) primary complete
d) secondary +
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get skilled:
a) self taught
b) learnt in small scale enterprise
c) learnt in large scale enterprise
d) vocational schooling
e) other, namely:
working hours I week:
other economie activities:
a) none
b) work job government
c) workjob private company
d) agriculture including livestock keeping
e) other informal sector activity, namely:
future plans:
a) reduce building actlvities
b) maintain building actlvities
c) expand building actlvities
d) start new business
e) other, namely:
do you want:
a) other work
b) to go to the formal sector
do you notice :
a) a decrease in demand
b) a constant de mand
c) an increase indemand
do you experience any competition from:
a) informal sector organizations
b) formal sector organizations
type of ownership:
a) sole/household mode
b) partnership outside household
c) group ownership (unregistered coop)
d) other, namely:
type of organization:
a) one man business
b) household mode
c) master (owner) +employees
d) master (owner) +employees+ apprentices
ownership of equipment:
a) firm owns all equipment
b) partly owns equipment
c) hires equipment
d) other, namely:
ownership of fixed working place:
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a) none
b) own
c) partly own
d) has hired
e) free use
f) other, namely:
initial capital in Tshs:
current working capital, divided over the following categories:
a) equipment and tools:
b) other:
value of equipment purchased inthelast 12 months:
operating time of enterprise (age):
operating time during the last 12 months:
what can you say about the quality of the building materials:
is the knowhow locally available:
what is the number of people doing:
a) manual work:
b) manual work with tools:
c) manual work with machines:
number of persons working in the firm:
a) permanent (incl. entrepreneur):
b) fulltime during this project:
c) average number of casual workers per day:
number of apprentices:
number of male workers in each of the following age categories:
a)l0-14:
b) 15- 29:
c) 30-49:
d) 50 +:
number of workers who received the following formal education:
a) no school:
b) primary not complete:
c) primary complete:
d) secondary +:
number of workers who received the following training:
a) none:
b) vocational schooling:
c) apprentice small enterprise:
d) apprentice large enterprise:
e) other formal, namely:
f) other on the job, namely:
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cash earnings skilled workers per day in Tshs:
cash earnings unskilled workers per day in Tshs:
cash earnings female skilled workers per day in Tshs:
cash earnings female unskilled workers per day in Tshs:
monthly iocome earned in informal sector by entrepreneur:
other earnings for workers per day (value in Tshs):
does the organization have:
a) written building contracts
b) written employee contracts
c) an employee handhook or rule book
d) written job descriptions
e) written eperating instructions
f) written working schedules
g) other written information, namely:
are there any records of:
a) total performance per day
b) payments to workers
c) performance per worker per day
d) materials used
e) other, namely:
how much time is spent on the following activities during this project:
a) direct building activities:
b) administrative activities (min. per week):
c) other activities, namely ............ :
can employees give their opinion:
a) asked
b) unasked (offer advice)
are employees informed:
a) before decisions are taken
b) after decisions have been taken
number of customers in each of the following categones during last year:
a) households:
b) formal sector organizations:
c) informal sector organizations:
d) public organizations:
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percentage of inputs coming from:
a) informal sector organizations:
b) forma! sector organizations with local ownership:
c) forma! sector organizations with foreign ownership:
d) own importation:
percentage of capita! coming from:
a) own savings:
b) private money lenders:
c) family and friends :
d) actvaneed payments by clients:
e) banks:
f) government:
g) payments from apprentices:
h) other, namely ............ :
3 most important problems during operation:
a) unavailability of actvaneed payments
b) bad quality of matenals bought by elient
c) unavailability of credits
d) unavailability of capita! equipment
e) other, namely:
3 forms of assistance most wanted:
a) loans
b) training facilities
c) availability of equipment
d) easing the government regulations
e) availability of building materials
f) other, namely:
3 forms of training most wanted:
a) formal education technica! skilis
b) on the job training technica! skilis
c) vocational schooling
d) managerial training
e) commercial/financial training
f) literacy
g) other, namely:
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Appendix 7:

Results of the pretest

Social background characteristics of the entrepreneur

name: will not be given inthereport because of privacy
age: all between 35 and 45
sexe: all male
marital status: all married
comes from: all from rural area
formal education:
get sicilled:

2 mentioned primary complete, 1 said secondary +(even university level)

2 learnt in large scale enterprise, 1 mentioned self taught in combination with learning
in a small scale enterprise

woricing hours/week: 2 mentioned 56 hlw, 1 said 48 hlw
other ec. activities : all none
future plans:

all plan to expand building activities, 1 planstostart new business besides that

All questions concerning the social background characteristics of the entrepreneur will remain
unchanged, as no difficulties occurred during the interviews.

Structural characteristics

number of persons woricing in the firm:
in 2 cases the entrepreneur was the only person woricing permanently in the firm, in 1 case the
entrepreneur had 2 more permanent workers; the average number of part time workers per day was
between 4 and 5 persons in 2 cases; in 1 case there were between 15 and 20 persons per day on
average; in all cases it was mentioned that during concrete mixing and pouring about 30 persons were
needed during a few days
number of apprentices:
1 entrepreneur had 2 apprentices, the others had none
number of male workers in each of the following categories:
in all cases only the ages ofthe permanent workers were known exactly, and they were rather equally
divided over the categoties 15- 29 years and 30-49 years; it was also mentioned that the average age
of the non permanent workers was between 15 and 29 years; as nobody mentioned any younger
workers, the category of 0- 9 years will be sicipped, as it seems very unlikely that it will occur
number of female workers in each of the following categories:
only in 1 case female workers were mentioned; 1 contractor told that women would only be hired
when the finished house had to be cleaned; the age of the women would probably be between 15 and
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49 years; as women rarely appear as permanent workers and the age of the non permanent workers is
not very known, this question will be turned into: if there are any female permanent workers, what is
their age?
number of apprentices in each of the following categories:
in 1 case the apprentices were between 15 and 29 years
number of workers who received the following formal education:
all workers had finished primary education; 3 workers had secondary +, of which 1 even mentioned
university level
number of workers who received the following training:
most workers were said to have been apprentice in a small scale enterprise; 3 permanent workers had
foliowed vocational schooling
number of male workers receiving the following earnings in cash:
in all cases a distinction between skilied and onskilled workers, which almost can be regarded as the
di vision between permanent and casual workers, was mentioned; 1 contractor paid 2000 Tshs/day to
the skilied workers and 1000 Tshs/day to the casual workers; 1 contractor paid 7000 Tshs/week to the
skilied workers and 4500 Tshs/week to the casual workers; and 1 contractor paid 1500 Tshs/day to the
skilied workers and 800 Tshs/day to the onskilled workers; as nobody mentions an amount of Tshs
per month, this will be turned into Tshs per day; forthermore a distinction between skilied/permanent
and unskilled/casual worker will be added
number of female workers receiving the following earnings in cash:
in the 1 case that women actually took part in the building process, they received the samecash
earnings asthemale workers; in the case that women only took care of he cleaning, they received 700
Tshs/day
number of male workers receiving other forms of earnings in Tshs per month:
nobody received any other earnings than cash money; however, as I still regard it as an realistic
option, I will only decide on changing this question aftera few more interviews
number of female workers receiving other forms of earnings in Tshs per month:
idem as for male workers
does the organization have:
a) written building contracts: 2
b) written employment contracts
c) an employee handbook or rule book
d) written operating instructions: 2
e) written job descriptions
t) written working schedules: 2
g) other written information, namely sheet of materials: 1
the main reason for the presence of thesedocumentsis because the architect makes them; it is not
clear yet whether these documents occur in the case that no architect is involved
does the organization have standard procedures with relation to:
no standard procedures were mentioned, mainly because in all cases the elient was responsible for the
purchase of the materials and the stock control of those matenals and the architect was concerned with
the work preparation; sales do not appear and the quality control is done without any standard
procedures; therefore this question will be skipped
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are there any records of:
a) working hours per employee
b) time spending per employee
c) other, namely:
total performance per day: 2
payments to workers: 2
matenals used: 1
narnes of workers: 1
in 1 case records were held on the performances workers established when they had to show their
skill; these performances were used to decide wether the worker would be paid as a skilied worker
or not as the total performance per day and the payments to workers bath are mentioned twice,
they will be added to the answering categories; the time spending per employee, which is very
difficult to determine, will be removed
what kind of specialised tasks do exist within the enterprise:
in all cases the smalt scale contractor bimself took care of things like attracting new workers,
gaining new projects etc; in the case of 3 permanent workers 1 was the building site foreman, 1
was concemed with the purebase of matenals in the case that this wasn't done by the elient and 1
(the contractor himselt) was concemed with the acquisition of new projects; other specializations
consisted of the different technical skilis which were performed by the differently skilied people; as
the contractors who from now on will be interviewed are nat likely to have any permanent workers
besides themselves, this question will be removed; in all cases the managerial specializations are
all done by the small scale contractor bimself and the technica} specializations are done by the
workers who are skilied in that particular way
how much time is during this project spent on:
a) direct building activities:
b) administrative activities:
c) other activities, namely ........ :
the estimation of the time which was spent on administrative activities varled between 5 hours a
week and 2 - 4 hours a day; in 1 case some time was also spent on consulting specialists; the
estimated total building time was in 1 case a year, in I case 18 mantbs and in 1 case 21 mantbs
(all cases 6 days a week, 8 hours a day, but with varying number of workers)
can employees give their opinion:
a) asked: in 1 case
b) unasked (offer advice): in 1 case (which was the same as above)
are employees informed:
a) befare decisions are taken: in 1 case
b) after decisions have been taken: in all cases

basic charaderistics
type of ownership:
in 2 cases it was sole/household mode, in 1 case partnership outside household
ownership of equipment:
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a) firm owns all equipment
b) partly owns equipment: in 2 cases the firm owned some simple tools
c) hires equipment: all firms hired machines like concrete mixers etc.
d) other, namely:
elient owns tools: 1 case
workers own tools: 1 case
ownership of fixed working place:
a) none: 2
b) own
c) partly own
d) has hired: 1 (office)
e) free use
other, namely:

n

operating time of enterprise:
1 firm had been operating for 2 years, 1 firm for 7 years and 1 firm for 11 years
operating time during the last 12 months:
1 firm had been operating for 12 months, 2 firms between 9 and 10 months
type of organization:
a) one man business
b) household mode
c) master (owner) +employees: 2
d) master (owner) +employees+ apprentices: 1
initial capital in Tshs:
all small scale contractors started with completely 0
current working capital, divided over the following categories in Tshs:
a) equipment and tools:
b) buildings (excl. living area):
c) vehicle:
d) raw materials:
e) building elements:
furniture:
it seems very difficult to make this division; buildings, a vehicle, raw materials and building elements
willso rarely be owned that I remove these answer categories; in 1 case the contractor mentioned a
total of about 500,000 Tshs, 1 mentioned 50,000 Tshs in tools; 1 contractor still had nothing;
therefore the answer categories will be tumed into:
a) tools and b) other (specify)

n

value of equipment purchased inthelast 12 months:
estimations were 100,000 Tshs and 25,000
the quality of building matenals is good with relation to:
a) strength
b) flexibility
c) weather proofness
d) local availability
none of the contractors had any complaints about the availability of the materials; the quality in
relation to the first three aspects was variable; however with some efforts it was always possible to get
the right quality; as nobody seems able to say sarnething about the different aspects (strength,
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flexibility and weather proofness) these aspects will be removed; the question will be tumed into:
what can you say about the quality of the building materials ? it will depend on the next interviews
wether this question will be maintained or removed
is the know how locally available:
every contractor mentioned not to have any problems with that
what infrastructure is available:
a) water: in all cases available; low pressure was mentioned once
b) electricity: in 1 case available; in other cases a generator was hired when needed
c) roads: in 2 cases of very poor quality
d) lubricants: no problem
e) petrol, dieseloil, gas: no problem
what is the number of people doing:
a) manual work:
b) manual work with tools:
c) manual work with machines:
in all cases normally everybody was doing manual work with tools; only in the case of concrete
pouring or concrete mixing the persons who operated those machines were doing manual work with
machines; if the next interviews give the sameview this question will be removed
is there any use of:
a) high temperature: 2 cases
b) liquids/gasses
c) electricitylhigh voltages: in all cases, but sametimes with the aid of a generator
d) fluid pressure on materials
after discussions with specialists it appeared that b) and d) would never occur; this was also the case
during the interviews and therefore these factors will be removed

External organizational characteristics

number of customers in each of the following categories during last year:
a) households: all contractors mentioned 2 (in 1 case the contractor stated 1 - 2 to be an yearly
average)
b) formal sector organizations:
c) informal sector enterprises:
d) public organizations: 1 contractor mentioned 1, 1 contractor said that he had almost every
year 1 project in this category on average
it appeared that 1 contractor had no exact figures from last year in mind; he only spoke about averages
per year
percentage of inputs coming from:
a) informal sector organizations: in 2 cases 100 %, in 1 case 50%
b) formal sector organization with local ownership: in 1 case 50 %
c) formal sector organization with foreign ownership:
d) importation: in 1 case only the roof tiles were imported during that particular project
percentage of capita! coming from:
a) own savings: between 0 and 15%
b) private money lenders:
c) relatives, friends and farnily:
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d) payments in advance by customers: between 85 and 100%
e) banks:
f) govemment:
g) payment from apprentices:
h) other, namely .......... :
do you experience any competition from:
a) informal sector organizations: in all 3 cases
b) formal sector organizations: in 1 case
Do you notice:
a) a decrease in demand
b) a constant de mand
c) an increase in demand: all mentioned an increase
do you want:
a) other work: none
b) to go to the formal sector: 1 contractor was actually already operating being registered in
class 7; he wanted a higher class registration; the others didn't want to go to the formal sector,
at least not yet
3 most important problems during operation:
a) unavailability of raw matenals
b) unavailability of credits
c) non-payment of debts
d) unavailability of capital equipment
e) other, namely:
being unknown to clients: 1
unavailability of actvaneed payments: 2
elient has bought bad materials: 2
the proposed categoties do clearly notcover the main problems within the sector; therefore
unavailability of ad vaneed payments will take the place of non-payment of debts, elient has bought
bad matenals will take the place of unavailability of raw materials; the other factors will be further
tested in the next interviews
3 forms of assistance most wanted:
a) loans
b) training facilities: 2
c) availability of modem technology
d) easing the govemment regulations
e) availability of raw materials
f) other, namely :
availability of equipment: 2
as nobody is concemed about modem equipment but just equipment availability of equipment will
take the place of availability of modem technology
if you mentioned training, what kind of training do you prefer:
a) formal teehoical skills: 1
b) on the job teehoical skills: 2
c) managerial training: 2
d) commercial/financial training: 1
e) literacy
f) other, namely:
vocational schooling: 1
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as vocational schooling is an already existing form of training in Tanzania, this will be added to the
answering categoties
The following questions were asked to get insight in the earnings of the contractor himself. However,
in 2 cases the contractors did not bother to tell, while it was very difficult to gain exact financial
figures. One contractor thought he eamed about 70,000 Tshs a month, the other mentioned 100,000
Tshs per month. As the answers were rather vague, I will directly ask for the monthly income ofthe
entrepreneur in the next series of interviews.
What is the price you ask for this project:
no answers
how much do you spend on materials:
in all cases only the elient knew
how much do you spend on your employees:
1 contractor mentioned 6,000,000 Tshs for the first stage of the project
what other costs do you make:
unknown, 1 contractor mentioned some costs when consulting extemal specialists
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Appendix 8:

Calculation of possible correlations between variables

In order to calculate possible correlations between variables, 45 variables are selected fora
multivariate analysis. This selection is basedon assumptions with respect to the significanee and
validity of a variable. Futthermare variables that do nothave substantial discriminating power among
the contractors are not taken into account. The selected variables are placed in the first column of the
table presenting the results. As these variables are all part of one major group of variables, namely
intemal organizational characteristics, the third step as proposed in paragraph 1.2.4 can be removed.
The steps to be foliowed are then:
step 1: identification of clusters within the subgroups;
step 2: identification of relations between the clusters and restvariables of a subgroup with those of
other subgroups within a major group;
step 3: identification of relations between the clusters and restvariables of a subgroup with problems,
preferred forms of training and preferred farms of assistance;
step 4: identification of relations between variables and the variabie area.
The di vision of variables over the subgroups within the major group internal organizational
characteristics is the following:
social background characteristics of the entrepreneur
variabie 1-6:
variabie 7-15: basic characteristics
variabie 16-26: structural characteristics
The next variables are related to the problems, preferred forms of training and preferred forms of
assistance:
variabie 27-33: problems
variabie 34-38: preferred forms of training
variabie 39-44: preferred fonns of assistance
Finally, variabie 45 indicates the area in which the current building activity takes place. This variabie
does not belong to any of the subgroups.
First all possible relations between the variables are identified by means of a bivariate analysis.
As it is most doubtful to assume normality, Spearman's rho instead ofthe correlation coefficient is
calculated for each couple of variables. The level of signjficance is 0.95. This means that the absolute
value of Spea.rman's rho has to beat least 0.30 fora couple of variables to beforther analyzed. The
calculations were perforn1ed by means of the computer application SPSS 6.1 for windows. The results
are presented in tableAS (results not reaching the required level of significanee have been removed).
Forthermore the clusters as discussed in pa.ragraph 4.4 are marked in the table.
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results ofthe multivaáate analysis

table AS:
2
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Appendix 9:

Government polides towards the construction sector

The 1977 survey
In 1977 the Tanzanian construction industry was subject of an extended survey [MWL]. Every aspect
of construction works, from manpower tomatenals supply, was taken into consideration. This survey
indicated considerable shortfaits in the development performance of the construction sector, as the
ongoing construction activity was considered as being incidentalto major development sectors such
as agriculture. As a result, the construction sector was not considered as an independent sector of the
national economy, capable of generating national wealth. Consequently, no comprehensive strategy
for its development was considered. The survey did show among other aspects a serious lack of
coordination in various sectors, resulting in institutions engaged in the field of construction more or
less working in isolation. The establishment of the National Construction Council was one of the
main results of the outcome of the survey. lts role will be further elaborated in one of the next paragraphs.

The five year plan of 1981/82- 1985/86
The 1977 survey drew the attention to the construction sector, and in the Fi ve Year Planning of U nion
Development 1981/82 -1985/86 the main purpose was to increase the ability ofthe building sector.
This should be attained by [FYP2] :
1
strengthelling government building organisations and private building organisations;
2
increasing the availability of building equipment and building materials;
3
increasing the level of technology.
Despite the increase of building organisations dunng this period, mainly class VI and VII contractors,
the ability to fulfil projects was low compared to the requirements. The ability was estimated to be
3,000 million Tshs compared to requirements which were 5,000 million Tshs. The main reasons for
this poor performance were:
1
the decreasein cement production in 1981/83;
2
the unavailability of foreign exchange to buy raw materials from other countries;
3
the increase in production costs which resulted in an increase of the costs of building
equipment and building materials;
4
the unavailability of experienced persons working in the construction sector.

The second five year plan; the nse in economy of 1986- 1988
In the period 1986/87- 1987/88 there was some impravement in building activities. This
impravement was due to the improved availability of building equipment and building materials,
which wastheresult of an increase in production [FYP2]. This increase was motivated by the
government's support in importing raw matenals and equipment.
The main aims ofthe Second Five Year National Development Plan for the penod 1986/19871990/91 were the following:
1
the increase of the ability of the nation in building activities by:
giving more jobs to local building contractors;
assisting building contractors by providing training;
paying more attention to the development of low grade small scale contractors;
putting efforts on further development of governmental building organisations, eg
MECCO, NEDCO;
2
the increase of the production and availability of building matenals and building equipment;
3
the increase and wider spread oftechnology.
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The performance during the period 1990/91- 1992/93
One ofthe main achievements ofthe period 1990/91- 1992/93 was the tormulation and the adoption
of the National Construction Industry Development Strategy (NCIDS) [RP]. A more detailed
descnption of this strategy will be given in the next paragraph. Some other achievements included:
an upsurge in the supply of construction works due to the launching of the Integrated Roads
Project (IRP) and improved supply of building matenals, which on its turn was caused by
improvements in the production of some dornestic industries and the liberalisation of the
trade;
the participation of local contractors in ei vil works as a deliberate effort to develop local
construction capacity;
the training of local contractors so as to improve their capability in contractual work,
particularly on road works;
the strengthelling of the construction industry's back up facilities, which include the matenals
laboratones and the establishment of the Plant and Equipment Hiring Company (PEHCOL);
a shift of the government role in construction industry from that of direct involvement
through force account to contract management.
As pointed out earlier, most attention apparently has been paid to the ei vil construction sector,
especially the development of road works. The performance of the entire construction sector however
again did notmeet the requirements because of no parallel increase in the construction capacity, thus
resulting in an ever increasing gap between the available capacity and the demand for construction
services. Furthermore, the number of registered contractors feil from 1115 in 1990 to 967 in 1991
(- 13.3% !), mainly small contractors whohad their registration cancelled.

The National Construction Industry Development Strategy
In 1991 the National Construction Industry Development Strategy (NCIDS) was formulated "to guide
the development of an effective construction industry which will forma sound foundation on which
an efficient, effective and responsive infrastructure can be developed and sustained." [MWN] The
strategy bas been prepared for use of all ministries, parastatals and other institutions whose activities
include sectoral planning related to the construction industry.
The NCIDS is based upon fifteen specific objectives. These are in short:
to establish adequate government planning and monitoring capacity towards the construction
industry;
to promate the economie and efficient utilisation of existing local capacities;
to ensure increased efficiency, productivity and economy in design, construction, manufacture
and distribution of construction materials;
to enhance quality of design and workmanship compatible with existing economie and social
conditions in Tanzania;
to establish realistic construction casts for the industry, and monitor trends;
to eosure health and safety measures in all construction activities through tormulation and
enforcement of appropriate legislation;
to encourage effective public participation in design and construction;
to ensure an even distribution of capacity for construction, technica! services, manufacture
and standardisation of construction matenals, equipment and tools throughout the country;
to promate research into all aspects of the industry and ensure the optimum documentation,
dissemination and application of the research findings;
to create an appropnate environment in which there will be enhanced opportunities for career
development and further training;
toencourage construction matenals production activities and to promate the utilisation of
local resources;
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to imprave the registration, monitoring and control of all professionals and firms engaged in
the construction industry;
to establish praeurement procedures and conditions of contract which are fair, equitable and
efficient;
to establish relevant standards and regulations, enforce usage through a centrally coordinated
system;
to strearnline the composition and activities of all advisory and regulatory bocties to ensure
their optimum level of performance and relevance.
These objectives are further elaborated in an action plan, divided into the following main fieldsof
interest: planning, design, construction, maintenance, resources, research and development. The
objectives and the action plan are the basis for any policy or measure towards the construction sector
on a long term, and thus farm the basis for the Rolling Plans and Forward Budget for Tanzania, which
after the Second Five Year Plan is the major annual statement ofthe gaveroment's development
strategy, economie targets and budgetary projection.
The strategy in its current farm obviously emphasizes the importance of the utilisation of local
resources and to minimize the dependenee on foreign inputs. However, regarding the current capacity
for the production of building materials, the gaveroment should also try to ensure the availability of
building matenals on a short term base. At the end of this chapter the impact of the poliei es towards
the construction sector will be further discussed.

The Rolling Plan and Forward Budget for Tanzania 1993/94 - 1995/96
In this rolling plan the main objectives concerning the construction sector are:
1
to develop a self-sustaining construction industry that is capable of meeting the diverse neects
for construction, rehabilitation and rnainterrance of all building and ei vil works efficiently and
effectively;
2
to oversee the transfer of the gaveroment administrative seat from Dar es Salaarn to Dodoma.
In order to achieve these objectives the following policies will be pursued:
promoting the development of private sector contractors and consultants;
improving efficiency of contractors and consultants;
eneauraging private sector participation in providing back-up facilities;
promoting the use of appropriate technologies;
promoting the construction of the new capital;
enhancing human resource development.
For every single policy a couple of strategies are formulated. These strategies should be implemented
in order to achleve the respective policies. Compared to the previous five year plans, these strategies
are rather concrete actions to be taken.
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Appendix 10: The role of the National Construction Council

Introduetion
The Tanzania government through the Ministry of Works in 1976 initiated a study of the Construction
Industry in Tanzania to identify factors contributing to present problems in construction and
recommend suitable steps to be taken to correct them.
A number of conclusions about the problems afflicting construction in the country were set out mainly
relating to manpower, supply of materials, communication, organisation and efficiency. The study did
show among other things that lack of coordination in various sectors hamper implementation of
programmes and sometimes result in overlapping results. lt was also evident from the study that most
institutions engaged in the field of construction were working more or lessin isolation and had only
arbitrary information on what other institutions were doing. Most institutions therefore expressed a
serious need for inter secteral information, coordination and planning. Hence, one of the main
conclusions of the study was the establishment of a Construction Courreil responsible for all the
activities of the construction industry.
Thus the government decided to create a Courreil to fulfil this role. Therefore through Act no. 20 of
1979 the Courreil was enacted and became full y operational on the 17th August, 1981.
In establishing the National Construction Courreil the government has attempted to realise the long
term objective solution in tackling the problems afflicting the industry. lt has created a vehicle to
coordinate the activities of the construction industry with the primary objective of promoting the
development of the industry.
Functions of the Council
The Courreil is charged with the following activities:
1
to promote the development of the construction industry in Tanzania;
2
to plan and coordinate the activities of persons engaged in the construction industry in
Tanzania;
3
to provide advisory services and technical assistance necessary for, or incidental to the proper
development of the construction industry, to institutions and other persons engaged in the
construction industry;
4
to provide and promote training facilities for persons engaged in or employed or to be
employed in the construction industry;
5
to advise the government on all matters relating to the development of the construction
industry and to formulate proposals and recommendations for their implementation;
6
to promote the documentation and dissemi nation of information on any aspect of research into
any activity connected with the construction industry, carried out by the Courreil or any
person or institution, and may for that purpose publish any newspaper, joumal or periodical or
do any other thing designed to promote research in any matter which is necessary or desirabie
for the efficient development of the national construction policy;
7
to monitor the implementation of standards and regulations relating to the construction
industry;
8
to monitor construction costs and make suggestion fortheir control;
9
to give actvice on the econornical use of matenals for construction and to encourage the
maximum use of local materials;
10
to carry out and to promote the carrying out of research in various aspects of the construction
industry and to coordinate that research;
11
to advise the government, or institutions engaged in the construction industry, on the
adaptation of technology in the construction industry;
12
to participate in, or to make arrangements for, conferences, seminars and discussions on
matters connected with the activities of the council;
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13

to establish and monitor guidelines fortendering procedures so as to ensure faimess, speed
and economy.

In actdition to the aforementioned functions, the Arbitration function is implicity implied in the
functions of the council.
In 1985 the govemment decreedan additional function to the Council providing for projeet's technical
audit services.
The Council's current mission is therefore develop and sustain an effective and efficient construction
industry in Tanzania.
Organization structure

The National Construction Council is govemed by a supreme body called the Council. The Council
which now has eleven members, but which can have a maximum of nineteen members, camprises of
representatives from Ministries, Parastatals, Contractors and Consulting firms. The day to day
activities of the Council are performed by the Council Secretariat headed by the Executive Secretary.
The Secretariat has five departments namely:
1
building works department;
2
civil works department;
3
documentation and information department;
4
materials and technology department;
5
finance and administration department
Further under the office of the Executive Secretary there are three units namely:
1
planning and coordination unit;
2
intemal audit unit;
3
publicity unit.
Achievements

From time to time the Council erganizes seminars for the purposes of promoting the dissemination of
information and providing a forum for discussion on various issues related to construction industry.
The Council has so far held seven seminars. Same other achievements include:
the set up of a demonstration centre in Dodoma;
the development of criteria and guidelines for auditing of projects;
the set up of terms and conditions for engagements of technical auditors;
the compilation of a list of about hundred auditars to serve in various panels;
the creation of a Consultancy Agreement between itself and technical auditors;
the auditing of two major projects, namely AICC and BoT;
the supervision of staff housing scheme at Mbezi Beach in Dar es Salaam.
The Council participated in research activities either individually or in participation withother
institutions as follows :
study of cement and use of lime;
assessment of general requirements of construction equipment and spare parts in Tanzania;
survey of design standards, regulations and specification for the purpose of formulating
building regulations in Tanzania;
study of the use of pozzuolana, lime pozzuolana, portland-pozzuolana as cementation
ingredient in construction.
These researches are geared towards promotion of the use of local materials and appropriate
technology.
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Appendix 11: Results of the final questionnaire

Each table presents the number of enterprises that fits in the respective category.

INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Basic characteristics
Ownership
type of owners hilP
solelhousehold mode

32

partnership outside househeld

10

group ownership (unregistered coops)

0

other? specify:

0

owners hilP w.r.t. equiPment
owns equipment

4

partly owns equipment

0

hires equipment

0

other? specify: partly owns, partly hires

38

I
kr00 miwor!g)lace
ownershilP w.r.t. work sh OPiwor
1
own

partly own

0

has hired

0

free use

0

other? specify: none

41

A ge
number of · vears ooeratmg
0
< 1 year
1-3 years

4

4-5 years

7

6-10 years

11

11-20 years

11

20 + years

9

periodicity of operation (months operatingin last 12 months)
0-3 months
1
4-6 months

3

7-9 months

3

10-11 months

5

12 months

30
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TvDe of business
one man business

0

household mode

0

master (owner) + apprentices

0

master (owner) +employees

39

master (owner) + apprentices +employees

3

Size
number of persons working per unit (inclusively the entrepreneur) on average:
1

5.6

I

initial capital (T.Shs. in curre nt prices:
12
0-999
1000-4999

16

5000- 9999

6

10,000- 19,999

5

20,000- 49,999

0

50,000- 99,999

2

> 100,000

0

n.a.

1

current capital (workin :! caoital) in Tshs
equipment and tools

cash

other

0-999

0

0

0

1000-4999

1

0

0

5000-9999

4

0

1

10,000- 19,999

11

0

0

20,000- 49,999

19

1

0

50,000 - 100,000

6

1

0

100,000 +

1

1

0

va ue o f tools and eqUipment pureh ased in th el ast 12 months
number of
value in tshs
enterprises
0-999

17

1000-4999

16

5000- 9999

5

10,000- 14,999

2

15,000- 19,999

1

20,000 +

1
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Technology
degree of automation (relation worker to machinerv)
numberof
people doing:

0
236
0
236

manual work without tools
manual work with simple tools
manual work with machines
total:

technical rigidity (substitutability of capital b Iabour)
yes
no
is there any use of

6
30

high temperatures (welding)
electricity I high voltage
availability of infrastructure
yes
electricity
water
good roads

36
12

no

37
29
7

5
13

35

I~0

availability of know how ..-----.....-----...,

I know-how

I:~,

quality of building materir=:al=s---.-----...,

I quality

I :~

I ~ot ok

Structural characteristics
Centralisation
yes

no

are employees informed befare
decisions are taken

37

5

are employees informed after decisions
have been taken

40

2

can employees give their apinion asked

41
41

1
1

can employees give their apinion unasked
(offer advice)
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Overall formalisation
formalisation of role definition and information passing
Does the organization have

yes

no

written building contracts

12

30

written contracts of employment

0

42

an employee handbook or rule book

0

42

written operating instructions (incl. drawings)

4

38

written job descriptions

0

42

written working schedules

2

40

other written information ? specify:

0

42

yes

no

total performance per day

12

30

payments to workers

23

19

performance per worker per day

1

41

materials used

11

31

other records ? specify:

0

42

formalisation of role performance
Does the organization have records of

Configuration
bureaucratization· timespent on administrative activities
numberof
enterprises
0 - 14 min/week

13

15 - 29 min/week

1

30 - 44 min/week

5

45 - 59 min/week

0

60 - 89 min/week

2

90 - 120 min/week

5

more than 2 hours/week

3

n.a.

3

Social background characteristics of employees I apprentices
sexe structure
male

female

numbe~ offermanent workers (total in 42
enterpnses

112

1

number of casual workers (average per day,
total in 42 enterprises)

71

0

total number of workers

183

1

numbe~ of apprentices (total in 42
enterpnses)

11

0
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age structure
male workers

apprentices

0- 14

0

0

15- 29

132

11

30-49

48

0

50+

3

0

formal educat10n structure emp oyees and apprentices
male workers

apprentices

no school

2

0

primary not complete

2

0

primary complete

175

11

secondary +

4

0

traininoe received by employees
male

female

none

12

1

apprentice small scale enterprise

163

0

apprentice large scale enterprise

0

0

other on-the-job

0

0

vocational schooling

8

0

other formal education

0

0

wage structure (daily earnings in Tshs)
skilied I permanent

unskilied I casual

0-499

0

0

500-999

1

8

1000- 1499

3

26

1500- 1999

6

7

2000-2500

23

0

2500 +

7

0

n.a.

2

I

other earnings (value in Tshs per dav)
skilied I permanent

unskilied I casual

0

32

32

1-499

3

3

500- 999

7

7

1000+

0

0
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social background characteristics of entrepreneur/owner
age strutu
c re
0- 14

0

15- 29

15

30-49

22

50+

5

marital status
married

34

single

8

widow I divorced

0

p1ace of onom
Dar es Salaam region

9

other urban area

3

rural area

30

formal education
no school

2

primary not complete

2

primary complete

36

secondary +

0

muslim school

2

souree of skilis
self taught

2

learnt in small scale enterprise

26

learnt in large scale enterprise

3

vocational schooling

11

other formal (specify)

0

worki no hours per week
1-9

0

10- 19

0

20-29

0

30-39

0

40-49

21

50-59

10

60-69

7

70+

4
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other economie activities
none

40

work job go verrunent

1

work job private company

0

agriculture including livestock keeping

0

other informal sector activity: carpentry

1

monthly total net informal sector income (es ti mate)

0- 19,999

0

20,000- 39,999

8

40,000- 59,999

17

60,000 - 79,999

9

80,000- 100,000

4

100,000 +

2

n.a.

2

fu ture p1ans

reduce building activities

0

maintain building activities

14

expand building activities

26

start new business

1

other (s~ecify): start new business +
reduce uilding activities

1

EXTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
direct extemal relations characteristics
tot al num ber o f customers tior 42 entrepreneurs d unng ast ve ar per type of customer
155
householcts
0

forma! sector organizations

1

informal sector organizations

0

public organization
0
averaoe number of customers p er y ear per enterp nse: 3.7 (households)

relations with suppliers
averaoe percentaoe o f'mputs corrung fr om
informal sector organizations

80%

formal sector organizations with local
ownership

13%

forma! s~ctor organizations with foreign
ownership

0

importation

0

n.a. (e.g. bought by client)

7%
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Sourees of capital

• at corrun_g fr om
average percentage o f cap1t
1%
own savings
private money lenders

0

family and friends

0

actvaneed payments by elient

97%

banks

0

government

0

payments from apprentices

2%

changes in demand
do you no ti ce
a decreasein demand

0

a constant demand

0

an increase in demand

42

competition
do you notice competition from
informal sector organizations
formal sector organizations

yes

no

29
13

13

29

EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS
satisfaction
do you want
to go to the formal sector
other work

yes

no

39
3

3
39

PROBLEMS, ASSISTANCE AND TRAINING NEEDS
most important problems during operation
number of entrepreneurs which mentions reSQ_ective_Qroblem_(t:otal number of mentions : 94)
lack/unavailability of actvaneed payments
32

unavailability of building materials

9
3
28
7

lack of knowledge with fundis

5

difficulties in finding new jobs

4

other

6

not enoughlbad quality of materials bought by elient
lack/unavailability of credits
lack/unavailability of equipment and tools

farms of assistance most wanted
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number of entrepreneurs which mentions respective form of assistance (total nu mber of mentions: 105)
31
loans/availability of capital
training facilities

18

improving the availability of equipment and tools

35

improving the availability of building matenals

7

easing the geverrunent regulations

2

assistance in getting new jobs

10

other

2

forms of training most wanted
number of entrepreneurs which mentions respective form of trainin_g (total number of mentions: 64)
24
formal education technica! skilis
on-the-job training teehoical skilis

22

vocational schooling

6

managerial training

5

commercial/financial training

5

literacy

0

other

2

ln'i
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Appendix 12: Registration of small scale sector enterprises

Besides the company registration system in Tanzania, to which the registration with the NBAQSBC
belongs, a system for the registration of smal! scale enterprises was created. The licensing and
registration Act of 1967 and the Business Licensing Act of 1972 stipulate that business ventures with
investments above Tshs 5 million in building and machinery must have industriallicense and units
with investments below Tshs 5 million, which by definition includes both informal and smal! scale
enterprises, must have certificate of registration. In actdition the Local Government Act empowers
local authorities to charge fees for any business within their area of jurisdiction [ILOT].
In this system an entrepreneur receives a licence for his business. There are several ministries
involved, and in most cases it is very unclear to what institution one has to go in case one aims at
getting licensed. In short, the process for acquiring business license is very cumbersome. For a
business to become fully licensed it requires at least twenty operations, and depending on the type of
activity it would have to visit five different institutions. One has to obtain License application forms
which are available only from the commercial officers at the city, district or regional offices. In most
cases these forms are not available and often require several visits by the entrepreneur. The forms
have to be filled in several copies. This combined with the fact that many people harbour intense fear
for the officials because oftheir limited educational background diseaurages many. Sametimes people
then use middlemen, who charge exorbitant fees for their services. When application forms are
completed several authorising officials have to endorse them. All tagether the persistent entrepreneur
could take two and a half months of intensive follow-up to obtain the required papers. The process of
obtaining the license could take up to more than a year.
This system had the intention to separate registration from paying tax. An entrepreneur would not
have to pay tax related to his profits, but would just have to pay a smal! fee. In practice however,
entrepreneurs even have to pay tax in advance. Before they start production, an official estimates the
future production basedon the available equipment. What happens thus is that entrepreneurs try to
hide part of their equipment, in case an official is visiting them to determine the amount of tax to be
paid. No entrepreneur is capable of paying this sum before he has started running his business. Many
smal! scale entrepreneurs, among which the informal smal! scale contractors, do not know about this
licensing system. But even if they do know about it, they are very reluctant to enter it, as is it will
almost certainly be expensive. Besides, like explained above, the procedure is very cumbersome, so
the entrepreneur might easily give up during the processof getting the license.
There is some other opportunity to become registered and not have to pay the usual amount of tax,
which is 50% over profit an entrepreneur could forma cooperative, tagether with three more people.
In that case the tax rateis 25 %. In 1991 the rules to establish a cooperative were smoothed, so after
that time quite some small scale entrepreneurs, who had the features of informal sector organisations,
used this system to enter the forma! sector. However, for the entrepreneurs with very limited
resources, which is the case for almost any informal smal! scale contractor, 25 % is still a lot of
money. Therefore this option is not very appropriate for them.
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Appendix 13: Key institutions involved in education and training

National Vocational Training Division in the Ministry of Labour and Youth Development;
This is the legal coordinating board directly involved in administering vocational training
countrywide. One of its main functions is the provision of basic vocational training at the
National Vocational Training eentres countrywide, but it is among others also involved in the
registration of all kinds of vocational institutions.

National Vocational Training Council;
This is the coordinating authority for vocational training. lts main function is to advise the
Mi nistry of Labour and Youth Development on policy matters related to vocational training.
Another task consists of registration, inspeetion and certification of all institutions imparting
vocational skilis in the country.

National Technical Training Advisory and Coordinating Council;
This is another advisory body besides the NVTC. lts main objective is to advise and assist the
several ministries and institutions on all matters related to the coordination of technica!
education and training in the country.

Department of Technical Education under the Ministry of Science, Technology and Higher
education;
This department mainly acts as the secretariat for NATTACC, and it assists the Millistry in
relation to the task of advising and coordinating technica! education and training in the
country.

Ministry of Education and Culture;
The Department of Secondary Education in the Mi nistry of Education and Culture is
responsible for technica! schools. The millistry also runs the Post-Primary Technica! eentres
in the country.

Ministry of Community Development, Wamen affairs and Children;
This millistry runs Folk Development Colleges and Rural Development Centres.
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Appendix 14: Major training institutions and facilities

Mission trade schools
Established in the pre-colonial era, these schools currently have an annual intake of 800
persons. There are about 30 mission-trade schools. Their objective is to provide skills in
carpentry, tailoring, motor vehicle mechanics, masonry and bricklaying, and plumbing. The
duration of the courses is three or four years.

Tapa trade schools I secondary technica! schools
In 1986 36 secondary teehuical schools with approximately 9000 students and 18 ordinary
secondary schools with approximately 5300 students were established with the objective to
provide an education which was terminal and which aimed at equipping students with
knowledge and skills, especially teehuical skills. This objective has shifted towards general
secondary teehuical education, which not only offers opportunities for work but also for
further studies upwards.

Folk Development Colleges (FDC) I Rural Development Centres
At district level there are 52 Folk Development Colleges, providing short (one day to six
months) and long (six to eighteen months) courses in carpentry, masonry, electricity,
dressmaking and dornestic crafts. They are specially meant for adults, offering programmes
related to the neects of rural communities. The Rural Development eentres are similar to the
Folk Development Colleges. There are only five ofthem in the southern part ofthe country,
and they provide training of four months (maximum) to rural people.

National Vocational Training Division Programme
Divided over the country the nineteen National Vocational Training eentres with an annual
output of 2,500 students give initial training before one is employed, providing preparatory
training and training for recognized Iabour market credentials.
The NVTD training programmes include:
basic vocational training for young people seeking to learn a trade I accupation for the
first time;
apprenticeship training programmes;
part-time evening skill-upgrading programme for apprentices and other employed
persons in industry;
instructor and supervisors training for vocational training institutions and industries I
work organizations.
The basic vocational training is aimed at teaching basic employable skills in one year or
sametimes two year courses. The present policy is to expand the range of 2-year courses.
About 60 % of the time is spent on practical work, the remainder on related trade theory and
general education. At the end of the basic training trainees take tests which tagether with more
continuous assessment by instructors are the basis forawarding a Certificate of Basic
Training. Only those who successfully pass and thus obtain this certificate can be placed by
the NVTD in industry for an apprenticeship which is supposed to be of two to three years'
duration. Apprentices are intended to attend evening classes during their apprenticeship. The
basic training is not intended to be "job readiness" training, but a preparation for
apprenticeship. The NVTC's offer 34 occupational skills.

Diversified secondary education
These institutions provide practical skills (productivity objective) to the pupils to imptement
the policy of education for self reliance.
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Post Primary Technical Centres
The post primary technicaleentres started in 1976 to provide employable skilis to primary
leavers who could not find place in secondary schools. The objective was to establish eentres
in each district. About 300 eentres have been established by now.

National Technical Colleges
Currently there are four colleges including one at Zanzibar. Their intake comprises graduates
of technical secondary schools, with a majority of students sponsored by different ministries
and private sector employers. The NTC's offer a wide range of courses at technicallevel
lasting two and three years respectively.

Company training eentres
These training eentres are meant to train erafismen in basic vocational skilis to fit the
company's own special neects (productivity oriented goals). This training is often conducted
when a company has low confidence in outside training.

On-the-job training
The employer undertak:es to train the apprentice in return for his untrained labour. Under
modern apprenticeship the apprentice is paid an allowance while in traditional apprenticeship
the apprentice sometimes must pay. Usually the training is carried out as a casuallabourer
assists a qualified erafisman or a technician in performing a given task. The casuallabourer is
able to piek up useful knowledge and skill which can eventually lead them to mastering the
profession and even acquiring required qualifications. This training is not often directed
towards earning paper credentials but practical skilis for immediate application.
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Appendix 15: Interview training needs

This interview is held to gain insight in how informal small scale contractors themselves regard
training opportunities and how they think a training course should be carried out. The views of the
contractors on these subjects will be used to formulate a training proposal. In this interview I largely
concentrate upon managerial skills. It will be in another stage of the research, performed by my
successor, that the need for training on technical skills will be tested.
The subjects I want to gather information about are the following:
1
which subjects should be part of a training course;
2
which time schedule should be followed (short period fulltime course or longer period part
time course);
3
what are the financial consequences of such a course for the contractors;
4
what type of location is considered to be appropriate for such a training course.
The following questions are to direct the interview. It is tried to make it as open as possible, so the
questions only assure a minimum amount of information .

questions
questions about the current way of managing

1

Do you think the use of contract documents could be useful? Why do you think that ?

2
?

Do you sometimes have problems in paying your labourers or with the payment for materials

3

Are you able to save a little money to do future investments ?

4

How do you decide which investments need to be made ?

5

When you buy equipment, is it for immediate or for future use?

6

When you have estimated the amount of needed materials, does it often happen that there are
not enough materials, or that there is far too much ?

7

How do you calculate the price of a project ?

8

How do you determine the wages you pay to the workers ?

9

Do you know how much profit you make on each project ?

10

Do you think that the quality of the buildings made by your company could be improved ?

11

Do you think that proper permanent supervision on the site could improve this quality ?

12

Do you manage to get new jobs? How?

13

Do you think that this could be improved, eg that it is possible to get more jobs ? How ?

14

Do you think that it could be useful to keep records, for instance on payments or used
materials? Why do you think that record keeping could be useful ?
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15

What are the main reasons for delays in the building projects performed by your company ?
Which aspects do you think could be avoided ?

questions on how a course should look like

1

Whom would you like to participate in a course ?

2

How much time would you spend on a training course maximally ? Should it be a full time
course or a part time course ? What should be the frequency of "lessons" ?

3

Where should such a training take place ? On a building site, in a educational centre, or
anywhere else ?

4

To what extent are you able to pay a fee for the course? Would having to pay a fee mean that
you will not participate in a course ? In case of a fulltime course, would you be able to arrange
things in such a way that you and your family won't suffer from lack of income during that
period?

5

Which of the following subjects would you like to include in the course ?
1
planning of construction work;
2
materials management;
3
budgeting and cost accounting;
4
the use of contract documents;
5
on site supervision;
6
project evaluation;
7
quality control;
8
the formation of construction firms;
9
other subjects.
Could you rank them according to importance? (1 = most important, 8 = least important)
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